DAY 1 |  
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 2024  
ARTEMIS HALL  
European Cultural Centre of Delphi

11.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

12.00 OPENING SESSION - Plenary, Artemis Hall

NATIONAL & EU ANTHEMS

DELPHIC MAXIMS by ELLINIKI AGOGI

PRAISE SONG FOR PEACE “THEN, AS NOW”, HARP & VOICE: Dianne de Laet

WELCOME
✔ Symeon G. Tsomokos, Founder & President, Delphi Economic Forum, Greece

12.20 KEYNOTE ADDRESS
✔ H.E. Katerina Sakellaropoulou, President of the Hellenic Republic

KEYNOTE ADDRESS AND DISCUSSION
✔ H.E. Volodymyr Zelensky, President of Ukraine (online)  
Chair: Freid Pleitgen, Journalist, CNN

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
✔ H.E. Nataša Pirc Musar, President of the Republic of Slovenia

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
✔ H.E. Jakov Milatović, President of Montenegro

13.05 pause

13.07 ON THE OCCASION OF THE 20 YEARS ANNIVERSARY OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN ATHENS

✔ Thomas Bach, President of the International Olympic Committee, Switzerland (video message)  
✔ Gianna Angelopoulos – Daskalaki, Ambassador-at-Large  
  in conversation with  
✔ Pavlos Tsimas, Journalist, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
OPENING SESSION - Plenary, Artemis Hall

13.40 KEYNOTE ADDRESSES

✓ Mathias Cormann, Secretary-General, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), France
✓ Melina Travlos, President, Union of Greek Shipowners; Chair of the Board, Neptune Group of Companies
✓ Paolo Gentiloni, Commissioner for Economy, European Commission

14.15 GATHERING STORM: COLD WAR II OR WORLD WAR III?

✓ Niall Ferguson, Sr Fellow, Hoover Institution, Stanford University; Sr Fellow, Belfer Center for Science & Int'l Affairs, Harvard University

14.35 WELCOME REMARKS

✓ Fanis Spanos, Governor, Region of Central Greece
✓ Panagiotis Tagalis, Mayor of Delphi
✓ Host of the Opening Session: Maria Nikoltsiou, Anchorwoman, Alpha TV

14.45 END OF OPENING SESSION - NETWORKING BREAK
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15.00 JUSTICE OF THE LAW  
✓ Georgia Adeilini, Prosecutor, Supreme Court (Areios Pagos), Greece  
in conversation with  
✓ Ioanna Mandrou, Journalist, Kathimerini Newspaper, Greece

15.25 JUSTICE, ECONOMY AND INVESTMENTS  
✓ Ioannis Sarmas, Prime Minister of the Hellenic Republic (2023); President, Hellenic Court of Audit (2019-2023)  
✓ Michalis Pikramenos, Vice President, Council of State, Greece  
✓ Dimitri Papalexopoulos, Chairman of the Board, SEV Hellenic Federation of Enterprises, Greece  
✓ Chair: Ioanna Mandrou, Journalist, Kathimerini Newspaper, Greece

16.10 JUSTICE, REFORMS AND AI  
✓ Giorgos Floridis, Minister of Justice, Hellenic Republic  
✓ Konstantinos Koussoulis, Supreme Court Judge, Vice President, Supreme Administrative Court, Greece

16.50 IN CONVERSATION  
✓ Christos Rammos, President, Hellenic Authority for Communication Security and Privacy  
with  
✓ Ioanna Mandrou, Journalist, Kathimerini Newspaper, Greece

17.10 BREAK

17.30 EUROPE BETWEEN SLEEPWALKING AND ALERTNESS  
✓ Evangelos Venizelos, Prof., Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Deputy PM & MFA (2013 -2015), Greece

✓ Chair: Pavlos Tsimas, Journalist, TA NEA, SKAI TV

✓ confirmed speaker
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RESTORATION OF DEMOCRACY

18.05 VALUES AND VALUE SYSTEM IN POST AUTHORITARIAN GREECE
✓ Nikiforos Diamantouros, Professor Emeritus, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
  introduced by
✓ Antonis Papagiannidis, Managing Editor, Oikonomiki Epitheorisi, Greece

✓ Georgios Alogoskoufis, Prof. of Economics, Athens Univ. of Economics & Business, Minister of Economy & Finance (2004 – 2009)
✓ Vassilis Rapanos, Chairman of the BoD, Alpha Bank
✓ George Zanias, Chairman of the Board of Directors, Eurobank S.A.
✓ George Chouliarakis, Advisor to the Governor, Bank of Greece, Alternate Minister of Finance (2015 - 2019)
✓ Eleni Louri - Dendrinou, Professor in Department of Economics, Athens University of Economics & Business, Greece
✓ Chair: Antonis Papagiannidis, Managing Editor, Oikonomiki Epitheorisi, Greece

20.00 END OF DAY 1

21.00 OPENING RECEPTION, AMALIA HOTEL

✓ confirmed speaker
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11.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

12.00 OPENING SESSION - Plenary, Artemis Hall

PLANET

14.30 RISING TIDES, RISING THREATS: SAFEGUARDING OUR OCEANS IN A WARMING WORLD
✓ Maria Damanaki, Independent Advisor on Climate-Oceans, EU Commissioner for Maritime & Fisheries (2010-2014), Greece
✓ Hercules Haralambides, Professor of Maritime Economics, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands
✓ Elisabeth Lipiatou, Head of Unit, Directorate General Communications Networks, Content & Technology, Belgium
✓ Kostas Lagouvardos, Research Director, National Observatory Athens, Greece
✓ Lars Ebbesson, Program Director of Sustainable Ocean Harvesting, EDIH Oceanopolis, Norway
✓ Chair: Cheryl Novak, Research Associate in Sustainability, ELIAMEP, Greece

15.10 CLIMATE CRISIS: CAN WE TURN THE TIDE
✓ Hans-Otto Pörtner, Head of the section Integrated Ecophysiology, Alfred Wegener Institute, Germany
✓ Bogolo Kenewendo, Global Economist, fmr Minister Investment, Trade & Industry
✓ Shishir Priyadarshi, President, Global Relations Adani Group, Switzerland
✓ Adam Elman, Sustainability Lead, Google
✓ Chair: Nick Gowing, Founder, Thinking the Unthinkable, UK

16.00 DELPHI AND MODERN EUROPEAN ART
✓ Alexandra Goulaki Voutyra, General Director, Teloglion Foundation of Arts, Emeritus Professor of Art History, AUTH
✓ Takis Mavrotas, Visual Arts Director, B & M Theoharakis Foundation for the Fine Arts and Music
✓ Costas Varotsos, Sculpture artist, Greece
✓ Vana Xenou, Artist / Professor
✓ Athanasia Psalti, Director, Ephorate of Antiquities of Phokis, Ministry of Culture, Hellenic Republic
✓ Chair: Andreas Gofas, Director, European Cultural Centre of Delphi, Greece
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DEMOGRAPHICS

16.35 REFORMING EUROPEAN ECONOMIES FOR THE NEW DEMOGRAPHIC CHALLENGES
Programming Partner: OECD Crete Population Centre

✓ Gergana Passy, former Minister of EU Affairs, former Dep.Foreign Minister, former MP; President of PanEuropa, Bulgaria
✓ Nathalie Berger, Director Support to Member States’ reforms, DG for Structural Reform Support, EU Commission
✓ Jose Enrique Garcilazo, Head, Regional and Rural Policy Unit, Centre for Entrepreneurship SME's, Regions and Cities, OECD

✓ Chair: Maria Gavouneli, Chair of the Expert Advisory Board, OECD Crete Population Centre

17.25 ECO - NOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND MARINE CONSERVATION
Programming Partner: A. C. Laskaridis Charitable Foundation

✓ Dimitris Athanasoulis, Director, Ephorate of Antiquities of Cyclades, Greece
✓ Evangelos Kyriazopoulos, Secretary General of Maritime Affairs and Ports
✓ Fay Makantasi, Research Director, DiaNEOsis, Greece
✓ Maria P. Papadopoulou, Professor NTUA, President BoD, Natural Environment and Climate Change Agency

✓ Chair: Angeliki Kosmopoulou, Executive Director, Athanasios C. Laskaridis Charitable Foundation

18.05 NETWORKING BREAK

✓ confirmed speaker
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18.30 COSTA CARRAS EUROPEAN CITIZENS AWARD CEREMONY
by Europa Nostra and ELLINIKI ETAIRIA - Society for the Environment and Cultural Heritage

The Award Ceremony will be honored by the presence of H.E. Katerina Sakellaropoulou, President of the Hellenic Republic and H.E. Nataša Pirc Musar, President of the Republic of Slovenia.

Opening address:
Sneška Quaedvlieg - Mihailović, Secretary General, Europa Nostra, The Netherlands
Lydia Carras, Founder and Vice President, ELLINIKI ETAIRIA - Society for the Environment and Cultural Heritage (ELLET)

Addresses by the founding partners:
Symeon Tsomokos, Founder and President, Delphi Economic Forum
Anastasios Paul Leventis, Chairman, A.G. LEVENTIS Foundation (video message)
Kyriacos Kakouris, Vice President, European Investment Bank

Chair: Jimmy Jamar, Head of Brussels Office, Europa Nostra

Presentation of the Golden Award

Presentation of the Award Laureate, Stéphane Bern
Tribute by Laurence Auer, Ambassador of France to the Hellenic Republic

Presentation of the Silver Award

Sneška Quaedvlieg - Mihailović, Secretary General, Europa Nostra, The Netherlands
Lydia Carras, Founder and Vice President, ELLINIKI ETAIRIA - Society for the Environment and Cultural Heritage (ELLET)

Presentation of the Award Laureate, Haydarpaşa Solidarity for Society, City of Environment
Tribute by Çağatay Erçilyes, Ambassador of the Republic of Türkiye to the Hellenic Republic

Presentation of the Award Laureate, Archilochos

Closing remarks
Stathis Potamitis, President, ELLINIKI ETAIRIA-Society for the Environment and Cultural Heritage (ELLET)

20.00 END OF DAY 1

21.00 OPENING RECEPTION, AMALIA HOTEL
11.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

12.00 OPENING SESSION - Plenary, Artemis Hall

WORLD, EU & GREEK ECONOMY

14.30 A WORLD IN GEOPOLITICAL TURMOIL, SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTION, AND CLIMATE CRISIS REDESIGNING POLICIES FOR ECONOMIC AND FISCAL SURVIVAL
Programming Partner: OECD Global Strategy Group, chaired by Greece

The world has shifted to a new geopolitical reality characterized by conflict and the weaponization of interdependence, multipolarity in tandem with polarization, and the growing inability of multilateral institutions to uphold a functioning rules-based global trading order. Governments are facing acute challenges for sustaining sound public finances. De-risking supply chains comes with costs. Meeting investment priorities in security and defence, supporting Ukraine, financing the green and digital transitions, engaging with the “Global South”, offsetting the influence of third powers, addressing the consequences of ageing and the climate crisis, all imply hard policy choices and trade-offs. What are the policy dilemmas emerging from this global landscape? And how should government policies be redesigned to navigate these acute challenges?

✓ Gerasimos Thomas, Director, General Taxation and Customs Union at the European Commission, Belgium
✓ Luiz de Mello, Director, Director, Economics Department, OECD, France
✓ Sylvie Goulard, Prof. of Practice, Bocconi University; Deputy Governor (2018-2022), Banque de France

✓ Chair: George Pagoulatos, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of Greece to the OECD, France

15.10 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Kostis Hatzidakis, Minister of National Economy & Finance, Hellenic Republic

with

✓ Spyros Dimitrelis, Director, Capital.gr

15.35 THE LONG-TERM CONTRIBUTION AND THE STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCE OF GREEK SHIPPING IN THE GREEK AND EUROPEAN ECONOMY

✓ John C. Lyras, Member of the BoD, Union of Greek Shipowners, President, Paralos Maritime Corp. Greece

✓ Chair: Ilias Bissias, Editor, Naftika Chronika, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
WORLD, EU & GREEK ECONOMY

15.55 STATEMENT
✓ Assen Vassilev, MP, Minister of Finance (2023-2024) Republic of Bulgaria
✓ Chair: Aimilios Perdikaris, Director General, Athens/Macedonian News Agency (AMNA)

16.20 HELLENIC SHIPPING: INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP MADE IN GREECE
✓ Andonis Lemos, Vice President, Union of Greek Shipowners & Chairman, ENESEL SA, Greece
✓ Chair: Nigel Lowry, Athens correspondent, Lloyd's List Intelligence

16.40 BANKING TRENDS & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
✓ George Frazis, Banking & Finance Exec. Adviser on debt capital markets deals, George Capital Finance Solutions, Australia
✓ Antonis Papagiannidis, Managing Editor, Oikonomiki Epitheorisi, Greece

16.55 GREECE IN TRANSITION: IDENTIFYING KEY REFORMS FOR THE FUTURE
✓ Stefanos Manos, Minister of Finance (1992-1993), Hellenic Republic
✓ Antonis Papagiannidis, Managing Editor, Oikonomiki Epitheorisi, Greece

17.20 BREAK
WORLD, EU & GREEK ECONOMY

17.30  FROM MARKET TO STRATEGIC CAPITALISM: THE CHANGING LOGIC OF ECONOMIC POLICYMAKING

Programming Partner: Finnish Institute of International Affairs (FIIA)

This panel will discuss the transformation of economic governance in the EU and the United States in response to the φθν rivalry in the international system. It will consider the challenges that this transformation poses to both transatlantic relations and the broader international economic order, and what it means for international business. Companies face an urgent need to identify, assess and adapt to this changing economic environment coupled with the rise of strategic capitalism.

✓ Stefan Lindström, Ambassador, Digitalization & New Technologies, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Finland
✓ Velina Tchakarova, Founder and Geopolitical Strategist, FACE For A Conscious Experience, Austria
✓ Joe Zammit-Lucia, Founder, RADIX Centre for Business, Politics & Society, The Netherlands

✓ Chair: Mikael Wigell, Research Director, Finnish Institute of International Affairs, Finland

18.10  AI FOR ALL: NAVIGATING THE PATH TO RESPONSIBLE AND SUSTAINABLE TECH IN EVERY HAND

✓ Stratos Molyviatis, General Manager - Chief Operating Office, National Bank of Greece
✓ Bill Karnazes, Chief Services Officer, Viohalco, Greece
✓ François Candelon, Managing Director & Senior Partner, BCG Henderson Institute Global Director
✓ Stefanos Mytilinaios, Chief Operating Officer, Alpha Bank
✓ Adam Elman, Sustainability Lead, Google

✓ Chair: Marianna Leoni, Managing Dir. & Partner, Regional Head of Risk & ComplianceTech & Analytics, BCG

18.55  STRENGTHENING INTERNATIONAL TRADE AMIDST GEOPOLITICAL TENSIONS

✓ George Milonas, President & CEO, Alumil, Greece
✓ Ramūnas Mačius, Vice-Président, Fiscal and Anti-Ilicit Trade, JTI
✓ Shishir Priyadarshi, President, Global Relations Adani Group, Switzerland
✓ Janusz Władyczak, CEO, KUKE
✓ Robin Van Puyenbroeck, Executive Director, Business Development, World Trade Centers Association
✓ François De Ricolfis, Head of the Economic Service, French Embassy of Greece
✓ Gregory Stamatopoulos, CEO, Export Credit Greece

✓ Chair: Basil Gavalas, Managing Partner, ASININ CORPORATION LIMITED, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
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19.40 CLIMATE RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE BANKING AND INSURANCE SYSTEM  
Programme Partner: Vicky Saporta, Bank of England

   This panel would explore how banks, insurance companies and regulators globally, in the EU and locally in Greece are addressing the challenges and opportunities from climate change.

✓ Alex Ntelekos, EMEA Region Head, Gallagher Re, UK  
✓ Leila Kamdem, Head of Climate Risk, HSBC, UK  
✓ Danae Kyriakopoulou, Co-Head, Climate Hub, Bank of England, UK  
✓ Christopher Flensborg, Head of Climate & Sustainable Finance, Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken, Sweden  
✓ Tassos Anastasiou, General Manager, Head of Corporate, Ethniki Asfalistiki, Greece

✓ Chair: Vicky Saporta, Executive Director, Prudential Policy, Bank of England, UK

20.30 END OF DAY 1

21.00 OPENING RECEPTION, AMALIA HOTEL
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LETO HALL  
Amalia Hotel

11.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

12.00 OPENING SESSION - Plenary, Artemis Hall, European Cultural Centre of Delphi

THE QUEST FOR PEACE

14.30 THE QUEST FOR PEACE AND THE DELPHIC MAXIMS

  Introduced by
✓ Constantinos Filis, Director, ACG Institute of Global Affairs & Professor, International Relations, American College of Greece

14.40 REARRANGING THE DECK CHAIRS?  
EUROPEAN DEFENSE ARRANGEMENTS AND THE AFTERMATH OF THE UKRAINE WAR  
Programming Partner: Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)

✓ David Lidington, Chairman, RUSI, UK  
✓ Edward Arnold, Research Fellow for European Security, RUSI, UK  
✓ Oana Lungescu, Distinguished Fellow, RUSI, UK

✓ Chair: Jonathan Eyal, Associate Director, Strategic Research Partnerships, RUSI, UK

15.30 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Ambassador Mark Regev, Chair, the Abba Eban Institute for Diplomacy & Int’l Relations, Reichman University, Israel (online) with
✓ Constantinos Filis, Director, ACG Institute of Global Affairs & Professor, International Relations, American College of Greece

15.50 KEYNOTE ADDRESS

✓ Olivier Varhelyi, Commissioner for Neighbourhood and Enlargement, European Commission

✓ Introduced by: Constantinos Filis, Director, ACG Institute of Global Affairs & Professor, International Relations, American College of Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
THE QUEST FOR PEACE

16.10 IS PEACE FOR ISRAEL AND PALESTINE A LOST CAUSE?

✓ Steven A. Cook, Eni Enrico Mattei Senior Fellow for Middle East and Africa Studies, Council of Foreign Relations, USA
✓ Karim Haggag, Prof. of Practice, Dep. of Public Policy & Administration, American University in Cairo, Egypt
✓ James M. Lindsay, Senior VP, Director of Studies & Maurice R. Greenberg Chair, Council on Foreign Relations, USA
✓ Asaad Alshamlan, Director of European Studies Centre, Prince Saud Al Faisal Institute for Diplomatic Studies, Saudi Arabia

✓ Chair: Anja Wehler-Schöck, International Editor / Head of International Politics, Der Tagesspiegel

17.00 NETWORKING BREAK

17.10 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Nikos Dendias, Minister of National Defence, Hellenic Republic
   with
✓ Constantinos Filis, Director, ACG Institute of Global Affairs & Professor, International Relations, American College of Greece

17.35 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Andreas Kindl, Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany to the Hellenic Republic
   with
✓ Stella Stylianou, Anchorwoman, Mega TV

17.55 REVAMP OF THE WORLD ORDER WILL HAVE TO WAIT

✓ William Drozdiak, Global Europe Fellow, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, USA
✓ Anna Wieslander, Director, Northern Europe Office, Atlantic Council, Sweden
✓ Francois Heisbourg, Senior Adviser for Europe, Int’l Institute for Strategic Studies, Special Adviser, Recherche Stratégique, France
✓ Nik Nanos, Chief Data Scientist and Founder, NANOS RESEARCH, Canada
✓ Henry Huiyao Wang, Founder & President, Center for China and Globalization, China

✓ Chair: Alec Russell, Foreign Editor, Financial Times, USA

✓ confirmed speaker
THE QUEST FOR PEACE

18.45 EGYPT AND ITS POSITION IN TODAY’S WORLD

✓ Osama El Gohary, Assistant to the Prime Minister and Chairman of the Cabinet Information and Decision Support Center, Egypt
✓ Chair: Athanasios Katsikidis, Freelance Columnist, Kathimerini Newspaper Greece

19.00 UKRAINE’S FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL: SCENARIOS ON THE FUTURE OF THE EUROPEAN SECURITY ORDER

✓ Thomas Greminger, Director, Geneva Centre for Security Policy, Switzerland
✓ Spiros Lampridis, Special National Envoy for Ukraine, Greece
✓ Tinatin Akhvlediani, Research Fellow in the EU Foreign Policy Unit at CEPS, Belgium
✓ Indrek Kännik, Director, International Centre for Defense and Security, Estonia
✓ Anita Richter, Head of Ukraine Unit, Global Relations and Cooperation, OECD, France
✓ Chair: Michał Baranowski, Managing Director, GMF East & Regional Director, German Marshall Fund of the US, Poland

19.50 THE BLACK SEA FROM THE GEORGIAN PERSPECTIVE

✓ Andrew Novo, Nonresident Senior Fellow, Transatlantic Defense & Security Program, CEPA, USA
✓ Natia Seskuria, Founder and Executive Director, RISS, UK; Associate Fellow at Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)
✓ Tassos Kriekoukis, Ambassador a.h., Hellenic Republic
✓ Chair: Michael Martens, Correspondent for Southeast Europe, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ)

20.30 END OF DAY 1

21.00 OPENING RECEPTION, AMALIA HOTEL

✓ confirmed speaker
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12.00 OPENING SESSION - Plenary, Artemis Hall, European Cultural Centre of Delphi

13.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

DECODING TOMORROW CHALLENGES THAT DEFINE OUR TIME
THE PRIMARY SECTOR

14.15 WELCOME REMARKS
✓ Ioannis Stathas, Mayor of Arachova

14.30 SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEMS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Programming Partners: Academy of Athens, Research Center for Public Health Research & Education & Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health Department of Environmental Health

United Nations COP28 UAE Declaration on Sustainable Agriculture, Resilient Food Systems, and Climate Action, December 2023, signed by 134 countries: "WE, HEADS OF STATE AND GOVERNMENT...We affirm that agriculture and food systems must urgently adapt and transform in order to respond to the imperatives of climate change." This session will address the key elements of a planetary health perspective for food system transformation and introduce plans to create a platform for science-policy exchange, sharing of best practices, and solutions-oriented discussions aimed at supporting governments at the national level for progressive action-based policy on nutrition, foods, climate change, and health.

✓ Kari C. Nadeau, Prof. of Climate & Population Studies, Chair, Dept of Environmental Health, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, [video]
✓ Walter Willett, Professor of Epidemiology and Nutrition, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, USA
✓ Petros Koutrakis, Professor of Environmental Sciences, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, USA
✓ Lluis Serra, Rector, Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain
✓ Antonia Trichopoulou, Head, Academy of Athens Center for Public Health Research and Education (CPHRE), Greece
✓ Klea Katsouyanni, Prof. of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Medical School, Greece

COMMENTARY
✓ Eleftherios Avgenakis, Minister of Rural Development and Food, Hellenic Republic
✓ Chair: Nikos Konstantaras, Journalist, Kathimerini Newspaper, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
THE PRIMARY SECTOR

15.45 UNLOCKING POTENTIAL, ADDRESSING CHALLENGES: RESEARCH FINDINGS FOR THE PRIMARY SECTOR

Programming Partner: DiaNEOsis

✓ Lefteris Avgenakis, Minister of Rural Development and Food, Hellenic Republic
✓ Spyridon Kintzios, Rector, Agricultural University of Athens (AUA), Greece
✓ Theodoros Benos, Researcher and Consultant in the Agri-Food Sector, Greece
✓ Marianna Skylakaki, CEO, Athinea, Greece
✓ Elli Tsiforou, CEO, GAIA EPICHEIREIN, Greece

✓ Chair: Fay Makantasi, Research Director, DiaNEOsis, Greece

16.30 LEVERAGING PARTNERSHIPS TO AMPLIFY THE BENEFITS OF GOOD NUTRITION IN PUBLIC HEALTH

✓ Christos Tsolkas, CEO, Delta Foods, Greece
✓ Fani Preventi, President, Hellenic Dietetic Association
✓ Adam Ulrich, Director General, spiritsEUROPE

✓ Chair: Nektarios Notis, Founder-CEO, Notice Content and Services, ESGreece - Co-Founder, Made in Greece expro

17.00 WATER: A SHARED RESOURCE, A GROWING CHALLENGE

✓ Lefteris Avgenakis, Minister of Rural Development and Food, Hellenic Republic
✓ Tassos Iossipides, Partner, Head of Strategy & Transactions. EY, (CESA) South Cluster EY, Greece
✓ Miltos Gkouzouris, CEO, HVA International BV
✓ Simos Anastasopoulos, President, CompeteGR
✓ Harry Sachinis, CEO, EYDAP, Greece
✓ Stavros Mourelatos, General Manager Greece, Cyprus & Malta, Coca-Cola

✓ Chair: Venetia Koussia, General Manager, CompeteGR
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DECODING TOMORROW
CHALLENGES THAT DEFINE OUR TIME

THE PRIMARY SECTOR

18.00 INNOVATION IN WATER MANAGEMENT
✓ Imad Makhzoumi, Chairman & CEO, ENOIA Engineering Group, Board Officer I fmr President of IDRA, UAE
with
✓ Venetia Koussia, General Manager, CompeteGR

18.10 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
AGRICULTURE IN FRONT OF GLOBAL THREATS
✓ Stavros Keletsis, Deputy Minister of Rural Development and Food, Hellenic Republic
✓ Dimitris Kouretas, Governor, Region of Thessaly
✓ Vassilis Frantzolas, Olive oil Taster & Quality Consultant, Owner & Founder Oliveoilseminars.com, Greece
✓ Athanassios Gertsis, Chair, Sustainable Agriculture and Management, Perrotis College - American Farm School
✓ Thomas Koutoupias, President, easagr.gr
✓ Alexandros Triantafyllou, Vice President, Viozokat, Greece
✓ Alkis Alexandrou, General Manager, Piraeus Bank
✓ Andreas Dimitriou, Poultry Farm Owner, President of Board, Pindos, Greece
✓ Panos Tournavitis, CEO, Bank of Karditsa
✓ Bruno Kachrilas, General Manager Greece at Group Roullier - Timac Agro
✓ Alexandros Botos, Chairman & CEO, ROUSSAS DAIRY, Greece
✓ Ioanna Saiti, CEO, Intercomm Foods, Greece
✓ Chair: Yiannis Panagos, Publisher, Director, Agrenda

✓ confirmed speaker
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19.50 BEYOND THE FIELD - CULTIVATING THE RIGHT SKILLS FOR THE MODERN FARMER  
Programming Partner: New Agriculture New Generation & Rutgers University  
✓ Effie Lazaridou, CEO, New Agriculture New Generation, Greece  
✓ Dimitri Voloudakis, Capacity Building Director, New Agriculture New Generation, Greece  
✓ Erick Doyle, Owner, Readington River Buffalo Company | President, NJ State Board of Agriculture, USA  
✓ Miltiadis Charenis, Farmer of the Year 2023, American Farm School alumni, Greece  
✓ Nikos Kyriakidis, Government Affairs Manager, South Europe, Yara International  
✓ Chair: Lena Paraskeva, Journalist, STAR Central Greece  

20.40 END OF DAY 1  

21.00 OPENING RECEPTION, AMALIA HOTEL
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KAFENEIO  
Town of Amfissa

17.30  FROM DIGITAL SURVEILLANCE TO DIGITAL HAPPINESS
✓ Konstantinos Siomos, Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist, Medical School University of Thessaly, Greece  
✓ Charalampos Tsekeris, Vice President & Interim President, Greek National Commission for Bioethics & Technoethics  
✓ Nikos Sideris, Psychiatrist, poet and writer, Greece  
✓ Antonios Dakanalis, Professor & Principal Investigator in Psychiatry & Psychotherapy, University Bicocca of Milan, Italy

✓ Chair: Vicky Flessa, Philologist of Classics; Journalist, ERT, TV Greek Parliament, Greece

19.00  ONE LIFE, LIVING WELL
✓ Niki Psarafithi-Boutari, Founder, Just a Number  
✓ Sotiris Botis, Member of the Board of Directors of the HSHM

✓ Chair: Vicky Flessa, Philologist of Classics; Journalist, ERT, TV Greek Parliament, Greece

20.15  END OF DAY 1

21.00  OPENING RECEPTION, AMALIA HOTEL

✓ confirmed speaker
THE STATE OF THE WORLD

09.00 UNRAVELING THE CYPRUS CONUNDRUM IN TURBULENT TIMES: ASSESSING PROGRESS AND PAVING THE PATH FORWARD

✓ Mario Nava, Director General, DG Reform European Commission, Belgium
✓ Nicolas Kyriakides, Executive President, Cyprus Forum
✓ Menelaos Menelaou, Negotiator for the Greek Cypriot side, Government of Cyprus
✓ Ozdil Nami, Former Negotiator and Politician, Turkish Cypriot Community
✓ Chair: Maniana Kalogeraki, Press Officer of the President's Office, House of Representatives, Republic of Cyprus

09.40 THE STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF THE BLACK SEA IN THE CONTEXT OF THE WAR IN UKRAINE SECURITY, CONNECTIVITY, FREEDOM OF NAVIGATION

Programming Partner: New Strategy Center

This panel will highlight the critical role of the Black Sea amid the ongoing conflict in Ukraine, emphasizing its strategic significance from the perspective of security, connectivity, and freedom of navigation. The speakers will analyse the security challenges imposed by the conflict, possible evolutions of the Russian aggression in Ukraine, considering the regional and global implications. Additionally, the discussion will explore the impact of connectivity projects on regional stability and economic development, particularly energy initiatives in the Black Sea offshore area and other projects linking the Caspian Sea and Black Sea. Attention will also be given to the importance of maintaining freedom of navigation in the Black Sea, crucial for global trade and food security. Assessing potential evolutions of the conflict in Ukraine and NATO deterrence and defense measures in the region, the panel will also expose the lessons from the maritime domain to offer policy recommendations for promoting security in the region.

✓ James Bergeron, Political Advisor, NATO MARCOM, USA
✓ Yulia Klymenko, First Deputy Head of Transport & Infrastructure Committee, Verkhovna Rada, Ukraine
✓ Lorant Antal, Chairman of the Energy Committee, Romanian Senate
✓ Chair: George Scutaru, CEO, New Strategy Center, Romania

✓ confirmed speaker
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10.30 US AND EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVES ON UKRAINE'S POST WAR RECONSTRUCTION  
Programming Partner: RAND Corporation

Recovery and reconstruction in Ukraine might be the largest post-war rebuilding effort in modern history. If implemented successfully, it will take its place as the next step in the multigenerational effort to reconstruct and reintegrate Europe, from Western Europe after WWII, Central and Eastern Europe after the Cold War, and the Western Balkans after the violent breakup of Yugoslavia. While Ukraine can and should set the priorities, success will require joint U.S. and European leadership. This panel will explore the many dimensions of the Ukraine reconstruction challenge from the U.S. and the European perspective, including factors that have led to success in past efforts; financing; coordination among donors, international financial institutions, and Ukraine; ensuring the integrity of reconstruction spending; the need for Ukraine to engage in internal reforms; the security dimension of Ukraine's post-war reconstruction; and the upcoming Ukraine Recovery Conference 2024, to be hosted in Berlin this June.

✓ Nusrat Ghani, Minister of State for Europe in the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office  
✓ Ruth Harris, Director of the Defence and Security research group, RAND Europe, UK  
✓ Charles P. Ries, Adjunct senior fellow, RAND Corporation, USA  
✓ André Härtel, Head of Brussels Office, German Institute for International and Security Affairs, Belgium  
✓ Emmanouil Sigalas, Senior Vice President and Managing Director Europe, Hill International

✓ Chair: Howard J. Shatz, Senior Economist, RAND; Professor of policy analysis, Pardee RAND Graduate School, USA

11.20 TIME FOR A RETURN TO STRATEGIC CLARITY...WHY AND HOW THE WEST MUST ORGANIZE ITSELF TO SUCCESSFULLY DEFEAT GLOBAL CHALLENGES OF RUSSIA, IRAN, NORTH KOREA, AND CHINA

✓ General Ben Hodges, Former Commander, US Army Europe, FBH Geostrat Consulting GmbH  
✓ Alec Russell, Foreign Editor, Financial Times, UK

11.50 THE DANGERS THAT DEMOCRACY HAS TO AFFRONT AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE ERA OF AI

✓ Theodore Roussopoulos, President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Greece  
✓ Dory Scultsas, Professor Emeritus of Philosophy, Creative Thinking and AI Values, University of Edinburgh, UK  
✓ Despina Chatzivassiliou-Tsovilis, Secretary General of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, France

✓ Chair: Iliana Magra, Journalist, Kathimerini, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
THE STATE OF THE WORLD

12.25 GREECE: OPEN FOR BUSINESS - CHARTING A NEW COURSE FOR INVESTMENT
✓ Alex Patelis, Chief Economic Advisor to the Greek Prime Minister, Hellenic Republic
   with
✓ Simon Nixon, Editor, Wealth of Nations, United Kingdom

12.45 BETWEEN EMPIRE AND ANARCHY FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN TO CHINA
✓ Robert D. Kaplan, Robert Strausz-Hupé Chair in Geopolitics, Foreign Policy Research Institute, USA
   with
✓ Hugo Dixon, Commentator at Large, Reuters, UK

13.15 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Nusrat Ghani, Minister of State for Europe in the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office
   with
✓ Andrew Mueller, Journalist, Monocle, UK

13.35 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Alexis Tsipras, Prime Minister of the Hellenic Republic (2015-2019)
   with
✓ Apostolos Mangiriadis, Journalist, ERT

14.10 NETWORKING BREAK

14.30 EU ENLARGEMENT AND THE NEW GEOPOLITICAL LANDSCAPE
✓ Ivan Krastev, Founder and Chairman of the Board, Centre for Liberal Strategies, Bulgaria
   with
✓ Loukas Tsoukalis, President of the Board, The Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP), Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
THE STATE OF THE WORLD

15.00 DEVELOPING DEMOCRACY: RECOGNIZING PROBLEMS, HARNESSING OPPORTUNITIES

✓ Rosen Plevneliev, President of Republic of Bulgaria (2012-2017)
✓ Maria Gavouneli, Director General, Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)
✓ Nico Lange, Senior Fellow, Munich Security Conference & Center for European Policy Analysis, USA
✓ Ivo H. Daalder, CEO, The Chicago Council on Global Affairs, USA

✓ Chair: Hugo Dixon, Commentator at Large, Reuters, UK

15.45 HOW TO SECURE FURTHER EU UNITY AGAINST THE RUSSIAN THREAT

✓ Radoslaw Sikorski, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Poland
  with
✓ Nick Gowing, Founder, Thinking the Unthinkable, UK

16.10 LIBERAL DEMOCRACY AND THE RULE OF LAW AS A FOREIGN POLICY TOOL

✓ Anne Applebaum, Writer; Sen. Fellow The Atlantic; Johns Hopkins School of Advanced Int'l Studies & Agora Institute, USA
  with
✓ Michalis Mitsos, Foreign Affairs Editor, Columnist, TA NEA Newspaper

16.35 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya, Leader of the Opposition of Belarus
  with
✓ Terry Martin, International Journalist - TV News Anchor, Germany

✓ confirmed speaker
THE STATE OF THE WORLD

16.55  THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GERMANY:
FROM REUNIFICATION TO REASSESSMENT

Liberal stability and political optimism that followed German unification and the end of European division in 1989 is now replaced by a status quo plagued by populism, unorthodox third powers and geopolitical hostility that has undermined peace even in Europe’s very territory. In response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Germany launched a major policy shift regarding defense spending. How should German foreign policy’s pillars, aims and instruments be further reassessed in a world in conflict?

✓  Rainer Rudolph, Vice-Chairman, Munich Security Conference, Germany
✓  General Ben Hodges, Former Commander, US Army Europe, FBH Geostrat Consulting GmbH
✓  Chair: Grégoire Roos, Head of Political Strategy & Dialogue, BMW Foundation Herbert Quandt, Germany

17.25  IN CONVERSATION

✓  George Tsunis, US Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic
  with
✓  Katerina Tsamouri, Diplomatic Correspondent & Anchor Woman, Star Channel/ Apogevmatini Newspaper

17.50  IN CONVERSATION

  with
✓  Peter Spiegel, US Managing Editor, Financial Times, USA

✓ confirmed speaker
THE STATE OF THE WORLD

18.15 COMPETING IN THE NEXT ECONOMY: A COMPARATIVE LOOK AT INNOVATION AND COMPETITIVENESS INITIATIVES ACROSS EUROPE
Programming Partner: Global Federation of Competitiveness Councils (GFCC)

European countries are implementing a wide range of strategies, policies, and programs to stimulate innovation and improve their global competitiveness. These include leadership organizations, national technology strategies, programs focused on SMEs and entrepreneurs, Industry 4.0, efforts to stimulate industry clusters and technology hubs, talent development, and policies to create an innovation-friendly business environment. Panelists from different countries will compare and contrast these efforts, and opportunities and challenges in their implementation.

✓ Lulzim Basha, Chairman, Democratic Party, Albania
✓ Kalin Peshov, Chairman of the Management Board, Glavbolgarstroy Holding, Bulgaria
✓ Athina Chatzipetrou, Former CEO, Hellenic Development Bank
✓ Simos Anastasopoulos, President, COMPETE, Greece
✓ Chair: Deborah L. Wince-Smith, President & CEO, GFCC, USA

19.05 CHINA, THE UNITED STATES AND THE FUTURE OF THE GLOBAL ORDER

✓ Thomas Christensen, Professor and Director of China in the world program, Columbia University, USA
✓ Yan Xuetong, Director, Institute of Int’l Relations Tsinghua Univ. & Secretary General World Peace Forum, China
✓ Karl W. Eikenberry, Ambassador of the United States to Afghanistan (2009-2011), USA
✓ Chair: Athanasios Platias, Professor of Strategy, University of Piraeus, Greece
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19.50 FROM MARGINS TO MAINSTREAM: THE FAR RIGHT’S THREAT IN EUROPEAN POLITICS 
Programming Partners: Wilfried Martens Center for European Studies & Konstantinos Karamanlis Institute for Democracy

Populism and far-right extremism are not novel phenomena within European societies and politics. On the contrary, their deep roots in history have led to catastrophic outcomes for European nations. Ongoing wars in our neighboring regions, global economic challenges, and an unprecedented wave of immigration have strained the cultural, social, and religious cohesion of European societies, making the far-right ideology appear as a seemingly rational political alternative. Across Europe, extreme right-wing parties have either already gained significant support or are poised to do so in various types of elections. This time, the far-right threat is tangible. This panel, organized by the Martens Centre and the Konstantinos Karamanlis Institute for Democracy, will focus on these developments and endeavor to address some of the most pressing questions for the European Union in light of the formation of the new European Parliament.

✓ Mikuláš Dzurinda, President, Martens Centre; Prime Minister of Slovakia (1998-2006)  
✓ Antonis Klapsis, Assistant Professor, University of the Peloponnese, Greece  
✓ Corina Stratulat, Associate Director & Head of the Eu Politics & Institutions Programme, European Policy Centre

✓ Chair: Panagiotis Kakolyris, Vice President, European Network of Political Foundations, Greece

20.30 GERMANY IN THE AGE OF UPHEAVAL: 
NEW CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS FOR EUROPE’S ECONOMIC POWERHOUSE

✓ Ronald Meinardus, Senior Research Fellow; Coordinator of research projects on Greek-German relations, ELIAMEP  
✓ Marian Wendt, Director, Konrad Adenauer Stiftung Greece & Cyprus  
✓ Michaela Elena Balis, Director Greece and Cyprus at AHK, Germany Trade and Invest  
✓ Alexandros Papakonstantinou, Member of the Cabinet of the President of the European Parliament  
✓ Juan Schinas, Policy Advisor, EPP Group in the European Parliament, Belgium

✓ Chair: Andrew Mueller, Journalist, Monocle, UK

21.15 END OF DAY 2

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
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08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

ENERGY

09.00 BEYOND RENEWABLES - EXPLORING ALTERNATIVE CLEAN ENERGY SOLUTIONS

✓ Athanasios Dagoumas, President, Regulatory Authority for Waste, Energy & Water (RAEW), Greece
✓ George Christidis, Vice President Government Relations and International Affairs, Canadian Nuclear Association
✓ Dimitrios Triantafyllopoulos, Managing Director, Hellenic Hydrogen, Greece
✓ Orestis Omran, Partner and Head of Greece Country Group, DLA Piper, Belgium

✓ Chair: Korina Georgiou, Journalist, SKAI TV

09.50 THE ENERGY IMPERATIVE: BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

✓ Konstantinos Mavros, CEO, PPC Renewables
✓ Eleftherios Charalambous, Partner, Mckinsey & Company Greece

✓ Chair: Antonis Fourlis, Journalist, Huff Post Greece, ANT1

10.20 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Andreas Siamishis, CEO, HELLENIQ ENERGY
  with
✓ Apostolos Mangiriadis, Journalist, ERT

10.40 VERTICAL CORRIDOR - ENERGY CONNECTIVITY

✓ Alexandra Sdoukou, Deputy Minister of Environment & Energy, Hellenic Republic
✓ Borosan Constantin, State Secretary, Minister of Energy, Moldova
✓ Dan Dragos Dragan, Secretary of State, Ministry of Energy, Romania

✓ Chair: George Fintikakis, Director, Liberal.gr

✓ confirmed speaker
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11.20 ENERGY SECURITY IN THE COURSE TO NET ZERO
✓ Ioannis Maniatis, Minister of Environment, Energy and Climate Change (2013-2015)
✓ Nikos Tsafos, Chief Energy Adviser to the Prime Minister of the Hellenic Republic
✓ Ioannis Karydas, CEO, Renewables and Energy Storage, Copelouzos Group
✓ Aristotelis Chantavas, CEO, Principia, Greece
✓ Dev Sanyal, CEO, VARO Energy, Switzerland
✓ Lord Francis Maude of Horsham, Chairman of FMA Limited, UK
✓ Chair: Costas S. Mitropoulos, Chair, Investment Committee LATSCO Family Office

12.10 THE ENERGY MIX - HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION AND A BALANCED PATH TO CLEAN ENERGY
✓ Alexandra Sdoukou, Deputy Minister of Environment and Energy, Hellenic Republic
✓ Frank Fannon, Managing Director, Fannon Global Advisors, USA
✓ Maria Rita Galli, CEO, DESFA, Greece
✓ Katerina Sardi, Managing Director and Country Manager, Energean, Greece
✓ Tasos Vlassopoulos, CEO HELLENiQ UPSTREAM, HELLENiQ ENERGY
✓ Osama Mobarez, Secretary General, East Mediterranean Gas Forum, Egypt
✓ Chair: Michalis Mathioulakis, Academic Director, Greek Energy Forum

12.50 TOWARDS A JUST AND SECURE ENERGY FUTURE FOR EUROPE
✓ Alexis Simintzis, Director, Energy & Industrials, FTI Consulting
✓ Tassos Manos, CEO, HEDNO
✓ Ioannis Papadopoulos, Chairman, DEPA Commercial SA
✓ Konstantinos Chatzifotis, Director of European Affairs, Motor Oil Group
✓ Theodoros Tsakiris, Professor for Geopolitics & Energy Policy, University of Nicosia, Cyprus
✓ Dionysis Tsitos, Managing Director, Volton Hellenic Energy
✓ Yiannis Yiarentis, CEO & Chairman of BoD, DAPEEP, Greece
✓ Chair: Thodoris Panagoulis, Director, Energypress.gr

✓ confirmed speaker
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13.35 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Theodore Skylakakis, Minister of Energy and Environment, Hellenic Republic
  with
✓ Thodoris Panagoulis, Director, Energypress.gr

13.55 NAVIGATING THE DOMESTIC ENERGY LANDSCAPE:
PERSPECTIVES ON MARKET CHALLENGES AND FINANCING STRATEGIES
✓ Vasilis Tsaitas, Group CFO, HELLENIQ ENERGY
✓ Andrew Alkiviades, Investment Director, Cero Generation
✓ Aris Aravidis, Country Manager, OX2, Greece
✓ Nikolaos Alagialoglou, Country Director Greece, Copenhagen Offshore Partners Athens
✓ Ioannis Stefanou, Partner, Head of Energy Sector, Grant Thornton

✓ Chair: Panagiotis Bousbourelis, Co-Owner & General Director, Worldenergynews.gr

14.35 ENERGY SECURITY AND THE PATH TO A JUST TRANSITION
  Programming Partner: Atlantic Council
✓ Lin Sun, Head of Sustainability Development, Jinko Solar
✓ Katerina Sokou, Washington DC Correspondent, Kathimerini/ Nonresident Senior Fellow, Atlantic Council, US

✓ Chair: George Fintikakis, Director, Liberal.gr

15.00 NETWORKING BREAK

✓ confirmed speaker
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15.15 FORGING THE ENERGY TRANSITION LANDSCAPE: NAVIGATING THE ROAD TO 2030
✓ Nikos Tsafos, Chief Energy Adviser to the Prime Minister of the Hellenic Republic
✓ Alexandros Benos, CFO, Cenergy Holdings
✓ Maria Rita Galli, CEO, DESFA, Greece
✓ Konstantininos Andriosopoulos, Professor in Finance & Energy Economics, Audencia Business School
✓ Elena Giannakopoulou, Chief Strategy Officer, PPC S.A.

✓ Chair: Konstantinos Eleftheriadis, Partner, Financial Advisory, Energy Industry Leader, Deloitte, Greece

15.55 THE ROLE OF OIL & GAS IN AN ORDERLY ENERGY TRANSITION
✓ Loukas Ziomas, Partner, McKinsey & Company, Middle East

16.15 ENERGY TRANSITION FROM THE CUSTOMER'S VIEW: ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL
✓ George Karakousis, Deputy CEO, PPC, Greece
   with
✓ Martina Pagani, Associate Partner, Bain & Company

16.35 NO PLANET B: CHARTING A COURSE FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
✓ Ioannis Maniatis, Minister of Environment, Energy and Climate Change (2013-2015)
   with
✓ Makis Provatas, Journalist-Author, ERT/Athens Voice

16.55 GEOPOLITICS AND ENERGY IN A CHANGING WORLD: NAVIGATING A NEW LANDSCAPE

✓ Nicholas Redman, Director of Analysis, Oxford Analytica, Ltd
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17.15 ADDRESSING VOLUNTARY CARBON MARKET CHALLENGES IN GREECE AND EUROPE
Programming Partner: Athens Stock Exchange Group
✓ Tony Birbilis, Co-Founder Hemlock Ventures
✓ Nikos Makris, Partner, Kaya Partners
✓ Nikos Porfyris, COO, ATHEXGROUP
✓ Chair: Yianos Kontopoulos, CEO, ATHEXGROUP, Greece

17.50 CIRCULAR ECONOMY: CONFRONTING THE ROADBLOCKS TO A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
✓ Emmanouil Grafakos, Sec. Gen. of Waste Management Coordination, Ministry of Energy & Environment, Hellenic Republic
✓ Michael E. Economakis, Chairman, HERRCO, Petros Petropoulos Group, Greece
✓ Athanasios Savvakis, CEO, Biosolids, Greece
✓ Anthimos Amanatidis, CEO, EYATH S.A.
✓ Alex Pantziaros, CEO, Coffeeco, Greece
✓ Plamena Nenkova, Deputy Executive Director International Affairs & Sustainable Development, Glavbolgarstroy, Bulgaria
✓ Chair: Korina Georgiou, Journalist, SKAI TV

18.30 UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY AND ZERO WASTE
✓ Athanasios Polychronopoulos, Founder and CEO, Polygreen, Greece
✓ Ilektra Kouloumpi, Circular Innovation Senior Lead; External advisor, Circle Economy, Greece
✓ Chair: Nick Gonios, Founder & CEO, Circulist
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18.50 CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENT CIRCULAR ECONOMY: IS CIRCULAR ECONOMY COMPATIBLE WITH GROWTH?
✓ George Kremlis, President Circular Economy & Climate Institute of the EPLO Greece
✓ Panayiotis Ketikidis, Chairperson at South East European Research Centre (SEERC)
✓ Spyros Arsenis, Member of the Board ELLINIKI ETAIRIA Society for the Environment and Cultural Heritage
✓ Sanja Arsova, Doctoral Researcher (MSCA) EU Circular Economy Policies South East European Research Center
✓ Chair: Litsa Panayotopoulou, CEO, EVIA IP, Greece

19.30 END OF DAY 2

20.00 MAUTHAUSEN - cinematic project of Mikis Theodorakis and Iakovos Kambanellis
The most personal film script of the Mauthausen camp survivor & founder of the modern Greek post-war theatre Iakovos Kambanellis (Stella, The Ogre of Athens, Girls in the Sun) takes its final form, in the place where the martyrdom was experienced and the original inspiration came from. Kambanellis’s Travelogue to Mauthausen-May 1988, was written during his visit and concert in Mauthausen Liberation and Commemoration Ceremony 1988, coming now to life on Mauthausen Liberation & Commemoration Day 2022 in its natural place -Mauthausen Memorial, Austria- for the first time. A poetic documentary and a unique musical, presenting the swansong Mauthausen Cantata new interpretation by Aristarchos Papadaniel (voice) & Aris Zervas (cello), published with the permission of the world-renowned Greek composer and political activist Mikis Theodorakis (Zorba, Z, Serpico) just one month before his passing.

The audio-visual project MAUTHAUSEN was co-financed by the German Federal Foreign Office from the German-Greek Future Fund.

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
✓ confirmed speaker
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08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

SHIPPING

09.00 HARNESSING TECH FOR CLIMATE ACTION
50% GHG REDUCTION IN THE MARITIME INDUSTRY BY 2025
Programming Partner: World Maritime University (WMU)

✓ Maria Gavouneli, Director General, Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP), Greece
✓ Thomas Klenum, Executive Vice President, Liberia Registry, Germany
✓ Markos Sigalas, CEO & Founder, Edit Automation, Greece
✓ Tafsir Matin Johansson, Assistant Professor (Research/OSGM), World Maritime University, Sweden
✓ Ioannis Lagoudis, Associate Professor, Department of Maritime Studies, University of Piraeus, Greece

✓ Chair: Aspasia Pastra, Assistant Professor World Maritime University, Sweden

09.50 UNCHARTED TERRITORIES. GEOPOLITICAL TENSIONS AND HIDDEN RISKS IN INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING
Programming Partner: International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI)

✓ Frédéric Denèfle, President, International Union of Marine Insurance, France
✓ Neil Roberts, Head of Marine & Aviation, Lloyd's Market & IUMI Chair Committee, UK
✓ Dominick Donald, Director, Autolycus Advisory/geopolitical risk advisor & Analyst, UK
✓ Ilias Tsakiris, CEO, HMA & Chair Ocean Hull Committee, IUMI, Cyprus

✓ Chair: Nigel Lowry, Athens correspondent, Lloyd's List Intelligence, Greece

10.30 RIDING THE WAVE. CAPTURING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE GREEK MERCHANT FLEET
Programming Partner: YES Forum

✓ Alex Hadjipateras, Managing Director, Dorian LPG, Greece
✓ Stamatis Tsantakis, CEO, Seenergy Maritime Holdings, Greece
✓ John Cotzias, Projects & Finance, Xclusiv Shipbrokers Inc.; President, Hellenic Shipbrokers Association, Greece
✓ Alexander Papadimitriou, Strategic Development Project Manager, GasLog, Greece
✓ Costis Frangoulis, President, The International Propeller Club, Port of Piraeus; Founder, President & CEO, Franman Group, Greece

✓ Chair: Danae Bezantakou, CEO, Navigator Shipping Consultants & Concept, Founder, YES FORUM

✓ confirmed speaker
SHIPPING

11.10 PERSPECTIVES ON NEW ENERGY REGULATIONS IN SHIPPING

Setting the scene
✓ Kenneth Dam, Executive Director and Global Head of Bunkering, TFG Marine

Discussants:
✓ Dimitris J. Fafalios, Secretary, Union of Greek Shipowners; President, Fafalios Shipping; Chairman, Intercargo, Greece
✓ Stamatis Fradelos, Vice President Regulatory Affairs, American Bureau of Shipping
✓ Helena Athoussaki, Chief Sustainability Officer, Motor Oil Group, Greece
✓ Vasilis Petousis, Energy & Sustainability Manager, Seanergy Maritime Holdings, Greece
✓ Papageorgiou Stylianos, Managing Director, Lomarlabs

✓ Chair: Kelly Gerakoudi, Assistant Professor, Shipping Management, Deree - The American College of Greece

11.55 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Konstantinos Economou, Head, Shipping Finance, Pancreta Bank.; Gen. Sec., Assoc.of Banking Executives of Hellenic Shipping, Greece

with
✓ Kelly Gerakoudi, Assistant Professor, Shipping Management, Deree - The American College of Greece

12.00 SHIPPING IN A CHANGING WORLD. SETTING SAIL FOR A MORE RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Programming Partner: iforU

✓ Mette Asmussen, Lead, Maritime Sector Initiatives, World Economic Forum
✓ Liana Gouta, Director General at FuelsEurope & Concafe
✓ Philippe Louis-Dreyfus, Chairman, Louis Dreyfus Armateurs
✓ Miltiadis Varvitsiotis, Chairman, Skaramangas Shipyards, Greece
✓ Sotiris Raptis, Secretary General, European Community Shipowners' Associations
✓ Kyriaki Mitroussi, Head, Foreign Affairs Department, Union of Greek Shipowners

✓ Chair: Despina Panayiotou Theodosiou, co - CEO, Tototheo Maritime, Cyprus

✓ confirmed speaker
SHIPPING

12.40 MARITIME EDUCATION: EMPOWERING THE FUTURE OF SUSTAINABLE SHIPPING

*Programming Partner: International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI)*

✓ Nikos Papapostolou, Director, MSc Shipping, Trade & Finance, The Costas Grammenos Centre for Shipping, Trade & Finance, UK
✓ Ilias Tsakiris, CEO, HMA & Chair Ocean Hull Committee of IUMI, Cyprus
✓ John Xylas, Treasurer, Union of Greek Shipowners, CEO, Ariston Navigation Group
✓ Maria Lekakou, Prof. in Maritime Economics, Dept of Shipping, Trade & Transport; Dean, Business School, Univ. of Aegean, Greece
✓ Ioannis Theotokas, Prof. of Management of Shipping Companies, Dept of Shipping Chair, University of Piraeus, Greece
✓ Chair: George Theocharidis, Professor of Maritime Law & Policy, World Maritime University, Sweden

13.20 HOW THE RELATIONS OF GREECE WITH LATIN AMERICA COUNTRIES WILL BE ENHANCED WITH THE OPENING OF THE GREEK EMBASSY IN THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA

✓ Antonio Taquis Ochoa, fmr. Ambassador of Panama in Greece; Gen. Director & Owner, Panama Shipping Agency
  with
✓ Maria Nikoltsiou, Anchorwoman, Alpha TV

13.40 NETWORKING BREAK

14.00 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Nikos Androulakis, President, PASOK - Kinima Allagis
  with
✓ Iordanis Hasapopoulos, Journalist, Mega Channel

TOURISM

14.20 THRIVING WHILE PRESERVING: TOURISM STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE DESTINATIONS

✓ Olga Kefalogianni, Minister of Tourism, Hellenic Republic
  with
✓ Kostas Chalkiadakis, Athens News Agency / Macedonian News Agency

✓ confirmed speaker
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TOURISM

14.40 OLYMPIC & PARALYMPIC GAMES 2024 & GREEK SPORTS
✓ Ioannis Vrouitis, Alternate Minister of Sports, Hellenic Republic
✓ Bea Larregle, Regional Managing Director Southern Europe, Visa
✓ Isidoros Kouvelos, President, International Olympic Academy
✓ Nikos Papangelis, para-cyclist athlete
✓ Georgios Tzetzis, V. Rector of Academic Affairs and International Relations, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
✓ Chair: Dora Panteli, Journalist, Nova, Greece

15.25 BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE TOURISM ECOSYSTEM: PARTNERSHIPS FOR SUCCESS
✓ Elena Rapti, Deputy Minister of Tourism, Hellenic Republic
✓ Dimitris Fragkakis, Secretary General, Greek National Tourism Organisation
✓ Maria Founta, Marketing Manager, Google, Greece
✓ Thanos Vlachopoulos, General Manager, Head of Large Corporate & Wholesale Products, Piraeus Bank, Greece
✓ Angelos Benos, Partner, PwC
✓ Chair: Irodion (Rodis) Savvakis, CEO, fyi.news

16.10 CULTURE AND BUSINESS IN DIALOGUE - SYNERGIES WITH IMPACT
✓ Ioanna Dretta, CEO REDS, CEO Marketing Greece
✓ Katerina Evangelatou, Artistic Director, Athens and Epidaurus Festival
✓ confirmed speaker
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DECODING TOMORROW
CHALLENGES THAT DEFINE OUR TIME

EDUCATION

16.30 THE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF AI
Programming Partner: Endeavor

✓ Irina Obushtaro, Co-founder & CEO, The Recursive, Bulgaria
✓ Victor Trokoudes, CEO, Plum Fintech, UK
✓ Michalis Petchakis, CEO, Orfium, Greece
✓ Constantine Daskalakis, Professor of Computer Science, MIT, USA
✓ Elias Vyzas, Head of Consulting, EY Greece - CESA Data, Analytics & AI Leader EY
✓ Nikhil Arora, CEO, Epignosis

✓ Chair: Andreas Stavropoulos, Partner, Threshold Ventures Inc., USA

17.10 IQONOMY: A FUTURE OF PROGRESS & SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH FINANCIAL LITERACY

✓ Rouli Christopoulou, Corporate Responsibility Manager, Alpha Bank
✓ Konstantinos Papadopoulos, Individual Banking Director Alpha Bank
✓ Katerina Matiatoou, Head of Development, Action Aid Hellas
✓ Theo Anagnostopoulou, Founder & General Manager SciCo, Greece
✓ Elina Konstantinidou, Government Engagement Director, Mastercard, Greece

✓ Chair: George Vagiatas, Comedian - Content Creator

17.55 EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES. FINANCIAL LITERACY FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

✓ Nikolaos Philippas, Chairman & Founder, Hellenic Financial Literacy Institute; Prof. of Finance, University of Piraeus, Greece
✓ Dimitris Spanos, Chief Technical Officer of Life and Health, Ergo Hellas
✓ Manthos Delis, Professor of Financial Economics, Audencia Business School, France
✓ Themis Fiotakis, Global Head of FX Strategy and EM Macro Strategy, Barclays Corporate & Investment Bank, UK

✓ Chair: Marianna Skylakaki, CEO, A8inea

✓ confirmed speaker
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18.30  NAVIGATING TOMORROW:  
HUMAN CENTERED SHIPPING AND CAREER HORIZONS

✓ Katerina Peppa, Director General, Union of Greek Shipowners  
✓ Chair: Ilias Bissias, Editor, Naftika Chronika, Greece

18.45  INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE:  
LESSONS FROM PISA FOR ADDRESSING THE HUMAN CAPITAL AND LEARNING CRISIS

✓ Nuno Crato, Minister of Science, Technology & Higher Education (2011-2015), Portugal  
✓ Peggy Peiosis, President, ACS Athens American Community Schools, Greece  
✓ Jean-Michel Blanquer, Minister of National Education, Youth and Sports (2017-2022), Republic of France  
✓ Aigly Zafeirakou, Senior Education Technical Advisor - Consultant, The World Bank, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation  
✓ Sonia Rawat, Head of College, United World College Mostar, Bosnia & Herzegovina  
✓ Chair: Monique El-Faizy, Journalist, Independent, France

19.25  HIGHER EDUCATION COLLABORATIVE ARRANGEMENTS:  
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

✓ Alexis Phylactopoulos, Executive Chair of the Board of Trustees, CYA, Greece  
✓ Georgios Nounesis, Director & Chairman of the BoD, National Centre for Scientific Research "Demokritos", Greece  
✓ Evripidis Stylianides, MP, Minister of Education (2007-2009) Assoc. Professor of Law, European University Cyprus  
✓ Meletios-Athanasios Dimopoulos, Prof. & Chairman, Dept of Clinical Therapeutics, National & Kapodistrian University, Greece  
✓ George Doukidis, Prof., Dept of Management Science & Technology, Athens University of Economics & Business, Greece  
✓ Chair: Stella Stylianou, Anchorwoman, Mega TV

20.30  END OF DAY 2

21.00  PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
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EXHIBITION HALL
European Cultural Centre of Delphi

08.30 Arrival of guests - Registration

CULTURE

LIVING WITH THE PAST, UNDERSTANDING THE PRESENT, ADDRESSING THE FUTURE

09.30  ECUMENICAL BYZANTIUM: A CHALLENGING CO-EXISTENCE

✓ His Eminence Metropolitan Hierotheos of Nafpaktos and Agios Vlasios
✓ Flora Karagianni, Director, European Centre for Byzantine and Post Byzantine Monuments, Greece
✓ Thanassis Semoglou, Professor of Archaeology and History of Art, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece

10.15  SPACESHIP EARTH: CAN IT SURVIVE?

✓ Stamatis Krimigis, Emeritus Head of the Space Exploration Sector, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, USA

10.35  WEST vs EAST: FALSE DICHOTOMIES, AVOIDABLE MISCONCEPTIONS

✓ Paschalis Kitromilides, Professor of Political Sciences, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece

10.55  TAMING AI: CAN WE EVER ACHIEVE ETHICAL MACHINES?

✓ Theofanis Tasis, Lecturer in in Contemporary Philosophy, Alpen-Adria Universität, Austria
✓ Ioanna Tsivacou, Writer and Professor, Panteion, University, Athens, Greece
✓ Chair of the above Sessions: Vicky Flessa, Philologist of Classics; Journalist, ERT, TV Greek Parliament, Greece

11.40  RELIGIOUS DIPLOMACY

✓ His Eminence Elder Metropolitan Emmanuel of Chalcedon
✓ Elizabeth H. Prodomou, Visiting Professor, International Studies Program, Boston College, USA
✓ Constantinos Alexandris, National Expert on Religion and Diplomacy, European External Action Service, Brussels
✓ Tassos Kriekoukis, Ambassador a.h., Hellenic Republic
✓ Chair: Ioannis Panayiotopoulos, Professor, National Kapodistrian University of Athens

✓ confirmed speaker
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LIVING WITH THE PAST, UNDERSTANDING THE PRESENT, ADDRESSING THE FUTURE

12.30 NETWORKING BREAK

12.45 HARP PERFORMANCE

The performance will include a verse from the Cypria which gives account of the Trojan War as an ancient conflict between East and West; as well as verse from the greatest denunciation of war in ancient literature, Euripides’ Trojan Women, in which she will give voice both to the mother and the wife of the great hero, Hector of Troy.

✓ Diane de Laet, The Arete Fund

13.00 THEOLOGY OF PROSOPON

✓ His Eminence Metropolitan Chrysostomos (Savvatos) of Messinia, Greece
✓ Stavros Yangazoglou, Associate Professor of Dogmatics, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece

13.45 THE ECUMENICAL MISSION OF MOUNT ATHOS

✓ Apostolos Gkoutzinis, Partner, Milbank LLP, UK
✓ Fr. Theofilos Pantokratorinos, Monastery of Pantokratoros, Mount Athos, Greece
✓ Chrysostomos A. Stamoulis, Dean of the School of Theology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece

14.30 MOUNT ATHOS: UNIQUENESS, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ENVIRONMENT

✓ Lina Mendoni, Minister of Culture, Hellenic Republic
✓ George Koumoutsakos, Ambassador, Permanent Delegate of Greece to UNESCO, France
✓ Anastasios Mitsialis, Governor of Mount Athos, Greece
✓ Elder Elisaio Simonopetritis, Abbott of the Holy Monastery of Simonos Petra of Mount Athos, Greece

✓ Chair of the above sessions: Vicky Flessa, Philologist of Classics; Journalist, ERT, TV Greek Parliament, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
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CLASSICS

15.15 NETWORKING BREAK

15.30 MYTHS AROUND MONARCHY (AND ARISTOCRATS TOO)
✓ Victoria Hislop, Novelist, UK
   with
✓ Margarita Pournara, Journalist, Kathimerini Newspaper, Greece

16.00 THE RUTHLESS CHARM OF GASLIGHTING IN POLITICS AND HISTORY
✓ Lena Divani, Author, Greece
   with
✓ Margarita Pournara, Journalist, Kathimerini Newspaper, Greece

16.30 PARADOXICAL COUNTRY:
   WHY GREECE LAGS BEHIND IRELAND AND PORTUGAL AND WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THEM?
✓ Takis Pappas, Political Scientist and Author

✓ Chair: Theodore Geogakopoulos, Journalist, Kathimerini

✓ confirmed speaker
CLASSICS

17.00 ACCELERATING UNTAPPED POTENTIAL OF OUR SHARED HERITAGE
EU/WESTERN BALKANS INTEGRATION - ATHENS HUB

At the moment when we are witnessing a welcome acceleration of the EU enlargement agenda, this panel will demonstrate that our shared cultural heritage provides a still untapped potential for building the much needed bridges between the citizens and institutions of the EU Member States and the candidate states from the Western Balkans. Special focus will be given to the vital role of cities and civil society organisations to mobilise citizens and their communities to engage in the safeguard of our shared values and cultural heritage, not only in their own cities and regions but also across borders, in collaboration with neighbouring countries.

✓ Haris Doukas, Mayor of Athens, Greece
✓ Sneška Quaedvlieg - Mihailović, Secretary General, Europa Nostra, The Netherlands/Serbia
✓ Lydia Carras, Founder and Vice President, ELLINIKI ETAIRIA - Society for the Environment and Cultural Heritage (ELLET)
✓ Vesna Marjanović, Secretary General, Europa Nostra, Serbia

✓ Chair: Mary Adamopoulou, Journalist, TA NEA
DAY 2 | THURSDAY, APRIL 11, 2024
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IMMIGRATION

17.50  LEGAL PATHWAYS FOR LABOR MIGRATION IN GREECE AND EUROPE
Programming Partner: International Organization for Migration (IOM), UN Migration

✓ Dimitris Kairidis, Minister of Migration and Asylum, Hellenic Republic
✓ Ugochi Daniels, Deputy Director General for Operations, International Organization for Migration
✓ Chair: Kristin Fabbe, Professor Florence School of Transnational Governance, EUI, Italy

18.25  THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF MIGRATION IN EUROPE
CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND SOLUTIONS
Programming Partner: The World Bank

✓ Dimitris Kairidis, Minister of Migration and Asylum, Hellenic Republic
✓ Fabio Jimenez, Head of Labour Mobility and Markets Unit, International Organization for Migration
✓ Pablo Ariel Acosta, Lead Economist, Social Protection and Jobs Global Unit, World Bank
✓ Aleksander Pociej, Expert of foreign affairs in the Polish Parliament, Poland
✓ Chair: Mauro Testaverde, Senior Economist Social Protection & Labour, The World Bank

19.15  END OF DAY 2

21.00  PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
8.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

FINANCE & ECONOMY

09.00 THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONTRIBUTION OF THE BANKING SECTOR ON THE SUSTAINABLE TRANSITION OF BUSINESS
Programming Partner: Hellenic Bank Association

✓ Vicky Loizou, Secretary General for Private Investments, Ministry of Development, Hellenic Republic
✓ Apostolos Siskos, Member BoD EBEA, Chairman of BoD Envirometrics, Greece
✓ Maya Hennerkes, Director, Green Financial Systems, EBRD
✓ Ernestos Panayiotou, General Manager, CTO, Head of Strategy & International Activities - National Bank of Greece
✓ Antonis Sagris, Senior Director, Piraeus Financial Holdings - Corporate Development & ESG
✓ Dimitris Kazazoglou-Skouras, Group ESG Coordinator, Alpha Services & Holdings, Greece
✓ Pakis Papademetriou, Head of ESG, Eurobank SA; Chair of HBA's ESG, Steering Committee, Greece

✓ Chair: Panagiotis Takopoulos, Partner, Advisory, PwC Greece

09.45 UNLEASHING HIDDEN POTENTIAL: HOW NPL RESOLUTION BENEFITS THE GREEK ECONOMY

✓ George Zavvos, Chairman of the Board Hellenic Development Bank, Hellenic Development Bank
✓ Theodore Athanasopoulos, CEO, Cepal, Greece
✓ Euan Robertson, Partner, Banking Practice, Co-Head, Oliver Wyman, Greece
✓ Christos Nassios, Manager, Sioufas & Associates Law Firm

✓ Chair: Dimitris Pefanis, Manager, CNN Greece

10.20 LEADING IN THE NEW REALITY IN BANKING CHARTING BOLD PATHS FOR CUSTOMER AND SOCIETAL IMPACT

✓ Vassilis Karamouzis, General Manager, Corporate and Investment Banking, National Bank of Greece
✓ Konstantinos Vassiliou, Deputy CEO, Head of Corporate & Investment Banking, Eurobank SA
✓ Theodore Tzouros, Chief of Corporate & Investment Banking, Piraeus Bank, Greece
✓ Vassilis Antoniades, Managing Director & Senior Partner, Boston Consulting Group, Greece

✓ Chair: Panos Baferos, Partner, Boston Consulting Group, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
FINANCE & ECONOMY

11.00  IN CONVERSATION

✓ Philipp Hildebrand, Vice Chairman, BlackRock
with
✓ Peter Spiegel, US Managing Editor, Financial Times

11.20  KEEPING PACE WITH RAPID INNOVATION IN THE PAYMENTS LANDSCAPE

✓ Luca Martini, Partner, Head of EY-Parthenon for CESA and EMEA Emerging Markets EY, Greece
✓ Nikos Papadogliou, Chief Commercial Officer, Nexi, Greece
✓ Ioannis Kitixis, Managing Director and Country Head of Worldline Merchant Services, Greece
✓ Stavroula Kampouridou, CEO, DIAS, Greece
✓ Chair: Yiannis Foskolos, Director, Imerisia.gr/ Journalist, Open TV

11.55  NAVIGATING THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL LANDSCAPE IN 2024: THE GREEK PERSPECTIVE

Programming Partner: Athens Stock Exchange Group

This panel will explore the key trends and challenges shaping the global financial landscape, with a particular emphasis on their impact on the Greek economy.

✓ Themos Fiotakis, Global Head of FX & EM Macro Strategy, Barclays, UK
✓ Nikolaos Panigirtzoglou, Managing Director, Global Market Strategy, J.P. Morgan, UK
✓ Panagiotis Vlachopoulos, CIO, Piraeus Bank, Greece
✓ Chair: Yianos Kontopoulos, CEO, ATHEXGROUP, Greece

12.35  POLICIES FOR A STRONGER GREEK INDUSTRY

✓ Vassilis Kazas, Managing Partner, Grant Thornton, Greece
with
✓ Maria Nikoltsiou, Anchorwoman, Alpha TV

✓ confirmed speaker
FINANCE & ECONOMY

12.55 TAX SYSTEMS FOR SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
✓ George Pitsilis, Governor, Independent Authority for Public Revenue, Greece
✓ Chair: Ntinos Siomopoulos, Journalist, MEGA TV/ To Vima/ Ot.gr

13.15 THE AI PRODUCTIVITY REVOLUTION
✓ Peter Koerte, Chief Technology and Chief Strategy Officer, Siemens
✓ Yanna Andronopoulou, General Manager Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Microsoft
✓ Chair: Simon Nixon, Editor, Wealth of Nations, United Kingdom

13.35 TECHNOLOGY AND SUSTAINABILITY: THE NEXT DAY
✓ Antreas Athanassopoulos, Group CEO, Olympia Group of Companies, Greece
✓ Marco Veremis, Partner, Big PI Ventures Capital
✓ Peggy Antonakou, General Manager Southeast Europe, Google, Greece
✓ Chair: Nikolaos Karamouzis, Chairman, Grant Thornton

14.05 NETWORKING BREAK

✓ confirmed speaker
14.25 BANKING SECTOR IN GREECE AND CHALLENGES AHEAD
Programming Partner: European Stability Mechanism (ESM)

The banking sector in Greece has made big strides in recent years to improve performance and strengthen balance sheets. Greek banks’ profitability should continue to improve this year, even amid a weak economic outlook in Europe and higher funding costs. The question is how can banks ensure that growth is sustainable in the long-term? What are the weaknesses they still need to address to compete in a financial sector which evolve quickly?

✓ Paolo Fioretti, Deputy Head of Financial Sector and Market Analysis, ESM, Luxembourg
✓ Cristina Torrella, Fitch, Senior director for Southeastern Europe, including Greece, Spain
✓ George Tryfinopoulos, Head of Strategy, Hellenic Financial Stability Fund
✓ Konstantinos Sarafopoulos, Chief Investment Officer Alpha Bank
✓ Maria Nefeli Berntisa, Counsel, Berntisa Law

✓ Chair: Christian Schubert, Economics and Business Correspondent, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), Italy

15.25 THE NEED FOR A NEW FOCUS ON GROWTH AND COMPETITIVENESS IN EUROPE (INCLUDING THE UK) AND THE REGULATORY CHALLENGES TO IT

✓ Lord Hill of Oareford, EU Commissioner for Financial Stability, Financial Services & Capital Markets Union (2014-2016) with
✓ Latika Bourke, Freelance, Contributor Politics Home, UnHerd, The i Paper, United Kingdom

15.50 THE NEXT WAVE: FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS REIMAGINED

✓ Konstantinos Kostopoulos, Managing Director, Investment Banking, Morgan Stanley
✓ Iakovos Giannakis, Deputy CEO, Retail and Digital Banking, Eurobank SA
✓ Theodosis Michalopoulos, General Manager, Financial Services Industry, Microsoft UK
✓ Pavlos Konstas, Associate Partner, Enterprise Agility Leader UK & Ireland, IBM
✓ Dimitris Litsikakis, Strategic Accounts - Business and Services Director, Profile Software, Greece

✓ Chair: Dimitris Pefanis, Manager, CNN Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
FINANCE & ECONOMY

16.30 ALWAYS ON TRANSFORMATION IN VOLATILE TIMES

✓ Antreas Athanassopoulos, Group CEO, Olympia Group of Companies, Greece
✓ Yanni Paniaras, Executive Director, Europe at TITAN Cement Group
✓ Vassili Apostolopoulos, CEO, Athens Medical Group
✓ Chair: Judith Wallenstein, Managing Director & Senior Partner, Global Head CEO Advisory Practice, Boston Consulting Group

17.00 EMPOWERING THE FUTURE WORKFORCE - THE IMPORTANCE OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Programming Partner: Bodossaki Foundation

✓ Athina Dessypri, President, Bodossaki Foundation, Greece
✓ Olga Kafetzopoulou, Director, Planning & Development of VET & LLL, Ministry of Education & Religious Affairs, Hellenic Republic
✓ Loukas Zahilas, Head, Dept for VET & Qualifications, European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP)
✓ George Xirogiannis, Director General, Hellenic Federation of Enterprises (SEV)
✓ Ioannis Kallias, Executive Vice President Service Lines at TÜV AUSTRIA Group, TÜV Austria
✓ Anna Rokofyllou, President, Youth and Lifelong Learning Foundation, Greece
✓ Chair: Athina Dessypri, President, Bodossaki Foundation, Greece

17.45 CHINA'S ECONOMY: THE SLOWDOWN AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

Programming Partner: Chatham House

 China's economy is suffering from a slump in confidence, which is plainly evident among both households and firms. This slump is often explained as the consequence of the government's determined effort to wean the economy off its dependence on real estate investment, which has had negative consequences for local government finances, household balance sheets and the financial sector. Despite these hostile forces, the authorities have done little to loosen fiscal or monetary policy. This panel of renowned China experts will delve into the precise reasons for the economy's problems, and will discuss what should and what is likely to be done about it.

✓ Alicia Garcia-Herrero, Chief Economist for Asia Pacific, Natixis, China (online)
✓ Michael Pettis, Carnegie Endowment for Int'l Peace; Finance Prof, Guanghua School of Management, Peking University, China
✓ Yu Yongding, Director-General of World Economics and Politics (IWEP), CASS
✓ Chair: David Lubin, Michael Klein Senior Research Fellow, Chatham House, UK
FINANCE & ECONOMY

18.30 CAPITAL MARKETS AND CAPITAL MARKET UNION
✓ Thomas Wieser, Board Member, European Forum Alpbach; Non Resident Fellow, Bruegel
✓ Kaidi Ruusalepp, President, Estonian Founders Society, Estonia
✓ Joe Brusuelas, Chief Economist, RSM Global, USA
✓ Apostolos Gkoutzinis, Partner, Milbank LLP, UK
✓ Chair: George Papageorgiou, Journalist, ERT

19.15 EUROPEAN ECONOMIC SECURITY IN A FRAGMENTED WORLD
Programming Partner: European University Institute (EUI)
As economic polarization gives way to fragmentation among competing geopolitical and geoeconomics blocs, the issue of Europe’s economic security is becoming a key driver of policy-making. From data to strategic raw materials, the green transition and digital currencies, how should the EU best leverage its advantages and design policies to mitigate risk?
✓ Maria Demertzis, Deputy Director, Bruegel; Professor, EUI, Italy
✓ Nathalie Toccì, Director Istituto Affari Internazionali and Professor, EUI, Italy
✓ Erik Jones, Director, Schuman Centre, EUI, Italy
✓ Chair: Georgios Papakonstantinou, Director, School of Transnational Governance, European University Institute, Italy

19.50 LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE LAST ECONOMIC CRISIS
✓ Jeromin Zettelmeyer, Director, Bruegel, Belgium
✓ Harold James, Professor of History and International Affairs, Princeton University, USA
✓ Megan Greene, Monetary Policy Committee, Bank of England, UK
✓ Thodoris Pelagidis, Deputy Governor, Bank of Greece
✓ Chair: Yannis Palaiologos, Journalist, Inside Story / Kathimerini

20.35 END OF DAY 2

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

**PLANET**

**08.45 FROM COP 28 TO COP 29 AND BEYOND: CHAMPIONING CULTURE-BASED CLIMATE ACTION**

*Programming Partners: Europa Nostra & European Heritage Hub*

*Following the Global Call to Action for Culture-Based Climate Action launched by civil society ahead of COP 28, and the historic launch of the related “Group of Friends” at COP 28 in Dubai, this panel will bring together global and European champions of culture-based Climate Action to build the momentum for formal recognition of the vital role of culture, cultural heritage and ancestral intelligence for a more effective climate action at COP 29 in Baku and COP 30 in Bélem.***

✓ HRH Princess Dana Firas, Special Envoy, Climate Heritage Network; VP, ICOMOS; President of the Petra National Trust
✓ Christos Dimas, Deputy Minister of Culture, Hellenic Republic
✓ Fariz Rzayev, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Azerbaijan
✓ Alexandra Mitsotakis, President, World Human Forum, Greece
✓ Sneška Quaedvlieg-Mihailović, Sec. General, Europa Nostra, Leader, European Heritage Hub, The Netherlands
✓ George Kremlis, President, Circular Economy & Climate Institute of the EPLO, Greece

✓ Chair: Nick Gowing, Founder, Thinking the Unthinkable, UK

**09.35 BUILDING TRUST IN GREEN: COMMITMENTS AND RESULTS**

✓ Nikos Charalambides, Executive Director, Greenpeace, Greece
✓ Lin Sun, Head of Sustainability Development, Jinko Solar, Greece
✓ Dimitris Sakipis, Director, Sustainability and Climate Change, PwC
✓ Konstantinos Antoniadis, Managing Partner, EMICERT

✓ Chair: Thanos Belalidis, Sympraxis, Sustainability Communication expert, Public Speaker, Writer, Greece

**10.05 CLIMATE CRISIS AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES. ATTITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS OF GREEKS**

✓ Ioannis Psycharis, Director, Reg. Development Institute, Panteion University of Social & Political Sciences, Greece
✓ Iosif Botetzagias, Professor of Environmental Politics & Policy, Dep. of Environment, University of the Aegean
✓ Ioli Christopoulou, Co-founder & Policy Director, The Green Tank
✓ Stella Tsani, Assoc. Professor, Dept. of Economics, National and Kapodistrian UoA, Member, Global Young Academy

✓ Chair: Anastasios Vasileiou, Commercial Director, Prorata

✓ confirmed speaker
PLANET

10.35  BUILDING TRUST AND TRANSPARENCY TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE:  
THE CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING DIRECTIVE (CSRD)
✓ Anastasia Stamou, Vice Chair, HCMC & Chair, Investments Guarantee Fund, Hellenic Capital Commission
✓ Theresa Messari, CFO/COO, Prodea Investments
✓ Kiara Konti,  Partner, EY Greece; Climate Change & Sustainability Serv. Leader, EY Central, Eastern & SE Europe & Central Asia (CESA)
✓ Panagiotis Giannopoulos,  Chairman, Hellenic Accounting and Auditing Standards Oversight Board
✓ Chair: Christiana Panayidou, Partner, Corporate Reporting Services leader for CESA region, Assurance Services, EY

11.10  NAVIGATING CLIMATE GOVERNANCE: A PUBLIC PRIVATE PERSPECTIVE
✓ Maya Hennerkes,  Head of Climate Finance, EBRD, UK
✓ Katya Gratcheva,  Advisor, International Monetary Fund, USA
✓ Sylvie Goulard,  Professor of Practice, Bocconi University
✓ Leonidas Canellopoulos,  Chief Sustainability and Innovation Officer, TITAN, Greece
✓ Konstantina Galli,  Tax Partner, EY Greece
✓ Chair: Marina Niforos,  President, Climate Governance Initiative, Greece

11.50  FROM RISK TO REWARD:  
THE BUSINESS IMPERATIVE TO FINANCE CLIMATE ADAPTATION AND RESILIENCE
✓ Dimitris Kazazoglou - Skouras,  Group ESG Coordinator, Alpha Bank, Greece
✓ Antonios Mountouris,  Chief Sustainability and Innovation Officer, HELLENIQ ENERGY, Greece
✓ Leonidas Canellopoulos,  Chief Sustainability and Innovation Officer, TITAN, Greece
✓ Chair: Chryssos Kavounides,  Managing Director and Partner, Head of BCG Athens

✓ confirmed speaker
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12.25 HARM REDUCTION: A COMPLIMENTARY POLICY NEXT TO PREVENTION 
✓ Iakovos Kargarotos, Vice Chairman, Papastratos S.A., Greece 
✓ Olga Itsiou, Chief Operating Officer, Dimand S.A. 
✓ Chair: Elena Papadimtriou, Head of Editorial, fyi.news

12.55 WHAT GREEKS BELIEVE? UNDERSTANDING THE EVOLVING LANDSCAPE 
Programme Partner: diaNEOsis 
✓ Evangelos Venizelos, Prof., Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Deputy PM & MFA (2013 –2015), Greece 
✓ Vassiliki Georgiadou, Professor, Department of Political Science and History, Panteion University, Greece  
✓ Constantinos Cartalis, Prof., University of Athens, member of the European Scientific Advisory Board on Climate Change  
✓ Nefeli Stournara, Sociologist, Greece 
✓ Stratos Fanaras, President & Managing Director, Metron Analysis S.A., Greece 
✓ Chair: Ilias Nikolaidis, Content Director, diaNEOsis, Greece

13.35 NAVIGATING THE CURRENTS: STRATEGIES FOR A SUSTAINABLE PLANET 
✓ Andreas Papandreou, Professor of Environmental Economics, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens 
✓ Semiramis Paliou, Member of Board of Directors of Union of Greek Shipowners, Chairperson of HELMEPA 
✓ Dimitris J. Fafalios, Secretary, Union of Greek Shipowners, President, Fafalios Shipping, Chairman, Intercargo, Greece

✓ Chair: Minas Tsamopoulos, Journalist, Proto Thema Newspaper & Newmoney.gr

14.10 TECH FOR THE PEOPLE: A CONVERSATION ON DEMOCRATIZATION IN ACTION 
✓ Constantine Daskalakis, Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, MIT, USA 
with 
✓ Antony Cook, CVP Deputy General Counsel, Microsoft, USA

✓ Chair: Elena Papadimtriou, Head of Editorial, fyi.news

✓ confirmed speaker
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14.40 NETWORKING BREAK

REAL ESTATE AND RESILIENT CITIES

15.25 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Haris Doukas, Mayor of Athens
   with
✓ Andriana Paraskevopoulou, Journalist, ERT

15.45 TECH-DRIVEN MOBILITY: OPTIONS, GROWTH, OPPORTUNITY
✓ Ioannis Xifaras, General Secretary of Transport, Ministry of Infrastructure & Transport
✓ Paris Kyriacopoulos, Chairman & CEO, Motodynamics
✓ Kyriakos Kofinas, Chief e-mobility Officer, PPC Group, Greece
✓ Gabriele De Giorgi, Senior Manager of Public Policy, Uber

✓ Chair: Michael Georgiadis, Director, Gocar Media

16.15 SHAPING THE FUTURE OF CITIES
   INNOVATION AND COLLABORATION IN TRANSFORMING URBAN MOBILITY
✓ Christina Alexopoulou, Deputy Minister of Infrastructure and Transport, Hellenic Republic
✓ Nikos Petrakis, Country Manager, Visa Greece
✓ Raymund Li, General Manager for Southern Europe, Uber
✓ Nikolaos Kouretas, CEO, Attiko Metro S.A., Greece
✓ Lucie Krahulchova, Senior Manager Public Affairs CEE, Lime, Czech Republic

✓ Chair: Apostolos Mangiriadis, Journalist, ERT

✓ confirmed speaker
REAL ESTATE AND RESILIENT CITIES

16.50 UNLOCKING VALUE: ASSET MANAGEMENT AND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS
✓ Aris Karytinos, CEO, Prodea
✓ Iro Hadjigeorgiou, CEO, Hellenic Public Properties, Greece
✓ Stefanos Gioureliis, Deputy CEO, Growthfund, the National Fund, Greece
✓ Yannis Delikanakis, Founding Partner, Southrock Asset Management, Greece
✓ Chair: Christos Konstas, Financial Editor, Newmoney.gr / Banks.com.gr

17.25 TOWARDS A MORE JUST CITY: SOLUTIONS FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
✓ Jason Murphy, Co-Founder and Chief Strategy Officer, Centrus, Ireland
✓ Stratos Paradias, President, Hellenic Property Federation & International Union of Property Owners, Greece
✓ Pantelis Maraveas, Assistant GM Retail Segments, Bank Analytics & Lending Products, National Bank of Greece
✓ Dimitris Mantzos, Member of Parliament and Parliamentary Representative, PASOK - Kinima Allagis, Greece
✓ Chair: Harris Ntigrintakis, Journalist, Talk 989 / Eleftheros Typos / Tourismtoday.gr

17.55 FROM PAST TO PRESENT: REIMAGINING INDUSTRIAL AND HERITAGE BUILDINGS IN THE URBAN CORE
✓ Lina Mendoni, Minister of Culture, Hellenic Republic
✓ Dimitris Andriopoulos, CEO, Dimand SA, Greece
✓ Chair: Makis Provatas, Journalist-Author, ERT/Athens Voice

✓ confirmed speaker
REAL ESTATE AND RESILIENT CITIES

18.30  BEYOND BETTER CITIES. COLLABORATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR THE FUTURE
✓ Raphael Edberg, Senior Vice President & Portfolio Manager, Pimco
✓ Panayiotis Kapetanakos, CEO, Noval Property, Greece
✓ Christoforos Stratos, CEO, Resolute Hellas
✓ Ioannis Ganos, CEO, Alpha Astika Akinita, Greece

✓ Chair: Harris Ntigrintakis, Journalist, Talk 989 / Eleftheros Typos/ Tourismtoday.gr

19.05  REAL ESTATE & THE CITY: BUILDING RESILIENT COMMUNITIES FOR THE FUTURE
✓ Dimitris Papoulis, CEO, Trade Estates REIC
✓ George Kormas, Vice Chairman Resolute Group Greece, Senior Advisor, Resolute Cepal Greece
✓ Ioannis Orfanos, Founding Partner, Arbitrage Real Estate, Greece
✓ Kalliopi Amygdalou, Senior Research Fellow, ELIAMEP, Greece
✓ Stylianos Sakaretsios, Chairman of the Board, Hellenic Cadastre

✓ Chair: Mary Papakonstantinou, Journalist, Real News - Real Group

19.40  END OF DAY 2

21.00  PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)

✓ confirmed speaker
STATE OF THE WORLD

13.30  MUST GOVERNMENT BE BIGGER?  |  by invitation only
Programming Partner: London School of Economics (LSE)

Many of the big issues facing governments in the future — climate change; energy supply; security; welfare with an ageing population, for example — seem to require governments to do more, prompted by public expectations about delivery. But, with huge public debts, lower economic growth, and high borrowing costs, can we sustain big government? And, should we?

✓ Panos Tsakloglou, Deputy Minister of Labour and Social Insurance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Gerasimos Thomas, Director, General Taxation and Customs Union at the European Commission, Belgium
✓ Anna Sivropoulos-Valero, Director of Growth Programme; Distinguished Policy Fellow, Centre for Economic Performance, LSE, UK
✓ Marc Robinson, Author, Partner, PFM Results Consulting
✓ Aristos Doxiadis, Partner, Big Pi Ventures, Greece

✓ Chair: Kevin Featherstone, Director, Hellenic Observatory, Professorial Research Fellow, European Institute, LSE, UK

14.15  CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCIES AND THE DIGITAL EURO  |  by invitation only

✓ Maria Demertzis, Deputy Director, Bruegel; Professor, European University Institute, Belgium
with
✓ John Papageorgiou, Journalist, Athens Radio, EU Affairs reporter; Athens Digest, Founder and Head, Greece
DAY 2 |  
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EDUCATION

17.45 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON EDUCATION IN GREECE  
DEcisive factor FOR the future of the country

✓ Achilleas Gravanis, Professor of Pharmacology, University of Crete, Greece  
✓ Vasso Kindi, Prof., Dept. of Philosophy and History of Science, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece  
✓ Dimitris Oikonomou, Prof., Dept of Planning & Regional Development; President, National Archaeological Museum  
✓ Evangelia Choleva, Teacher of Secondary Education, Greece  
✓ Spyros Doukakis, Chair, Hellenic Institute of Educational Policy, Greece  
✓ George Doukidis, Prof., Dept of Management Science & Technology, Athens University of Economics & Business, Greece

✓ Chair: Joachim Gryspolakis, Prof. Emeritus, Technical University of Crete; President, Archaeological Museum of Heraklion

20.15 END OF DAY 2

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)

✓ confirmed speaker
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Anemolia Hotel, Arachova

08.15 Arrival of guests - Registration

FUTURE

09.15 WILL TECHNOLOGY EXACERBATE INEQUALITY AND POLARIZATION, OR CAN IT BE AN EFFECTIVE TOOL TO REDUCE DISPARITIES?  
Programming partner: World Bank

✓ Anna Sivropoulos - Valero, Dir., Growth Programme; Distinguished Policy Fellow, Centre for Economic Performance, LSE, UK
✓ Rafael De Hoyos Navarro, Lead Economist - Program Leader for Human Development, World Bank
✓ Yianna Hormova, Deputy Governor, Greek Public Employment Service (DYP), Greece

✓ Chair: Goran Tinjic, Program Manager Southern Europe, World Bank

09.50 UNLOCKING BUSINESS GROWTH:  
THE PRACTICAL POWER OF GENERATIVE AI

✓ François Candelon, Managing Director & Senior Partner, BCG Henderson Institute Global Director
✓ Theodoros Evgeniou, Professor, INSEAD & Co-founder, Tremau, France
✓ Alexandros Lattas, 3D Computer Vision Researcher, Imperial College, UK
✓ Stelios Eliakis, CEO, Sleed.com

✓ Chair: Katerina Pramatari, Prof., Athens University of Economics & Business, Partner, Uni.Fund, Greece

10.30 DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS:  
MINIMIZING RISK AND MAXIMIZING GAINS

✓ Petros Kapasouris, General Manager, Tiresias, Greece
✓ Evripidis Dontas, Chairman & CEO, Selected Energy SA, Greece
✓ Nick Mavrikos, President, Panhellenic Ship Suppliers & Exporters Association
✓ Alexandros Varveris, Governor, e-efka, Greece
✓ Ioannis Savvidis, Financial Director, Hellenic Duty Free Shops, Greece
✓ Patricia Battenberg, Head of Strategic Relationships, Worldline

✓ Chair: Lily Spyropoulou, Journalist, Powergame.gr

✓ confirmed speaker
FUTURE

11.25  FUTURE-FIT: STRATEGIES FOR BUILDING BUSINESSES RESILIENT TO AI

✓ François Candelon, Managing Director & Senior Partner, BCG Henderson Institute Global Director
✓ Marco Veremis, Partner, Big Pi Ventures, Greece
✓ Harietta Eleftherochorinou, Vice President, Innovation Ventures
✓ Byron Nicolaides, Founder & CEO, PeopleCert, Greece

✓ Chair: Michael Jacobides, Sir Donald Gordon Professor of Entrepreneurship and Innovation, London Business School

12.00  HOLISTIC MANAGEMENT OF METROPOLITAN AREAS

✓ Nikos Hardalias, Governor, Region of Attica, Greece

12.20  CITIZEN-CENTRIC PUBLIC SECTOR REFORMS

✓ Niki Kerameus, Minister of Interior, Hellenic Republic

✓ Apostolos Mangiriadis, Journalist, ERT

12.40  CHIPS, COMPETITION AND COLLABORATION. THE EU’S CHIPS ACT AND THE GLOBAL LANDSCAPE

✓ Vicky Loizou, Secretary General for Private Investments, Ministry of Development, Hellenic Republic
✓ Emmanouel Zervakis, President, Hellenic Emerging Technologies Industry Association, Greece
✓ Federico Menna, CEO, EIT Digital
✓ Babis Bakolias, Director and General Manager, Ansys
✓ Antonia Hmaidi, Senior Analyst, MERICS

✓ Chair: Dimitris Mallas, Journalist, CNN Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
FUTURE

13.15 CULTIVATING A EUROPEAN INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM FOR DIGITAL SOVEREIGNTY
✓ George Passaris, Senior Regional Representative, Greece & Cyprus, European Investment Fund
✓ Stelios Kavadias, Margaret Thatcher Professor of Enterprise Studies in Innovation & Growth, University of Cambridge
✓ Tania Patsalia, Senior Associate, Bernitsas Law, Greece
✓ Alexandros Nousias, Managing Director, Envolve Entrepreneurship
✓ Pantelis Tzortzakis, Vice Chairman, Executive Member of the BoD, Hellenic Development Bank SA, Greece
✓ Chair: Fanouris Drakakis, Editor in Chief, 2045.gr

13.50 CAN WE GOVERN TOMORROW'S TECH? NAVIGATING THE RISKS OF AI AND BEYOND
✓ Annet Aris, Vice Chair of the Board of ASML; Senior Affiliate Professor of Strategy, INSEAD, The Netherlands
✓ Ludo van Der Heyden, Chaired Professor of Corporate Governance, INSEAD, Switzerland
✓ Theodoros Evgeniou, Professor, INSEAD & Co-founder, Tremau, France
✓ Christoforos Anagnostopoulos, Partner, QuantumBlack, AI, McKinsey Greece
✓ Chair: Alexandra Gouta, Journalist, Athens News Agency / Macedonian News Agency

14.25 BEYOND THE HYPE: THE METAVERSE AND ITS FUTURE HURDLES
✓ Constantino Roselli, Founder & CEO, NTZNS
✓ Theo Papadopoulos, Head of Industrial Metaverse Lab, Siemens, Germany
✓ Chair: Niki Papazoglou, Journalist, insider.gr
FUTURE

14.45  BUILDING THE RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGY, AND INNOVATION INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE FUTURE

Programming Partner: Global Federation of Competitiveness Councils (GFCC)

Driven by rapid advances in technology, the focus on infrastructure is expanding beyond roads and bridges to include a wide range of infrastructure to support R&D and innovation. This spans the modernization of existing public and academic laboratory facilities to meeting the skyrocketing need for computing power for AI, to physical places that foster the collaboration between industry and the research community that drives innovation. Panelists will explore these needs, new models, and the challenges of investment and access to this critical infrastructure.

✓ Kyriacos Sabatakakis, Country Managing Director, Accenture, Greece
✓ Josh Parker, Chairman and CEO, Ancora L&G, USA
✓ Georgios Nounesis, Director & Chairman of the BoD, National Centre for Scientific Research "Demokritos", Greece
✓ Nikos Efthymiadis, Chairman, Thess INTEC, Greece

✓ Chair: Chad Evans, Executive Vice President, Global Federation of Competitiveness Councils, USA

15.30  INNOVATION MADE IN GREECE: SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT

✓ Maximos Senetakis, Deputy Minister of Development, Hellenic Republic
✓ Spyros Retzekas, COO, Qualco, Greece
✓ Antonis Tzortzakakis, CEO, 5G Ventures
✓ Alexandros Paterakis, Deputy Managing Director Digital & Advanced Services PPC Group, Greece
✓ Michalis Tsarbopoulos, Chief Digital Officer, Alpha Bank
✓ Spiros Margaris, Venture capitalist and futurist, Greece
✓ Christofoforos Anagnostopoulos, Partner, QuantumBlack, AI, McKinsey Greece

✓ Chair: Lora Ioannou, Alpha TV News

16.15  INNOVATION AND DIGITAL ECONOMY IN SOUTH EAST EUROPE

✓ Dimitris Papastergiou, Minister of Digital Governance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Milena Stoycheva, Minister of Innovation and Growth, Republic of Bulgaria
✓ Nikos Efthymiadis, Chairman, Thess INTEC, Greece
✓ Yota Paparidou, President of B.o.D, Greek ICT Federation - SEPE

✓ Chair: George Kremlis, President, Circular Economy & Climate Institute of the EPLO, Greece

16.55  NETWORKING BREAK

✓ confirmed speaker
THE RAW MATERIALS

100 YEARS OF THE MINERAL RESOURCES
GEOPOLITICS AND RAW MATERIALS:
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES, THE EUROPEAN AND THE GREEK DIMENSION

17.10 OPENING STATEMENT
✓ Alexandra Sdoukou, Deputy Minister of Environment & Energy, Hellenic Republic

17.30 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION I
RAW MATERIALS AND GEOPOLITICAL INDEPENDENCE, EUROPEAN INDUSTRIAL POLICY
✓ Mark Rachovides, President Emeritus, Euromines, Belgium
✓ Antonis Latouros, President, European Aggregates Association - UEPG, Belgium
✓ Efthimios Vidalis, President of the Executive Committee, Hellenic Federation of Enterprises (SEV), Greece
✓ Konstantinos Yazitzoglou, Chairman, Greek Mining Enterprises Association
✓ Chair: Dimitris Vergados, Director of Public & Media Communication, SEV Hellenic Federation of Enterprises

18.20 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION II
CRITICAL RAW MATERIALS (CRMs)
Programming Partner: The European House - Ambrosetti

The EU Council is expected to approve in the next weeks the EC Commission Proposal for the Critical Raw Material Act. Furthermore, this topic is extremely relevant across industries. For instance, aerospace and defense, ICT or photovoltaic/wind industries are among the largest users of these CRMs but also the recycling industry is expected to have a significant role in reaching the EU targets.

✓ Danilo Bonato, Director General of Erion Compliance Organization, Italy
✓ Lorenzo Tavazzi, Senior Partner of The European House - Ambrosetti, Italy
✓ Christos Balaskas, Vice President, Commercial, Growth & External Relations Greece, Eldorado Gold Corporation, Greece
✓ Mario Jorizzo, Strategy and Technology Support Unit, Sustainable Production System
✓ Chair: Michalis Mathioulakis, Academic Director, Greek Energy Forum

✓ confirmed speaker
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THE RAW MATERIALS

19.00 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION III
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE MINING INDUSTRY TO THE GREEN TRANSITION
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

✓ Christos Balaskas, Vice President, Commercial, Growth & External Relations Greece, Eldorado Gold Corporation, Greece
✓ Athanasios Kefalas, Chairman, IMERYS Greece
✓ Dionysios Gkoutis, Director General, Hellenic Survey of Geology & Mineral Exploration, Greece
✓ Dimitris Lianos, Heidleberg Materials Hellas
✓ Rolf Kuby, Director General, EUROMINES
✓ Chair: Marina Protonotariou, Journalist, Mononews.gr, Greece

20.00 END OF DAY 2

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

THE STATE OF THE WORLD

09.00 WHY IS THE US GROWING FASTER THAN EUROPE? AND, MUST EUROPE CHANGE COURSE?

Programming Partner: London School of Economics (LSE)

The US is recording higher economic growth rates than Europe. Why? The two have pursued different economic strategies in response to the COVID crisis, while having, of course, different capitalist cultures and systems. Can Europe grow and compete with its current macro-economic policy mix, governance, and welfare systems?

✓ Marco Buti, Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa Chair in Economic and Monetary Integration, EUI
✓ Gikas Hardouvelis, Chairman of the BoD, National Bank of Greece
✓ Megan Greene, Monetary Policy Committee, Bank of England

✓ Chair: Kevin Featherstone, Professor, Director, Hellenic Observatory, LSE

09.45 GEOPOLITICS AND CHINA

✓ James M. Lindsay, Senior VP, Director of Studies & Maurice R. Greenberg Chair, Council on Foreign Relations, USA
✓ Qingguo Jia, Prof Intl Studies, Peking University; Member, Standing Committee, Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, China
✓ Hugo Dixon, Commentator at Large, Reuters, UK

✓ Chair: Terry Martin, International Journalist - TV News Anchor, Germany

10.25 EU ENLARGEMENT 2030

A DREAM OR REALITY?

Programming Partners: Bled Security Forum & The Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)

✓ Sir Stuart Lord Peach GBE KCB DL, Air Chief Marshal, Prime Minister's Special Envoy to the Western Balkans, UK
✓ Filip Ivanovic, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Montenegro
✓ Nathalie Tocci, Director, Istituto Affari Internazionali, Italy
✓ Peter Grk, Secretary-General, Bled Strategic Forum and Western Balkans, Slovenia
✓ Loukas Tsoukalis, President of the Board, The Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP), Greece

✓ Chair: Ioannis Armakolas, Senior Research Fellow & Head of South-East Europe Programme, ELIAMEP, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
THE STATE OF THE WORLD

11.15 WHICH PRIORITIES FOR EUROPE TO SURVIVE IN THE POST WESTERN WORLD?

✓ Guillaume Klossa, European Conclave; Executive President, EuropaNova
✓ Janis Emmanouilidis, Director of Studies, European Policy Center
✓ Stjepan Orešković, Founder & CEO of M + Grupa, Croatia

✓ Chair: Peter Grk, Secretary-General, Bled Strategic Forum and Western Balkans, Slovenia

11.55 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Vasilis Kikilias, Minister of Climate Crisis and Civil Protection, Hellenic Republic

✓ Elena Papadimitriou, Head of Editorial, fyi.news

12.15 THE STRATEGIC AGENDA OF EUROPE FOR 2024-2029

✓ Janis Emmanouilidis, Director of Studies, European Policy Center
✓ Federico Steinberg, Special Adviser to the High Representative for Foreign & Security Policy, VP of EU Commission
✓ Francois Heisbourg, Sr Adviser for Europe, Int’l Institute for Strategic Studies, Special Adviser, Recherche Stratégique, France
✓ Stefan Schepers, Executive director, High Level Groups on EU Policy Innovation
✓ Ivana Dragicevic, Journalist, N1 TV, Croatia

✓ Chair: Zoltan Gyevai, Permanent Correspondent of Free Europe (RFE/RL) Hungarian Editorial, written press

13.10 IN CONVERSATION

✓ General David H. Petraeus, Chairman, KKR Global Institute, USA

✓ Athanassios Ellis, Editor in Chief, Kathimerini English Edition, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
EUROPE AND THE REGION

13.35 MAIN ISSUES AND STAKES IN THE EUROPEAN ELECTIONS OF JUNE 2024
   Programming Partner: The Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)
   ✓ Cathryn Clüver Ashbrook, Executive Vice President/Senior Advisor, Bertelsmann Foundation, Germany
   ✓ Loukas Tsoukalis, President of the Board, The Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)
   ✓ Nico Lange, Senior Fellow, Munich Security Conference, Germany
   ✓ Catherine Fieschi, Fellow Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, EUI, France
   ✓ Piotr Buras, Head of ECFR Warsaw, Poland
   ✓ Chair: Christine Ockrent, Journalist, France

14.25 POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UK, THE STATE OF UK/EU RELATIONS
   How these might change with a Labour Government, and how more generally the EU is likely to have to think about institutional arrangements in the light of enlargement
   ✓ Introduced by: Tony Barber, European Comment Editor, Financial Times, UK

14.50 NETWORKING BREAK
EUROPE AND THE REGION

15.10 GEOPOLITICS AND TODAY’S MIDDLE EAST
Programming Partner: RAND Corporation

The present war in Gaza and the Abraham Accords have changed the dynamics to today’s Middle East. While we do not know where the Israel-Palestinian conflict will be in six months, there will undoubtedly be a new dimension to geopolitical rivalries in the region. The Houthis started attacking ships in the Red Sea in October 2023, but just one month before at the G20 summit, leading nations and the European Union announced a potential new India-Middle East-Europe Corridor. U.S. policy priorities are changing, from a disengagement preference at the beginning of the present Administration to once again trying to shape a new security and economic future for the region. Change is also important for Europe — and Greece — as the first European point of contact for the proposed IMEC is Piraeus. The panel will look beyond the Gaza war to U.S.-Europe-Middle East economic potential, including transit and technology, and likely Chinese, Iranian and Russian strategies in response.

✓ Howard J. Shatz, Senior Economist, RAND; Professor of policy analysis, Pardee RAND Graduate School, USA
✓ Henri J. Barkey, Adjunct Senior Fellow, Middle East Studies, Council on Foreign Relations, USA
✓ Robert Silverman, Executive editor, The Jerusalem Strategic Tribune, USA

✓ Chair: Charles P. Ries, Adjunct senior fellow, RAND Corporation, USA

15.55 AMERICA AND OUR IMPERILED WORLD

✓ Robert Kagan, Stephen & Barbara Friedman Senior Fellow, The Brookings Institution, USA

✓ Alexis Papahelas, Executive Editor, Kathimerini

16.30 FROM EUROPE OF CRISES TO EUROPE OF SOLUTIONS: LESSONS FOR THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

✓ Margaritis Schinas, Vice President for Promoting our European Way of Life, European Commission

✓ Eleni Varvitsioti, Correspondent for Greece and Cyprus, The Financial Times

✓ confirmed speaker
EUROPE AND THE REGION

16.55 BEYOND THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ELECTIONS-BOLSTERING DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION IN THE EU
Programming Partner: European University Institute (EUI)

Low participation rates in elections for the European Parliament are only one manifestation of the challenge to the democratic process the EU and other countries are facing. The electoral success of populist and authoritarian voices implies the need to rejuvenate democracy. This panel discusses initiatives in this regard, from citizens assemblies to other forms of democratic participation.

✓ Kalypso Nicolaides, Professor Florence School of Transnational Governance, EUI
✓ Erik Jones, Director of the Schuman Centre at EUI
✓ Chair: Fabrizio Tassinari, Executive Director, Florence School of Transnational Governance, EUI

17.30 MULTILATERALISM MUST DELIVER
Programming Partner: Club de Madrid

The 2024 Summit of the Future to be held in September presents a pivotal opportunity to improve global governance and unify global efforts in shaping a brighter, shared future for humanity. Panelists will have a conversation on the fundamental purposes of the global governance system and the critical gaps that exist today, particularly those hindering the achievement of the Agenda 2030 goals. The focus will be on identifying pressing issues that need to be addressed in the three main outputs expected of the forthcoming Summit: the proposed Pact for the Future, A Declaration on Future Generations, and a Global Digital Compact.

✓ Stefan Löfven, Prime Minister of Sweden (2014-2021)
✓ George Papandreou, Prime Minister of the Hellenic Republic (2009-2011)
✓ Chair: Constantinos Filis, Director, ACG Institute of Global Affairs & Pro., International Relations, American College of Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
18.05 SOUTH VS NORTH: CAN THE G7 BE A REAL BRIDGE?
Programming Partner: Italian Institute for International Political Studies (ISPI)

The Global South is getting more and more vocal in its requests for a fairer and bigger role in world affairs. This may be seen as a challenge to the Global North and to the international liberal order. Can the G7 build new bridges rather than new walls? How to safeguard the international economy and avoid further trade wars and protectionism? Which further steps should the G7 take to promote sustainable development in low- and middle-income countries? Which room for North-South cooperation on green transition and adaptation to climate change?

✓ Daniel Gros, Director, Institute for European Policymaking, Bocconi University, Italy
✓ Abla Abdel - Latif, Executive Director and Director of Research, Egyptian Center for Economic Studies, Egypt
✓ Alec Russell, Foreign Editor, Financial Times
✓ Evangelos Kalpadakis, Diplomatic Advisor to the Leader of the Main Opposition Party

✓ Chair: Antonio Villafranca, Director of Studies and Co-Head of the Europe and Global Governance Centre, ISPI, Italy

18.50 ENHANCING THE COOPERATION OF ENLARGEMENT COUNTRIES AND EU MEMBER STATES AS A MEANS OF ACCELERATING EU ACCESSION
Programming Partner: DG Reform

✓ Rodica Crudu, State Secretary on European Integration of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Moldova
✓ Mario Nava, Director General, DG Reform European Commission, Belgium
✓ Besart Kadja, Deputy Minister for Europe and Foreign Affairs, Albania

✓ Chair: Faye Doulgkeri, Journalist, Euronews
EUROPE AND THE REGION

19.25

✓ Giorgos Gerapetritis, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Hellenic Republic
✓ Chair: Niki Lymperaki, Journalist, Co-Founder at pod.gr, Greece

19.50 THE INDIA MIDDLE EAST EUROPE ECONOMIC CORRIDOR (IMEC)

Opening Statement
✓ Giorgos Gerapetritis, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Hellenic Republic
✓ Thanos Dokos, National Security Advisor, Greece
✓ Federico Banos-Lindner, Group SVP - Government Relations & Public Affairs, DP World
✓ Ebtesam Al Ketbi, President, Emirates Policy Center (EPC), UAE
✓ Chair: Samir Saran, President, Observer Research Foundation, India

20.30 END OF DAY 3 - PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

GROWTH & INVESTMENTS

09.00 GLOBAL GEOPOLITICAL SHIFTS: IMPACTS AND STRATEGIES FOR BUSINESSES

✓ Dimitri Papalexopoulos, Chairman of the Board, SEV Hellenic Federation of Enterprises
✓ Anthony S. Papadimitriou, President, Onassis Foundation
✓ Nikolaus Lang, Managing Director and Senior Partner, Global Vice Chair - Global Advantage Practice, Boston Consulting Group
✓ Gwenaelle Avice Huet, Executive Vice President of Europe Operations, Schneider Electric SE

✓ Chair: Vassilis Antoniades, Managing Director & Senior Partner, Regional Lead of Financial Institutions Practice, Boston Consulting Group

09.40 THE NEW NORMAL IN THE WORLD ECONOMY

✓ Jeromin Zettelmeyer, Director, Bruegel, Belgium
✓ Beata Javorcik, Chief Economist, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), UK
✓ Giancarlo Corsetti, Professor of Economics, European University Institute, Italy

✓ Chair: Plutarchos Sakellaris, Professor, Athens University of Economics and Business, Greece

10.20 BRIDGING THE AFFORDABILITY GAP FOR ESSENTIAL GOODS

✓ Sotiris Anagnostopoulos, Sec. General of Commerce & Consumer Protection, Ministry of Development & Investments
✓ Aristotelis Panteliadis, Chairman & CEO, METRO AEBE and President, Greek Grocery Retail Association
✓ Konstantinos Sotiropoulos, Managing Director Greece & Cyprus, Mondelez
✓ Christos Tsolkas, CEO, DELTA Foods SA & Chairman DODONI SA, Greece

✓ Chair: George Doukidis, Prof. of Management, Science & Technology, Athens University of Economics & Business

10.50 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Nikos Papathanassisis, Alternate Minister of National Economy & Finance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Stamatis Zacharos, Journalist, One Channel

✓ confirmed speaker
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11.10 ENERGY INDUSTRY INSIGHTS: A DISCUSSION ON MARKET TRENDS AND INNOVATION
✓ George Triantafyllou, General Manager of Strategy, Motor Oil Group, Greece  
   with  
✓ Sven Smit, Senior Partner McKinsey & Company and Chairman of McKinsey Global, McKinsey Global  
✓ Chair: Maria Nikoltsiou, Anchorwoman, Alpha TV

11.30 INVESTING AND ENABLING GROWTH IN A CHALLENGING TRANSITION ERA
✓ Dimitris Chanis, CEO, HERACLES Group, Greece  
✓ Dimitris Tsesmetzoglou, CEO, Howden Greece & Cyprus  
✓ Eftychia Koutsoureli, Vice Chairwoman, Quest Holdings, Greece  
✓ Panayiotis Alamanos, CEO, SOL Crowe, Greece  
✓ Giuseppe Giano, Chairman, Euroxx Securities  
✓ Chair: Kostas Ketsietzis, Journalist, insider.gr

12.05 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Nikos Stathopoulos, Chairman, BC Partners, UK  
   with  
✓ Antonis Sroiter, Anchorman, Alpha TV

12.25 RESEARCH PRESENTATION: ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGES OF GREEK MANUFACTURING
Presentation by  
✓ Thanos Mavros, Partner, Business Consulting, Central Eastern & SE & Central Asia, CESA Supply Chain & Operations leader EY  
✓ Maggie Athanassiadi, Director of Industry Growth Technology & Innovation at SEV Hellenic Federation of Enterprises

Discussion of the presentation  
✓ Dimitri Papalexopoulos, Chairman of the Board, SEV Hellenic Federation of Enterprises  
in conversation with  
✓ George Papadimitriou, Country Managing Partner for EY Greece, Markets & Accounts Leader for Central, Eastern, Southeastern Europe and Central Asia

✓ confirmed speaker
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GROWTH & INVESTMENTS

13.10 FUTURE PROOFING GREEK MANUFACTURING:
ADDRESSING KEY CHALLENGES FOR LONG-TERM COMPETITIVENESS

✓ Michael Stassinopoulos, Executive Director Viohalco, Chairman ElvalHalcor and President Hellenic Production
✓ George Margonis, Chairman and Managing Director, Papastratos, Greece
✓ Loukia Saranti, President, Federation of Industries of Greece
✓ Nikos Vettas, General Director, Foundation for Economic and Industrial Research, Professor, AUEB, Greece
✓ Maria Anargyrou Nikolic, General Manager, Coca-Cola HBC Greece & Cyprus

✓ Chair: Maria Sarafoglou, Journalist, ANT1 TV

13.45 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Yannis Stournaras, Governor of the Bank of Greece
with
✓ Tony Barber, European Comment Editor, Financial Times, UK

14.00 REFLECTIONS ON RESILIENCE IN RELATION TO THE PREVAILING CLIMATE SCIENCE

✓ Frank Elderson, Member of the Executive Board, European Central Bank
✓ Chaired by Yannis Stournaras, Governor of the Bank of Greece

14.30 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Kostas Skrekas, Minister of Development, Hellenic Republic
with
✓ Katerina Douka, Journalist, ERT

14.50 INDIAN INVESTMENT IN THE GREEK MARKET

✓ Taizoon Khorakiwala, Owner, Managing director, Switz Group, India
✓ Chair: Maria Nikoltsiou, Anchorwoman, Alpha TV

✓ confirmed speaker
GROWTH & INVESTMENTS

15.10 UNVEILING THE CURRENT STATE OF THE GLOBAL PE & INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE
✓ Georgios Elekidis, Principal Bain Capital Credit
✓ Nicholas Chryssanthopoulos, Senior Partner, EOS Capital Partners, Greece
✓ Iossif Kiouroukoglou, Corporate and Investment Banking Managing Director, Bank of America
✓ Spyros Venetsianos, Deputy General Manager, Head of Structured Finance, Eurobank SA

✓ Chair: Andreas Kyrilis, Partner Bain & Company

15.45 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Alexandros Exarchou, Deputy Chairman & CEO, Intrakat Group
  with
✓ Nikos Filippidis, Journalist, MEGA TV / ot.gr

16.05 NAVIGATING THE PATH TOWARDS A RESILIENT ECONOMY:
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES AND GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
✓ Grigoris Dimitriadis, CEO & Executive Board Member, GROWTHFUND, the National Fund of Greece
✓ Constantinos Bitos, CEO, Stream Global, Greece
✓ Haris Lambropoulos, President, Hellenic Development Bank of Investments, Greece
✓ Ioannis Papadopoulos, Senior Partner EOS Capital Partners – Chairman HVCA
✓ Harris Mehos, Director, Office of Infrastructure, U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC)
✓ Panos Xenokostas, CEO & Owner, Onex Shipyards & Technologies Group, President, Hellenic Shipyards Association
✓ Konstantinos Voutarakos, Sr Partner, Member of the Management Committee, Kyriakides Georgopoulos Law Firm

✓ Chair: Nikos Filippidis, Journalist, MEGA TV / ot.gr

✓ confirmed speaker
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16.45  GREEK TURNOVER: CHARTING A COURSE TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH
✓ Eric Bjonerud, Managing Director, MAM Green Investments - Macquarie, UK
✓ Marios Broustas, Managing Director, Head of Greece, Rothschild & Co, Greece
✓ Alexandra Palli, Regional Vice Governor of Attica for Entrepreneurship & European Planning, Region of Attica
✓ Alexandros Ragoussis, Senior Economist, International Finance Corporation, World Bank, France
✓ Marinos Giannopoulos, CEO, Enterprise Greece
✓ Panagiotis Stampoulidis, Executive Director, Executive BoD Member, Hellenic Republic Asset Development Fund
✓ John Saracakis, Chairman, Saracakis Group of Companies, Greece
✓ Chair: Stelios Morfidis, Business Editor, Proto Thema

17.25  THE M&A MOSAIC: BUILDING AN ECOSYSTEM FOR COLLABORATIVE AND IMPACTFUL DEALS
✓ Apostolos Apostolakis, Founder and Partner, VentureFriends, Greece
✓ Anna Manda, Partner, Karatzas & Partners, Greece
✓ Vassilis Petinis, Managing Director, RSM Greece
✓ Theofilos Vasileiadis, CEO, Kariera Group, Greece
✓ Chair: Tasos Zachos, CEO/Editor in Chief, Fortune Greece

18.00  CULTIVATING A THRIVING SME ECOSYSTEM FOR A STRONGER ECONOMY
✓ Ioannis Vougioukas, CEO, Epirus Bank Cooperative, Greece
✓ Yianni Spiropoulos, Managing Partner, OCTANE Management Consultants
✓ Konstantinos Christodoulou, Chief Corporate Banking Officer, Attica Bank, Greece
✓ Dimitrios Dimitriou, Vice President, Athens Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Greece
✓ Chair: Natassa Stasinou, Editor in Chief, Naftemporiki.gr, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
GROWTH & INVESTMENTS

18.35 MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS: ECONOMIES OF SCALE AND CULTURE CLASHES
✓ Eleni Bathianaki, Managing Partner, Halkyon Equity Partners
✓ Vasileios Lingitsos, Director, Investment Banking Division, AXIA Venture Group, Greece
✓ Artemis Panou, Director, KPMG, Greece
✓ Stavros Papagiannopoulos, CEO, EXL Consulting, Greece
✓ Takis Solomos, Partner, Elikonos Capital, Greece
✓ Chair: Christos Konstas, Financial Editor, Newmoney.gr / Banks.com.gr

19.10 THE RISING EUROPE: THE EMERGING ECOSYSTEMS WHO ARE LEADING THE EU TRANSFORMATION
Programming Partner: Endeavor
✓ Panagiotis Karampinis, CEO, Endeavor, Greece
✓ Antigoni Lymperopoulou, CEO, HDBI, Greece
✓ Monica Zara, Head of Conference, How To Web
✓ Rob Genieser, Managing Partner, ETF Partners, UK
✓ Pascual Cortes-Monroy, Vice President, Northzone, UK
✓ Daniel Tomov, Founding Partner, Eleven Ventures
✓ Chair: Amy Lewin, Editor, Sifted

19.50 LEADING THE FUTURE: THE INNOVATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF EUROPEAN REAL ESTATE
✓ Christopher Papachristophorou, Chairman of the BoD, PRODEA, Greece
✓ Ismael Clemente CEO & Vice President, Merlin Properties
✓ Chair: Athanasios Ellis, Editor in Chief, Kathimerini English Edition, Greece

20.10 END OF DAY 3

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
✓ confirmed speaker
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08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

HEALTH

09.00 DEVELOPMENT OF PHARMA AND BIOTECH RESEARCH AND MANUFACTURING SYNERGY STRUCTURES

Simos Simeonidis, Founder and CEO, Kos Biotechnology Partners, USA
✓ Vassia Tegoula, Senior Director, Genentech - A Member of Roche Group, USA
✓ Nikos Kyripides, Head, Microbiome Data Science, Joint Genome Institute, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
✓ Chair: Konstantinos Drosatos, Professor in Pharmacology and Systems Biology

09.35 DEVELOPING COLLABORATIVE STRATEGIES TO FOSTER A SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR PHARMACEUTICAL INNOVATION

Programming partner: Pharma Innovation Forum (PIF)

✓ Adonis Georgiadis, Minister of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ Florence Papillon, Head of Corporate, Public Affairs Europe at Sanofi
✓ Thibault Massart, Vice President, Europe South, AbbVie
✓ Pavlina Karasiotou, Secretary General, Ministry of National Economy and Finance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Vassilis Kountzamanis, Adviser to the Prime Minister, Greece
✓ Vasiliki Vakouftsi, President Patients Association
✓ Chair: Ioannis Kotsiopoulos, PIF, General Manager

10.15 REVOLUTIONIZING HEALTHCARE:
THE POWER OF DIGITIZED HEALTH DATA

✓ Dimosthenis Anagnostopoulos, Secretary General, Ministry of Digital Governance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Aris Angelis, Secretary General for Strategic Planning, Ministry of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ Dimitris Katehakis, Head, Center for eHealth Applications & Services, Foundation for Research & Technology,- Hellas, Greece
✓ Niki Tsouma, CEO, IDIKSA, Greece
✓ Chair: Antonis Fourlis, Journalist, Huff Post Greece, ANT1

✓ confirmed speaker
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HEALTH

10.50 NAVIGATING THE COMPLEXITIES OF MEDICINE SHORTAGES
✓ Aris Angelis, Secretary General for Strategic Planning, Ministry of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ Evangelos Manolopoulos, President, National Organization of Medicines, Greece
✓ Michael Tsatsaronis, VP Panhellenic Association of Pharmaceutical Wholesalers, CEO Primepharm
✓ Michalis Himonas, Director General, SFEE
✓ Chair: Vicky Karatzaferi, Senior Editor, Talk 989, Healthstories.gr, Mononews.gr

11.20 VACCINATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH: BUILDING A PREVENTION-ORIENTED CULTURE
✓ Aris Angelis, Secretary General for Strategic Planning, Ministry of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ George Kalamitsis, Board Member, Hellenic Patient Association, Greece
✓ Antonino Biroccio, BoD President & General Manager, GSK Greece
✓ Stelios Kypouropoulos, MEP, European People’s Party Group, Greece
✓ Nikolaos Sipsas, Prof. of Pathophysiology & Infectious Diseases, School of Medicine, National Kapodistrian University of Athens
✓ Kyriakos Souliotis, University of Peloponnese, Professor of Health Policy, University of Peloponnese, Greece
✓ Chair: Antonis Fourlis, Journalist, Huff Post Greece, ANT1

12.00 PHARMACEUTICAL POLICY AS A PILLAR OF FISCAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
✓ Ioulia Tsetis, CEO, UNI-PHARMA SA & InterMed SA, Greece
✓ Kyriakos Souliotis, University of Peloponnese, Professor of Health Policy, University of Peloponnese, Greece
✓ Chair: Maria Nikolsiou, Anchorwoman, Alpha TV

12.20 THE GREEK PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY: DELIVERING INNOVATION
Programming Partner: Panhellenic Union of Pharmaceutical Industries (PEF)
✓ Adonis Georgiadis, Minister of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ Theodore Tryfon, co-CEO ELPEN Group; President, PEF; Executive Member, Board of Medicines for Europe, Greece
✓ Dimitris Demos, CEO, DEMO & Vice President of PEF, Greece
✓ Aris Mitsopoulos, Executive Vice President, RAFARM, Greece
✓ Chair: Vasiliki Angouridi, Health Editor, News4Health.gr/ Flash.gr
✓ confirmed speaker
HEALTH

12.55 VALUING INNOVATION: CHALLENGES FOR THE GREEK HEALTHCARE SYSTEM & OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH

Programming Partners: Hellenic Association of Pharmaceutical Companies (SFEE) & European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries & Associations (EFPIA)

✓ Adonis Georgiadis, Minister of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ Olympios Papadimitriou, President, SFEE, Greece
✓ Agata Jakoncic, Managing Director Greece, Cyprus and Malta, MSD
✓ Kostas Panagoulas, Vice President, Vianex
✓ Vassiliki-Rafaela Vakouftsi, President, Greek Patients' Association, Greece

✓ Chair: George Evgenidis, Anchorman, Star Channel, Greece

13.30 REVOLUTIONIZING HEALTHCARE IN GREECE: LEADING CHANGE IN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION, FOCUSING ON ADVANCES IN CARDIOLOGY & THE FUTURE OF TRANSPLANTATIONS

Programming Partner: Onassis Health

✓ Ioannis N. Boletis, President, Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Greece
✓ Panos Minogiannis, General Manager, Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Greece
Evangelia Nyktari, Supervisor A' Cardiologist, Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Greece
Stefano Cazzaniga, Managing Director and Partner, BCG

✓ Chair: Costas Papachlimintzos, Journalist, ERT / Parapolitika Newspaper

14.10 FROM BUDGETS TO BREAKTHROUGHS: CRAFTING A HEALTHIER ECONOMIC FUTURE

✓ Adonis Georgiadis, Minister of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ Pavlina Karasiotou, Secretary General, Ministry of National Economy and Finance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Nikos Vettas, General Director, Foundation for Economic and Industrial Research, Professor, AUEB, Greece
✓ Theano Karpodini, Governor & President of the BoD, National Organization for the Provision of Health Services (EOPYY), Greece
✓ Elena Chouliara, President & Managing Director, AstraZeneca Greece & Cyprus

✓ Chair: George Evgenidis, Anchorman, Star Channel, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
HEALTH

14.55  BUILDING RESILIENCE: SUPPORTING EU MEMBER STATES IN CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION AND CIVIL PROTECTION

Programming Partners: DG Reform & European Investment Bank

Climate change is very real and severely impacts Member States, including putting a strain on civil protection systems, as made evident by the destructive floods, snowstorms, and wildfires across Europe. The EU strives to be climate-neutral by 2050, by saving, diversifying, and producing green energy supplies. At the same time, the EU, through the Commission’s Technical Support Instrument (TSI) and EIB funding, aims to support Member States in adapting to the new realities of climate change and in strengthening their civil protection systems.

This panel discussion aims to explore Member States’ actions for addressing the impact of climate change and strengthening civil protection, the relevant support provided by the EU, through the Commission’s TSI and EIB funds, as well as the pivotal role of the private sector.

✓ Vasilis Kikilias, Minister of Climate Crisis and Civil Protection, Hellenic Republic
✓ Konstantinos Ioannou, Minister of Interior, Republic of Cyprus
✓ Mario Nava, Director General, EC, DG Reform, Belgium
✓ Kyriacos Kakouris, Vice President, European Investment Bank
✓ Nikos Antimisaris, CEO & Vice Chairman of the BoD, ERGO Insurance
✓ Patrick Child, Deputy Director General of the Environment Department, European Commission
✓ Gwenaelle Avice Huet, Executive Vice President of Europe Operations, Schneider Electric SE

✓ Chair: Yiannis Hadjiyiannis, Head of the Athens office, DG Reform

15.35  NETWORKING BREAK
15.40 EU HEALTH: AUTONOMY, RESILIENCE, COMPETITIVENESS

- Thanasis Kontogeorgis, Deputy Minister to the Prime Minister, Hellenic Republic
- Despina Spanou, Head of Cabinet of Vice-President Margaritis Schinas, European Commission, Belgium
- Vassilis Kontozamanis, Adviser to the Prime Minister, Greece
- Panagiotis Prontzas, Partner, Head of Strategy & Investments Grant Thornton, Greece
- Yvoni Papastelatou, Sanofi Country Lead, Greece & Cyprus, General Manager Specialty Care, Greece & Cyprus

Chair: Antonis Fourlis, Journalist, Huff Post Greece, ANT1

16.20 SOCIAL INEQUALITIES IN HEALTH AND THE IMPACT ON CANCER

- Yannis Tountas, Em. Prof. of Social & Preventive Medicine; Director, Institute of Social & Preventive Medicine, University of Athens
- Byron Kotzamanis, Research Director, Institute of Demographic Research, Greece
- Antigone Lyberaki, Professor of Economics, Panteion University of Social And Political Sciences
- George Kapetanakis, President of the Board, Hellenic Cancer Federation
- Agata Jakoncic, Managing Director Greece, Cyprus and Malta, MSD

Chair: Zenia Saridaki, President, Hesmo

16.55 THE LONGEVITY REVOLUTION: REDEFINING HEALTH IN THE FUTURE

- Theodore Fessas, Chairman, Quest Holdings
- Kalliopi Kalaitzi, MD Founder & chief medical officer The longevity & wellbeing clinic, Greece
- George Chrousos, Professor of Pediatrics and Endocrinology Emeritus, Athens University Medical School

Chair: Vicky Flessa, Philologist of Classics; Journalist, ERT, TV Greek Parliament, Greece

17.30 ACCESSIBILITY AND AFFORDABILITY: REFORMING HEALTHCARE FOR ALL

- Thanos Plevris, Minister of Health (2021-2023), Hellenic Republic
- Lilian-Venetia Vildiridi, Sec. Gen. for Health Services, Ministry of Health, Hellenic Republic
- Christos Boukis, Value, Access & Policy Lead, Amgen, Greece
- Theodora Psaltopoulou, Prof., Epidemiology & Preventive Medicine, National & Kapodistrian Univ.of Athens, Greece
- Thodoris Chakakiotis, President, Hellenic Private Hospitals Association

Chair: George Sakkas, Health Editor, Kathimerini.gr & Moneyreview.gr

Confirmed speaker
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HEALTH

18.05 DIGITALLY ADVANCED HEALTHCARE: DEVELOPING A TRULY UNIQUE MARKET
✓ Marios Themistocleous, Deputy Minister of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ Dimitris Nikas, President of the Association of Health Research & Biotechnology Industry (SEIV), Greece
✓ Evangelos Kalamakis, Managing Director, SofMedica, Greece
✓ Kostas Athanasakis, Assistant Professor, University of West Attica, Greece
✓ Dimitris Kontopidis, Digital Health Chair, Greek patients Association
✓ Chair: Vicky Karatzafieri, Senior Editor, Talk 989, Healthstories.gr, Mononews.gr

18.40 BIG DATA & THE FUTURE OF DIGITAL HEALTH: A HOLISTIC VIEW
✓ Marios Themistocleous, Deputy Minister of Health, Hellenic Republic
✓ Yannis Tountas, Emeritus Prof. of Social & Preventive Medicine; Director of Institute of Social & Preventive Medicine (ISPM)
✓ Niki Tsouma, President of the Bod, IDIKSA, SA
✓ George Lambrinos, CEO, Gep Group
✓ Chair: Pavlos Efthymiou, Director General E.EN.E, Greece

19.15 UNINSURED & UNPREPARED: THE HIDDEN COSTS OF LOW INSURANCE CULTURE
✓ Stylianos Petsas, Member of the Hellenic Parliament, Nea Demokratia
✓ Miltiadis Nektarios, Professor of Insurance and Risk Management, University of Piraeus, Greece
✓ Stathis Tsoaoussis, Chief Sales Officer, ERGO Insurance
✓ Dionysis Nodaros, Chief Sales Officer, NN Hellas, Greece
✓ Platon Tinios, Professor, Department of Statistics and Insurance Science University of Piraeus, Greece
✓ Chair: Konstantinos Spyrou, Journalist, Next Deal

19.50 END OF DAY 3
21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)

✓ confirmed speaker
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08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

CULTURE

LIVING WITH THE PAST, UNDERSTANDING THE PRESENT, ADDRESSING THE FUTURE

09.00 GREEK CULTURE A MESSENGER TO ABROAD
✓ Nikos Floros, Sculptor, Greece
✓ Dionysis Grammenos, Artistic Director, Greek Youth Symphony Orchestra, Greece
✓ Janis Vakarelis, Artistic Director, Megaron, the Athens Concert Hall, Greece
✓ Georgia Iliopoulou, Managing Director, Lavris, Greece
✓ Tassos Kriekoukis, Ambassador a.h., Hellenic Republic
✓ George Stamboulis, CEO & Founder, ArtVolt, UK
✓ Manos Stefanidis, Art historian, The Athens University, Greece
✓ Dimitris Tsitouras, Collector, owner of Tsitouras Collection, Greece

10.05 PETROS THEMELES IN MEMORIAM
✓ Louisa Anastopoulou, Expert in Greece on European Projects focusing on Education and Culture, Greece
✓ Andronike Makres, Assist.Prof., Dept of History, Archaeology & Cultural Resources Management, Univ. of Peloponnese, Greece
✓ Manolis J. Papagrigrorakis, Assis. Prof., Faculty of Dentistry, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
✓ Athanasia Psalti, Director, Ephorate of Antiquities of Phokis - Ministry of Culture, Greece
✓ Ioanna Ravani, Deputy Head of Environmental Education Center in Kalamata, Greece

10.45 RENEWING THE ANCIENT DRAMA
✓ Tasos Chronis, Mayor of Epidaurus, Greece
✓ Manolis Korres, Member, Academy of Athens, Greece
✓ Andreas Manolikakis, Clinical Professor (acting-directing), Actor, Director, USA (video message)
✓ Walter Puchner, Professor of Theatre Studies, University of Athens, Greece
✓ Costas Varotsos, Sculpture artist, Greece

11.30 DEALING WITH STRESS
✓ George Chrousos, Professor of Pediatrics and Endocrinology Emeritus, Athens University Medical School

✓ confirmed speaker
CULTURE

LIVING WITH THE PAST, UNDERSTANDING THE PRESENT, ADDRESSING THE FUTURE

11.50 CLIMATE AND HUMAN BEING
✓ Sophia Kalantaridou, Prof Obstetrics-Gynecology-Infertility, Medical School, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
✓ Antonis Makrigiannakis, Prof Obstetrics and Gynecology, Vice Dean, Medical School, University of Crete, Greece
✓ Emmanouela Myrtaki, Architect, Cand. MSc “Architecture, Urbanism, Building Sciences”, Delft University of Technology, Netherlands
✓ Melpomeni Peppa, Prof. Endocrinology, Medical School, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
✓ Constantine Stratakis, Director, Medical Genetics, H. Dunant Hospital, Athens, Greece

12.35 BREAK

12.45 THE PARADOX OF VIOLENCE IN NOWADAYS
✓ Yiannis Panousis, Prof. of Criminology, University of Athens; Alternate Minister of Public Order & Citizen Protection (2015)
✓ Fotini Tsalikoglou, Professor of Psychology, Writer, Greece

13.10 WEST AND EAST: A TIMELESS BATTLE FOR POWER?
✓ Konstantina Botsiou, Professor of Political History and International Relations, University of Piraeus, Greece
✓ Thanassis Christou, Prof. of Modern and Contemporary History, University of Peloponnese, Greece
✓ Aristides Hatzis, Professor of Philosophy of Law & Theory of Institutions, University of Athens, Greece

13.50 SOLIDARITY: THE CORNERSTONE OF SPIRITUALITY
✓ His Eminence the Metropolitan Symeon of Ethiotida
✓ Bishop of Tanagra Apostolos, Director, Interconnection & Int'l Relations Office, Holy Archdiocese of Athens with the EU
✓ Father Spyridon Vasilakos

Chair of all the above Sessions: Vicky Flessa, Philologist of Classics; Journalist, ERT, TV Greek Parliament, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
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GREEK AFFAIRS

14.15  EMPOWERING YOUTH AND WOMEN AS A MEANS TO TACKLE DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE IN EUROPE
Programming Partner: DG Reform
✓ Sofia Zacharaki, Minister of Social Cohesion and Family, Hellenic Republic
✓ Nathalie Berger, Director Support to Member States' reforms, EC, DG Reform, Belgium
✓ Philippa Michali, CEO, NN Hellas, Greece
✓ Joaquin Almunia, Visiting Professor of Paris School of International Affairs-Sciences Po, Belgium
✓ Konstantinos Papachristou, Policy and Research Officer, UK Safer Internet Centre
✓ Chair: Costas Papachlimintzos, Journalist, ERT / Parapolitika Newspaper

15.05  IN CONVERSATION
✓ Byron Nicolaides, Founder & CEO, PeopleCert, Greece
✓ Aris Portosalte, Journalist, SKAI TV

15.25  THE FUTURE OF GREEK CANADIAN RELATIONS
✓ Anna - Karine Asselin, Ambassador of Canada to the Hellenic Republic and High Commissioner to Cyprus
✓ John Sotos, Partner, Sotos LLP, Canada

15.50  BREAK

16.00  GEOPOLITICS & SHIPPING
✓ Christos Stylianides, Minister of Maritime and Insular Policy, Hellenic Republic
✓ Christos Michaelidis, Journalist, ERT/Protagon, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
CULTURE

LIVING WITH THE PAST, UNDERSTANDING THE PRESENT, ADDRESSING THE FUTURE

16.30  CLIMATE CRISIS AND THE EPIMETHEUS SYNDROME

✓ Prokopis Pavlopoulos, President of the Hellenic Republic (2015-2020); Member of the Academy of Athens with
✓ Christos Zerefos, Secretary General, Academy of Athens; Climate Envoy for Greece
✓ Chair: Tassoula Eptakili, Journalist, Kathimerini Newspaper, Greece

17.05  SEEKING BALANCE

✓ Panagiotis Pikrammenos, Deputy Prime Minister of Greece (2019-2023); Prime Minister (2012), Hellenic Republic with
✓ Niki Lymperaki, Journalist, Co-Founder at pod.gr, Greece

17.25  NETWORKING BREAK

CLASSICS IN PRAXIS

17.30  CLASSICAL GREEK: A CATALYST IN EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY

✓ Byron Nicolaides, Founder & CEO, PeopleCert, Greece
✓ George Linardatos, General Director, Ekpaideftiria Avgoulea - Linardatou, Greece
✓ Konstantinos Doukas, President & CEO, Doukas School, Greece
✓ Nikiforos Botis, Sr. Solutions Architect PS GR/CY, Amazon Web Services (AWS)
✓ Erietta Tosidou, Energy & Industrial Sector Sales Manager, Amazon Web Services (AWS)

✓ confirmed speaker
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CLASSICS IN PRAXIS

18.15 CLASSICAL GREEK: THE ALPHA AND OMEGA IN POLITICS AND ECONOMY
✓ Steven Hunt, Associate Teaching Professor, Faculty of Classics Education, University of Cambridge, UK
✓ Armand D'Angour, Professor of Classical Languages and Literature, Jesus College, University of Oxford, UK
✓ Christian Laes, Professor of Ancient History, University of Manchester, UK

18.45 CLASSICAL GREEK: TIMELESS INSPIRATION IN TEACHING AND LEARNING
✓ Diana Pont Puig, Ancient Greek Teacher, The Oxford Latinitas Project
✓ Mario Diaz Avila, Professor of Ancient Greek
✓ Paolo Pezzuolo, Director of Instruction, Schola Humanistica
✓ Thibaut Lejeune, PhD student, De Wulf-Mansion Centre for Ancient-Medieval-Renaissance Philosophy, University of Leuven
✓ Laurens van der Wiel, Classicist, University of Warsaw

✓ Chair of all the above Sessions: Eugenia Manolidou, Course Director, Elliniki Agogi, Greece

19.30 END OF DAY 3

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

PEOPLE

09.00  AI AND DATA PROTECTION: NAVIGATING THE CYBER FRONTIER IN A SHIFTING LANDSCAPE

✓ Dimosthenis Anagnostopoulos, Secretary General, Ministry of Digital Governance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Lilian Mitrou, Professor, Dept Information & Communication Systems Engineering, University of the Aegean, Greece
✓ Nikolaos Laoutaris, Research Professor, IMDEA Networks Institute Spain AI advisor of Austriacard Holdings
✓ Michalis Kassimiotis, Managing Director, Hewlett Packard Enterprise Greece & Cyprus
✓ Spiros Tassis, Partner, TMT & Data Protection, Potamitis Vekris Law Partnership, Greece
✓ Chair: Kostas Ketsientzis, Journalist, insider.gr

09.35  BALANCING BUSINESS NEEDS, DATA PROTECTION, AND GROWTH

✓ Jerry Sheehan, Director, Directorate for Science, Technology and Innovation, (OECD, France)
✓ Despina Spanou, Head of Cabinet of Vice-President Margaritis Schinas, European Commission, Belgium
✓ Grigoris Zarifopoulos, Partner, Digital practice, and Co-Head of Greece, Oliver Wyman, Greece
✓ Frank Theisen, Vice President Technology Leader Europe, Middle East & Africa, IBM, Germany
✓ Michail Bletsas, Governor, National Cybersecurity Authority, Greece
✓ Ilias Tsintavis, Partner, Michael Kyprianou & Co. LLC, Greece
✓ Chair: Matina Charkoftaki, Journalist, Capital.gr

10.15  CHANGING THE CULTURE OF GIVING

Philanthropy is a catalyst for addressing global challenges and takes the lead in instigating change. Tuned in with an evolving landscape, foundations, businesses and NGOs redefine their giving strategies and foster collaboration to respond to dynamic societal needs. This discussion examines trends and opportunities in charitable giving and highlights ways to stay relevant and increase impact.

✓ Panos Konstantopoulos, President, Kaizen Foundation
✓ Angeliki Kosmopoulou, Executive Director, Athanasios C; Laskaridis Charitable Foundation
✓ Katerina Zherebtsova, Programs Director, Greece, Charles Antetokounmpo Family Foundation
✓ Urs Kluser, Secretory General, UEFA Foundation for Children

✓ Chair: Makis Provatas, Journalist-Author, ERT/Athens Voice
✓ confirmed speaker
PEOPLE

10.50 SECURING THE FUTURE THROUGH FINANCIAL LITERACY
   Programming Partner: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
   ✓ Pavlos Mylonas, CEO, National Bank of Greece, Greece
   ✓ Mario Nava, Director General, DG Reform European Commission, Belgium
   ✓ Carmine Di Noia, Director for Financial and Enterprise Affairs, OECD
   ✓ Vassiliki Lazarakou, Chair, Hellenic Capital Markets Commission; Bureau Member, OECD Corporate Governance Committee
   ✓ Chair: George Pagoulatos, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of Greece to the OECD, France

11.25 BEYOND THE STEREOTYPES:
    EXAMINING ONLINE GAMING’S ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION
   ✓ Dimitrios Vartzopoulos, Deputy Minister of Health, Hellenic Republic
   ✓ Dimitris Papadopoulos, Vice President, Hellenic Gaming Commission
   ✓ Yannis Capodistrias, Member of the board, HOGA
   ✓ Giorgos Vasileiadis, Legal Advisor, Former Deputy Minister of Sports
   ✓ Chair: Apostolos Mangiradiis, Journalist, ERT

12.00 THE FUTURE OF WORK:
    THE INNOVATIVE WORKPLACE, SMART POLICY, THRIVING WORKFORCE
   ✓ Domna Michailidou, Minister of Labour and Social Insurance, Hellenic Republic
   ✓ Nikos Antimisaris, CEO & Vice Chairman of the BoD, ERGO Insurance
   ✓ Haris Broumidis, CEO & President, Vodafone Greece
   ✓ Dimitris Koutsopoulos, CEO, Deloitte
   ✓ Chair: Yiannis Foskolos, Director, Imerisia.gr/ Journalist, Open TV

✓ confirmed speaker
PEOPLE

12.35 AI TRANSFORMATION: OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES
✓ Michail Bletsas, Governor, National Cybersecurity Authority, Greece
✓ Sevi Vassileva, Vice President & General Manager Visa Greece, Cyprus, Malta & Israel, Greece
✓ Maria Skagou, Vice President, Vodafone Greece
✓ Nick Tsilas, Legal and Government Affair Lead for SouthEast Europe, Microsoft
✓ Harry Margaritis, Group COO, Piraeus Bank, Greece
✓ Chair: Andriana Paraskevopoulou, News Program D.Director of Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation

13.10 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Stefanos Kasselakis, President, SYRIZA-Progressive Alliance
   with
✓ Tony Barber, European Comment Editor, Financial Times, UK

13.30 TALENT CRISIS ALERT: UPSKILLING FOR THE AI REVOLUTION
✓ Andreas Xirocostas, Managing Director, SAP Hellas
✓ Spyros Protopsaltis, Governor, DYPA, Greece
✓ Vassilis Kafatos, Partner - Growth Leader, Competence Center President, Deloitte, Greece
✓ Charlotte Foucetteau, CEO, Teleperformance, Greece
✓ Gerasimos Siasos, Rector & Professor of Cardiology, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
✓ George Petsis, Managing Director, DPort Services & PCDC S.A., Greece
✓ Chair: Elena Papadimitriou, Head of Editorial, fyi.news

14.05 DEMYSTIFYING AI FOR A MORE EFFICIENT PUBLIC SECTOR
✓ Dimitris Papastergiou, Minister of Digital Governance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Christos Tarantilis, Partner, Head of Government and Public Sector, EY Greece
✓ Stavros Asthenidis, CEO, Information Society Membership SA
✓ Yanna Andronopoulou, CEO Microsoft Greece, Cyprus & Malta
✓ Chair: Alexandra Gouta, Journalist, Athens News Agency / Macedonian News Agency

✓ confirmed speaker
PEOPLE

14.40 IN CONVERSATION

Thanasis Kontogeorgis, Deputy Minister to the Prime Minister of the Hellenic Republic
with
✓ Christina Vidou, Journalist, ERT, Greece

15.00 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Michael Tsamaz, Chairman and CEO, OTE Group, Greece
with
✓ Maria Sarafoglou, Journalist, ANT1, Greece

15.20 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Pavlos Marinakis, Deputy Minister to the Prime Minister & Government Spokesman, Hellenic Republic
with
✓ Christina Vidou, Journalist, ERT

15.40 RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP:
THE IMPORTANCE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT & INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

✓ Angelos Alamanos, CEO, SOL Crowe Advisory, Greece
✓ Theodore Gerostergioudis, COO, Diamantis Masoutis, Greece
✓ Anthony Gortzis, President, European Business Ethics Network, Greece
✓ Katerina Vasilaki, Executive BoD Member & CFO, Plaisio
✓ Tilemachos Georgakis, Chief of Commercial Banking, ALPHA BANK
✓ Chair: Synthia Sapika, Anchorwoman, ERT

✓ confirmed speaker
PEOPLE

16.20 A CHANGING WORKFORCE: UNDERSTANDING THE GENERATION GAP AND ITS IMPACT ON BUSINESS

✓ George Tzilivakis, Governor, Hellenic Labour Inspectorate
✓ Dimitra Daskalaki, Organizational Development & Communications Director, Metro AEBE
✓ Alina Papageorgiou, Chief People and Organisation Officer, PPC Group
✓ Maria Patakiouti, Director People & Culture, Papastratos, Greece
✓ Fanis Voutsaras, General Manager of Human Resources, Motor Oil
✓ Stella Voulgaraki, Chief People Officer, Kaizen Gaming

✓ Chair: Yannis Dimarakis, Managing Partner, Scotwork Hellas

17.10 TRANSFORMING WORKPLACES. HARNESSING PEOPLE ADVANTAGE IN A NEW ERA

✓ Alexandros Tzadimas, General Manager Group HR and Administration Services, HELLENIQ ENERGY
✓ George Georgopoulos, Chief Human Resources and Group Change Officer, Piraeus Bank
✓ Yossi Arouch, Managing Director & Partner, Head of Industrial & Consumer Goods, Greece, Boston Consulting Group
✓ Sotiris Stamatiou, Group Human Resources Director, Onassis Foundation
✓ Fragiski Melissi, Chief Human Resources Officer, Alpha Bank

✓ Chair: Yannis Zornpas, Project Leader, Boston Consulting Group

17.50 THE ROLE OF RE-INDUSTRIALIZATION AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND NATIONAL ECONOMY

✓ Christian Hadjiminas, Founder EFA GROUP, Founder & CEO THEON, President EENE

✓ Andriana Paraskevopoulou, News Program D.Director of Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation

✓ confirmed speaker
PEOPLE

18.10 BEYOND BORDERS, SHARED NEEDS: A GLOBAL SURVEY ON THE CHALLENGES LEADERS SHOULD HAVE ON THEIR RADAR

Presentation by
✓ Kelly Panagiotidou, Managing Partner, REBORRN Greece

18.30 ACTING AS A PRO. HOW MANAGERS SHOULD ANTICIPATE AND RESPOND TO GEOPOLITICAL RISKS

Programming Partner: European University Institute (EUI)

Geopolitical risk and government intervention will be pivotal in the upcoming decades. Politics is striking back, in democratic and autocratic countries alike. To navigate this new “politicized” environment successfully, how should companies and managers identify, anticipate and deal with political uncertainty and different types of risk?

✓ George Papadimitriou, Country Managing Partner for EY Greece, Markets & Accounts Leader for Central, Eastern, SE & Central Asia
✓ Kelly Panagiotidou, Managing Partner, REBORRN Greece
✓ Carlo Altomonte, Professor, Bocconi University
✓ Catherine Fieschi, Fellow Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, EUI, France
✓ Chair: Kristin Fabbe, Professor Florence School of Transnational Governance, EUI

19.10 END OF DAY 3

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
DAY 3
FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2024
APOLLON HALL
Amalia Hotel

08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

FUTURE

09.00 HOW CHINA - EU PARTNERSHIPS ACCELERATE A TRANSITION TO GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY
✓ Xiao Junzheng, Chinese Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic
✓ Inge Neven, CEO, VITO
✓ Nektarios Tavernarakis, Chairman of the Board, Foundation for Research & Technology
✓ Shi Zhiqin, Professor, Department of International Relations, Tsinghua University, China
✓ Liang Wang, Director of Overseas Cooperation Department, National Innovation Center par Excellence, China
✓ Chair: Paul E. Burrows, Secretary General, WAITRO; VP, Jiangsu Industrial Technology Research Institute

09.40 CHINA'S ROLE AND COOPERATION IN A MULTIPLE WORLD
✓ Henry Huiyao Wang, Founder & President, Center for China and Globalization, China
✓ Chair: Faye Doulgkeri, Journalist, Euronews

10.00 THE AI ECONOMIC & SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR GREECE
✓ Vivi Charalampogianni, Deputy Minister of Interior, Hellenic Republic
✓ Dimitri Papalexopoulos, Chairman of the Board, SEV Hellenic Federation Enterprises
✓ Peggy Antonakou, General Manager Southeast Europe, Google, Greece
✓ Constantinos Daskalakis, Professor of Computer Science, MIT, USA
✓ Martin Thelle, Implement Consulting Group
✓ Chair: Apostolos Mangiriadis, Journalist, ERT TV

10.40 THE FUTURE OF TECHNICAL WORK IN A DIGITAL WORLD
✓ Dimitris Papastergiou, Minister of Digital Governance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Giorgos Stasinos, President, Technical Chamber of Greece
✓ Chair: Maria Nikoltsiou, Anchorwoman, Alpha TV

✓ confirmed speaker
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Amalia Hotel

FUTURE

11.00 THE DELPHI DIALOGUE: CHARTING INNOVATION & REGULATION FOR THE 21st CENTURY
✓ Anna Mani, Deputy Minister of Development, Hellenic Republic
✓ Ito Koichi, Ambassador of Japan to the Hellenic Republic
✓ Christopher Butler, Executive Director, Tholos Foundation

11.15 REKINDLING THE PROMETHEUS FLAME: WHERE IS EUROPE’S COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
✓ Fred De Fossard, Head of the British Prosperity Unit, Legatum Institute
✓ George Xirogiannis, Director General, SEV Hellenic Federation of Enterprises
✓ Oscar Guinea, Senior Economist, ECIPE
✓ Vasilis Douzenis, Lead Economist, Oxford Economics
✓ Lorenzo Montanari, Vice President, Tholos Foundation
✓ Chair: Philip Thompson, Policy Analyst for IP and Trade, Tholos Foundation

12.05 CRACKING THE ORACLE’S CODE: REVEALING POLICIES FOR NEXT GENERATION INNOVATION
✓ Manolis Kefalogiannis, MP, New Democracy Party, Greece
✓ Ramūnas Mačius, Vice-President, Fiscal and Anti-illicit Trade, JTI
✓ Chrysa Kazakou, Legal Counsel, Etraveli Group
✓ Tim Andrews, Director of Consumer Issues, Tholos Foundation
✓ Johan Norberg, Author, The Capitalist Manifesto
✓ Chair: Alexandros Skouras, Director of the Economics Olympiad

12.50 THE FUTURE OF E-COMMERCE IN AN AI ERA
✓ Patrick Warnking, Vice President, Google, Central and Eastern Europe
✓ George D. Tsopelas, Chairman & Managing Partner, Mckinsey & Company Greece and Cyprus
✓ Chair: Thomas Kelepouris, Partner, Mckinsey & Company

✓ confirmed speaker
FUTURE

13.20 CASHLESS ECONOMY: CAN EUROPE ACHIEVE THAT TARGET?

✓ Eugenio Tornaghi, CEO, NEXI
  with
✓ Dimitris Mallas, Journalist, CNN Greece

13.40 CUSTOMER CENTRICITY: AN ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT FOR SUCCESS IN THE NEW ECONOMY

✓ Robert Gauci, CEO, Ethniki Asfalistiki, Greece
✓ Vassilis Koutentakis, Chief Retail Banking, Piraeus Bank, Greece
✓ Chistina Theofilidi, Executive Board Member, General Manager Retail Banking, National Bank of Greece, Greece
✓ Iakovos Giannaklis, Deputy CEO, Retail and Digital Banking, Eurobank SA

✓ Chair: Dimitris Psarris, Managing Partner, Bain & Company

14.15 BEYOND START-UPS: TECHNOLOGY LEADERS SHAPING THE GREEK ECOSYSTEM

Programming Partner: Athens Stock Exchange Group

This panel will showcase the remarkable contributions of Greek technology leaders who have helped promote Greece into the global innovation arena.

✓ Pavlos Kanellopoulos, CFO, Kaizen Gaming, Greece
✓ Kostas Kontogiannis, CFO, Skroutz, Greece
✓ George Giannetsos, CFO, PeopleCert, Greece++
✓ Chair: Philippos Kassimatis, CEO, Maven Global, UK

14.50 THE FUTURE OF CONSUMER LANDSCAPE: THE WAY FORWARD

✓ Christos Kalogerakis, CEO & Founder SHOPFLIX.gr+++++++++++
✓ Vassilis Koutentakis, Chief Retail Banking, Piraeus Bank, Greece
✓ Valia Aranitou, Professor at National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
✓ Theodore Gerostergioudis, COO, Diamantis Masoutis, Greece
✓ Dimitris Valachis, CEO, Fourlis Group

✓ confirmed speaker


✓ Chair: Tasos Zachos, CEO/Editor in Chief, Fortune Greece
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FUTURE

15.25  COMPETITION AND COLLABORATION:
       BALANCING PRIORITIES IN THE EU'S DIGITAL AUTONOMY STRATEGY

✓ Viviane Reding, Vice-President (2009-2014), European Commission, Belgium
✓ Haris Broumidis, CEO & President, Vodafone Greece
✓ Marc Julian Siewert, CEO, Veridos, Germany
✓ Annet Aris, Vice Chair of the Board of ASML; Senior Affiliate Professor of Strategy, INSEAD, The Netherlands
✓ C. L. Max Nikias, Pres. Emeritus & Life Trustee, Malcolm R Currie Chair for Technology & the Humanities, USC USA

✓ Chair: Simon Nixon, Editor, Wealth of Nations, United Kingdom

16.05  TECHNOLOGY TRENDS IN BANKING

✓ Pavlos Mylonas, CEO, National Bank of Greece, Greece
✓ David Cordero, Europe Banking Lead, Accenture
✓ Sajit Vijayakumar, CEO, Infosys Finacle
✓ Simon Ward, Global Core Banking & Payments ISV Practice Leader, IBM

✓ Chair: Panagiotis Karampinis, Managing Director, Endeavor, Greece

16.45  ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE - INTELLIGENT ENOUGH FOR THE REAL WORLD?

✓ Euan Robertson, Partner, Banking Practice, Co-Head, Oliver Wyman, Greece with
✓ Rainer Glaser, Partner & EMEA Co-Lead for Data & Analytics at Oliver Wyman

17.05  IN CONVERSATION

Eleni Vrettou, CEO, Attica Bank, Greece with
Stamatis Zacharos, Journalist, One Channel

✓ confirmed speaker
FUTURE

17.25 RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP IN VOLATILE TIMES
✓ Yiannis Papachristou, CEO, Antenna Group, Greece
✓ Marianna Politopoulou, CEO, Alphabet Education (Metropolitan College / AKMI)
✓ Alexia Bakoyannis, President & CEO, AEA RELATE SA, Greece
✓ Maria Ioannidou, CEO, Hellenic Duty Free Shops
✓ Chair: Anastasia Paretzoglou, Fortune Greece

18.00 HOW IMPORTANT IS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION FOR THE GREEK ECONOMY?
✓ Dimosthenis Anagnostopoulos, Secretary General, Ministry of Digital Governance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Stratos Molyviatis, General Manager - Chief Operating Office, National Bank of Greece
✓ Nikos Giannakakis, IT General Manager, Motor Oil Hellas Corinth Refineries S.A.
✓ Aristos Doxiadis, Partner, Big Pi Ventures, Greece
✓ Chair: Nikos Christodoulou, Partner, Consulting Leader, Deloitte

18.40 PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: FUELING EUROPEAN TECH INNOVATION THE FRENCH WAY
✓ Antigoni Lymperopoulou, CEO, HDBI, Greece
✓ Francois de Ricolfis, Economic Counselor Ambassade de France, Greece
✓ Guy Krief, President La French Tech Athens, Co-Founder Persado & Bryq, Venture Partner at BigPi
✓ Jean Schmitt, President Managing Partner JOLT Capital
✓ Guilaumme Klossa, Vice-President of Tribvn Holding and President of T-life

Chair: Monique El-Faizy, Independent Journalist, France

19.10 BEYOND THE ALGORITHM: TACKLING INFRASTRUCTURE HURDLES IN THE AI-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION
✓ Dimitris Giantsis, General Director, Information Society SA
✓ Spiros Raptis, General Manager, Schneider Electric AEBE
✓ Christodoulos Protopappas, Chairman & Managing Director, Hellas Sat S.A.
✓ Chair: Niki Papazoglou, Journalist, insider.gr

✓ confirmed speaker
FUTURE

19.50  SAFEGUARDING NEW TECHNOLOGIES

✓ Antonia Hmaidi, Senior Analyst, MERICS
✓ Eugenia Bozou, Head Government Affairs and Public Policy Google Greece, Cyprus Malta
✓ Ismini Kriari-Catranis, Panteion University
✓ Erik Holmgren, Economic Counselor, U.S. Embassy Athens

✓ Chair: Virginia Kokiou, Chief of Staff/Legal Counsel, Special Secretariat of Foresight, Presidency of the Hellenic Government

20.30  END OF DAY 3

21.00  PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
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ERMIS HALL
Amalia Hotel

08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

PEOPLE

09.05 UNVEILING THE HIDDEN COSTS OF INEQUALITY
Programming Partner: Bodossaki Foundation
✓ Panos Tsakloglou, Deputy Minister of Labour and Social Security, Hellenic Republic
✓ Jennifer Clarke, Director of Programmes & Grants, Bodossaki Foundation
✓ Lajla Brandt Jakhelln, Norwegian Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic
✓ Nikos Vettas, General Director, Foundation for Economic and Industrial Research, Professor, AUEB, Greece
✓ Chair: Jennifer Clarke, Director of Programmes & Grants, Bodossaki Foundation

09.40 YOUTH AS AGENTS OF PEACE: TESTIMONIES FROM THE UNITED WORLD COLLEGES’ STUDENTS
Programming Partner: DG Reform
✓ Lian Liu Ioannides, Graduate 2023, UWC Maastricht
✓ Deren Sanivar, Graduate 2022, UWC Mostar
✓ Samra Hasic, Year 2 Student, UWC Mostar
✓ Karlo Santic, Year 2 Student, UWC Mostar
✓ Chair: Yiannis Hadjiyiannis, DG Reform, Head of Athens Office

10.20 NETWORKING BREAK

FUTURE

17.15 FUTURE-PROOFING BUSINESSES, HUMANS, TECH, AND INNOVATION AT SCALE
✓ Vivi Charalamboyianni, Deputy Minister of Interior, Hellenic Republic
✓ Eftichia Kasselaki, Partner, Organization, Change and People Consulting Services EY, Greece
✓ Costis Psaltis, Chief Transformation Officer, Eurobank S.A.
✓ Kostas Papagiannis, Country President & Managing Director, Greece, Cyprus & Malta, Novartis Hellas
✓ Chair: Achilleas Arvanitis, Partner, Business Transformation & Customer consulting services CESA region, EY, EY CESA, Greece
✓ confirmed speaker
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FUTURE

17.55 GREECE’S DEMOGRAPHIC DILEMMA: CHALLENGES, SOLUTIONS, AND THE FUTURE
✓ Sofia Zacharaki, Minister of Social Cohesion and Family, Hellenic Republic
✓ Michalis Vlastarakis, Group Chief Marketing Officer, Eurobank SA
✓ Vasileios Kellaris, Reproductive Gynecologist Vice President Mitera Hospital & Hygeia IVF Embryogenesis
✓ Fay Makantasi, Research Director at DiaNEOsis
✓ Chair: Foivos Karzis, Journalist

18.35 EMPOWERING WOMEN FOR SUCCESS
✓ Marianna Nathanail, European Investment Bank Group Representative in Greece, Institutional Affairs Officer Greece & Cyprus
✓ Rosanna Mortoglou, CEO, Libra Philanthropies
Maria Syrengela, MP, Secretary, New Demokratia
✓ Bogolo Kenewendo, Global Economist, fmr Minister Investment, Trade & Industry
✓ Mandeep Rai, Founder, The Values Compass, UK
✓ Chair: Evy Fragaki, Journalist-TV Anchor ACTION 24

19.05 BRIDGING THE GAP: TECH, SKILLS & INCLUSION IN THE NEW ERA

Yianna Hormova, Deputy Governor, Greek Public Employment Service (DYPa), Greece
Nikoletta Chalioti, CFO & VP BoD, Medtronic, Greece
✓ George Mathios, CEO & Vice Chairman of BoD, ESA Security Solutions, Greece
✓ Sevi Voloudaki, Member of the Parliament, Hellenic Parliament
George Tsaprounis, Chief Communication Officer, Intrakat Group, Greece
Georgia Petropoulou, Legal Director, JTI Hellas
✓ Chair: Eleni Aktypi, Managing Director, WE LEAD

19.55 END OF DAY 3

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)

✓ confirmed speaker
DAY 3 | FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2024
IANTHI HALL
Amalia Hotel

10.00 IN CONVERSATION

HRH Princess Dana of Jordan, Special Envoy, Climate Heritage Network; VP, ICOMOS; President of the Petra National Trust with
Sneška Quaedvlieg-Mihailović, Secretary General, Europa Nostra, The Netherlands

10.20 NETWORKING BREAK

18.30 END OF DAY 3

21.00 PRIVATE DINNERS (by invitation only)
DAY 3
FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2024
AMPHICTYON HALL
Anemolia Hotel, Arachova

08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

CONNECTIVITY & INFRASTRUCTURE

09.00 THE GEOPOLITICS OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND CONNECTIVITY
✓ Karl W. Eikenberry, Ambassador of the United States to Afghanistan (2009-2011), USA
✓ Athanasios Platias, Professor of Strategy, University of Piraeus, Greece
✓ Tang Xiaoyang, Chair & Professor, Department of Int'l Relations, Tsinghua University, China
✓ Chair: Vasilis Trigkas, Visiting Assistant Professor, Schwarzman College, Tsinghua University, China

09.40 BRIDGING THE INFRASTRUCTURE GAP - SOLUTIONS FOR FINANCING THE FUTURE
✓ Thanos Babanikas, Managing Director, Unicredit, Germany
✓ Ian Andrews, Director, Athens International Airport SA, UK
✓ Iossif Kiouroukoglou, Corporate and Investment Banking Managing Director, Bank of America
✓ Loukas Karalis, Chief Strategy & IR Officer, Intrakat Group, Greece
✓ Antonios Timplalexis, Managing Director- Country Head of Greece and CEE Coverage, Nomura Europe
✓ Chair: Yannis Kourniotis, Partner, Lambadarios Law Firm, Greece

10.30 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Dinos Benroubi, Vice Chairman & CEO, METKA, Greece
with
✓ Aimilios Perdikaris, Director General, Athens/Macedonian News Agency (AMNA)

10.50 IN CONVERSATION
✓ Christos Staikouras, Minister of Infrastructure and Transportation, Hellenic Republic
with
✓ Antonis Sroiter, Anchorman, Alpha TV

✓ confirmed speaker
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CONNECTIVITY & INFRASTRUCTURE

11.10 INFRASTRUCTURE, TOURISM & INDUSTRY: THE NEXT 10 YEARS OF TRANSFORMATION
✓ Pavlos Marinakis, Deputy Minister to the Prime Minister & Government Spokesman, Hellenic Republic
✓ Alexandros Exarchou, Deputy Chairman & CEO, Intrakat
✓ Vassilis Karamouzis, GM, Corporate and Investment Banking, National Bank of Greece
✓ Nikos Maniatis, General Manager, IBM Greece & Cyprus
Yiannis Parachis, President SETE, Managing Director, Athens International Airport S.A.
✓ Chair: Katerina Douka, Journalist, ERT

11.50 BUILDING BRIDGES TO THE FUTURE: HOW PPPs CAN ACCELERATE CONNECTIVITY
✓ Nicholaos Tachiaos, Deputy Minister of Infrastructure and Transportation, Hellenic Republic
✓ Dimitris Samaras, President, Samaras & Partners Group of Companies
✓ Emmanuil Moustakas, Executive BoD Member - General Director of Business Development, GEK Terna Group, Greece
✓ George Pachatouridis, Director & Executive Board Member, Power Sub Link SA (PSL), Greece
✓ Vassilis Deligiannis, General Manager, ENOIA
✓ George Pavlatos, Senior Partner / Co-Founder, OCTANE Management Consultants
✓ Alexandros Tsiatsiamis, General Manager, AT Management, Greece
✓ Chair: Nikos Karagiannis, Journalist, Ypodomes.com, Greece

12.40 MAXIMIZING THE IMPACT OF RRF, NSRF AND STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS
✓ Dimitris Skalkos, Sec. Gen., Public Investments & NSRF, Ministry of National Economy and Finance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Orestis Kavalakis, Governor, Greek Recovery & Resilience Agency, Ministry of National Economy & Finance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Evi Dramalioti, Secretary General for Coordination, Presidency of the Hellenic Government
✓ Costas Vamvakas, Founder & CEO, VK Premium Business Growth Consultants, Greece
✓ Greg Roumeliotis, VP Global Business Development, Orgenisis, USA
✓ Spyros Rentetakos, Small Business Banking Director Alpha Bank
✓ Sonia Saranti, Machas Partner, Head of Banking & Finance, Machas & Partners Law Firm
✓ Konstantinos Kazas, Partner, Head of Financial Services, Grant Thornton, Greece
✓ Tassos Iossiphides, Partner, Head of Strategy & Transactions. EY, (CESA) South Cluster EY, Greece
✓ Chair: Matina Charkoftaki, Journalist, Capital.gr

✓ confirmed speaker
CIVIL PROTECTION

13.25 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Michalis Chrysochoidis, Minister of Citizen Protection, Hellenic Republic  
  with  
✓ Paschos Mandravelis, Journalist, Kathimerini

13.45 THE MANY FACES OF VIOLENCE: EXPLORING THE COMPLEXITIES OF A CONTESTED ISSUE

✓ Michalis Chrysochoidis, Minister of Citizen Protection, Hellenic Republic  
✓ Emmanouil Tsalamandis, Child & Adolescent Psychiatrist, President of Hellenic Society of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry  
✓ Vasiliki Artinopoulou, Professor in Criminology, Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences

✓ Chair: Paschos Mandravelis, Journalist, Kathimerini

14.10 BRIDGING THE GAP: VIOLENCE AND COMMUNITY SAFETY

✓ Notis Mitarachi, Member of Parliament; Minister of Migration and Asylum (2020-2023), Hellenic Republic  
✓ Kostas Skandalidis, Minister of Interior, Public Administration and Decentralization (2001-2004), Hellenic Republic  
✓ Olga Gerovassili, Member of Parliament, SYRIZA

✓ Chair: Andreas Zampoukas, Journalist, Athens Voice

THE ASYMMETRIC THREATS

14.40 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

PROMETHEUS UNBOUND: CLIMATE CRISIS, TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION, ASYMMETRIC THREATS

✓ Stavros Thomadakis, Emeritus Professor, Dept of Economics, University of Athens, Greece  
✓ Tassos Giannitsis, Emeritus Professor, University of Athens, Minister of Labour & Social Security (2000 -2001), Hellenic Republic  
✓ Constantinos Cartalis, Prof., School of Architecture, Nat. Tech. Univ. of Athens, Member of Parliament (2015-2019), Hellenic Republic

✓ Chair: Paschos Mandravelis, Journalist, Kathimerini

✓ confirmed speaker
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GREEK AND EUROPEAN ECONOMY

HOW TO AVOID THE TRAP OF COMPLACENCY IN THE FACE OF THE CHALLENGES POSED BY MULTIPLE DISRUPTIONS

15.50 NEW EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK

✓ Marco Buti, Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa Chair in Economic and Monetary Integration, EUI
✓ Joaquín Almunia, Visiting Professor of Paris School of International Affairs-Sciences Po, Belgium
✓ Chair: Iain Begg, Professorial Research Fellow, LSE

16.15 FUTURE OF MONETARY POLICY

✓ Gediminas Šimkus, Governor, Lithuanian Central Bank, Lithuania
✓ Eleni Louri-Dendarinou, Professor in Department of Economics, Athens University of Economics & Business, Greece
✓ Dejan Šoškić, Professor, Faculty of Economics, University of Belgrade, Serbia
✓ Chair: Iain Begg, Professorial Research Fellow, LSE, UK

16.55 FINANCING EUROPE'S FUTURE

Programming Partner: European Stability Mechanism (ESM)

Ageing, climate change and the risk of geo-economic fragmentation will have a major impact on Europe's future growth and therefore Europe needs determined action to maintain its international standing. The investment needs over the coming years will be enormous. Both public and private initiatives will be crucial. With countries being advised to keep spending in check, an EU Capital Markets Union could play a significant role. The question therefore is: What can be done, including at the EU level, to finance the multiple challenges European countries are facing?

✓ Marialena Athanasopoulou, Deputy Head, Economic Risk Analysis, ESM
✓ Christina Papaconstantinou, Deputy Governor, Bank of Greece
✓ Silvia Merler, Non-Resident Fellow, Bruegel; Head of ESG and Policy Research at Algebris Investments, Italy
✓ Chair: Christian Schubert, Economics and Business Correspondent, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), Rome

✓ confirmed speaker
# Agenda as of April 12, 2024

## DAY 3
**FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2024**
**AMPHICTYON HALL**
**Anemolia Hotel, Arachova**

### GREEK AND EUROPEAN ECONOMY

#### ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS ON GREEK ECONOMY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.35</td>
<td>NATIONAL DEBT: STRIKING A BALANCE BETWEEN STABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY</td>
<td><strong>✓ Dimitris Tsakonas</strong>, Director General, PDMA, Greece&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Tasos Anastasatos</strong>, GrofinChief Economist Eurobank SA&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Chair: Thanos Tsiros</strong>, Journalist, ERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.05</td>
<td>MACROECONOMIC STABILITY: IS GREECE FINALLY ON A SUSTAINABLE GROWTH PATH?</td>
<td><strong>✓ Nikos Vettas</strong>, General Director, Foundation for Economic and Industrial Research, Professor, AUEB, Greece&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Philipppos Sachinidis</strong>, Minister of Finance (2012 Coalition Cabinet), Hellenic Republic&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Elias Lekkos</strong>, Group Chief Economist, Piraeus Bank, Greece&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Dimitris Valatsas</strong>, Chief Economist, Aurora Macro Strategies, USA&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Elias Papaioannou</strong>, Professor of Economics, London Business School, UK&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Peter Spiegel</strong>, US Managing Editor, Financial Times&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Julia Lendvai</strong>, Head of Unit, Directorate-General for Economic and Financial Affairs (DG ECFIN), European Commission&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Chair: Xenia Kounalaki</strong>, Journalist, Kathimerini Newspaper, Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>ENGINES FOR GROWTH: IS THE PRODUCTION MODEL OF GREECE CHANGING?</td>
<td><strong>✓ Dimitri Papalexopoulos</strong>, Chairman of the Board, Hellenic Federation of Enterprises, Greece&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Vassilios E. Psaltis</strong>, CEO, Alpha Bank, Greece&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Marco Veremis</strong>, Partner, Big Pi Ventures, Greece&lt;br&gt;<strong>✓ Chair: Nikos Vettas</strong>, General Director, Foundation for Economic and Industrial Research, Professor, AUEB, Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>END OF DAY 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>PRIVATE DINNERS <em>(by invitation only)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

✓ confirmed speaker
DAY 4 |
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2024
ARTEMIS HALL
European Cultural Centre of Delphi

08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

EUROPE, EAST MED & MIDDLE EAST

09.00 PANDEMICS, WARS, AND THE RESURGENCE OF RADICALIZATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

✓ Katrina Sammour, Analyst, Emirates Policy Center, Jordan
✓ Abdullah Ould Abah, PhD, Arab Renaissance for Democracy and Development, Jordan
✓ Aziz Amin, Research Associate, Brenthurst Foundation, Oxford Global Society & Brenthurst Foundation, UK
✓ Konstantinos Ifantis, Professor International Relations, Panteion University, Greece
✓ Spyridon Litsas, Professor of International Relations Theory, University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece
✓ Chair: Sotiris Danezis, Journalist - Managing Director “Danezis Stories”

09.50 THE GAZA WAR AND THE FUTURE OF THE MIDDLE EAST SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

✓ Ebtesam Al-Ketbi, President, Emirates Policy Center, UAE
✓ Ahmed Aboudouh, Associate Fellow, Chatham House and Head of China Studies at Emirates Policy Center, UK
✓ Dlawer Ala’ Aldeen, President, Middle East Research Institute, Iraq
✓ Abdullah Al Saud, Assistant Director General for Policy Planning, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
✓ Chair: Ivana Dragicevic, Journalist, N1 TV, Croatia

10.50 THE FUTURE OF THE MIDDLE EAST

✓ Soli Özel, Senior lecturer, Kadir Has University, Member of the European Council on Foreign Relations, Türkiye
✓ Henri J. Barkey, Adjunct Senior Fellow, Middle East Studies, Council on Foreign Relations, USA
✓ Chair: Latika Bourke, Freelance, Contributor Politics Home, UnHerd, The i Paper, United Kingdom

11.30 GREEK NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY

✓ General Konstantinos Floros, Chief of the Hellenic National Defence General Staff (2020–2024)
   with
✓ Athanasios Platias, Professor of Strategy, University of Piraeus, Greece

11.50 BREAK
EUROPE, EAST MED & MIDDLE EAST

12.00 AMERICA’S FUTURE IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Programming Partner: Hellenic American Leadership Council (HALC)

At a moment when international order was already undergoing profound change, October 7th upended the hope in Washington that the Middle East was gradually becoming more stable. How has Washington navigated the post October 7th region? What is Washington’s short, medium and long term vision for the region?

✓ Steven A. Cook, Eni Enrico Mattei Senior Fellow for Middle East and Africa Studies, Council of Foreign Relations, USA
✓ Michael Rubin, Senior Fellow, American Enterprise Institute, USA
✓ Jonathan Schanzer, Senior Vice President, Research, Foundation for Defense of Democracies

✓ Chair: Endy Zemenides, Executive Director, Hellenic American Leadership Council, USA

12.40 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Julie Fisher, US Ambassador to the Republic of Cyprus
with
✓ Nicolas Zannettos, Digital Channel Manager, Alpha TV Cyprus

13.05 GREECE AND THE EU’S EXTERNAL CHALLENGES: MIGRATION, SECURITY AND THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

✓ Dimitris Avramopoulos, MP; EU Commissioner for Migration, Home Affairs & Citizenship (2014-2019), Greece
✓ Laurence Auer, Ambassador of France to the Hellenic Republic
✓ Othon Anastasakis, Director, European Studies Centre, St. Antony's College, University of Oxford, UK
✓ Constantinos Filis, Director, ACG Institute of Global Affairs & Professor, International Relations, American College of Greece

✓ Chair: Sotiris Danezis, Journalist - Managing Director “Danezis Stories”

✓ confirmed speaker
EUROPE, EAST MED & MIDDLE EAST

13.45 THE YEAR OF 50 ELECTIONS
HOW THE WORLD WILL LOOK AT THE END OF 2024?

✓ Anny Podimata, EU affairs consultancy, Greece
✓ Ino Afentouli, Executive Director, Institute of International Relations (IDIS), Greece
✓ Andreas Gofas, Director, The European Cultural Centre of Delphi, Greece
✓ Spyros Litsas, Professor of International Relations, University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece

✓ Chair: George Mouroutis, CEO, ABP Publishing Company

14.30 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM
DAY 4  
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2024  
KARAMANLIS HALL  
European Cultural Centre of Delphi

08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

DEFENSE

09.00  INNOVATION IMPERATIVE: THE FUTURE OF DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY
✓ Alexandros Diakopoulos, CEO, Hellenic Aerospace Industry S.A. (EAB)
✓ Deeph Chana, Executive Director, DIANA, NATO, UK
✓ Angelos Tsereklas, Managing Director, SOTIRIA Technology, Greece
✓ Pantelis Tzortzakis, Vice Chairman, Executive Member of the BoD, Hellenic Development Bank SA, Greece
✓ Ioannis Kaitsas, Head of Division, European Investment Bank
✓ Costas Papadopoulos, VP, Global Business Development International, SE Europe, Lockheed Martin Corporation, Greece
✓ Chair: Georgios Nounesis, Director & Chairman of the BoD, National Centre for Scientific Research “Demokritos”, Greece

09.45  THE FUTURE OF WARFARE, AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE
EXPLORING EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES, GEOPOLITICAL SHIFTS, AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE DEFENSE INDUSTRY
✓ Ioannis Kefalogiannis, Deputy Minister of Defense, Hellenic Republic
✓ Alexandre Escorcia, Director, Euro-Atlantic security, DG, Int’l Relations & Strategy, Ministry for the Armed Forces, France
✓ Randy Howard, Vice President Global Pursuits, Lockheed Martin
✓ Nikolaos Papatsas, Senior Partner, EFA Group; President HASDIG, Greece
✓ Chair: Stavros Ioannidis, Journalist, Skai TV & Kathimerini.gr

10.25  THE FUTURE OF TRANSATLANTIC DEFENSE COOPERATION
ASSESSING OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR DEEPENING US-EU COLLABORATION IN THE COMING YEARS
✓ Jonathan Hoyle, Vice President & Chief Executive, Europe Lockheed Martin, Greece
✓ Ambassador Philip Kosnett, Nonresident Sen. Fellow, Transatlantic Defense & Security Program, CEPA, USA
✓ Şerban Lungu, Director, Defence Integrated Planning Directorate, Ministry of Defence, Romania
✓ Alkiviadis Stefanis, Deputy Minister of National Defence (2019-2021), Hellenic Republic
✓ Chair: Vassilis Nedos, Journalist, Kathimerini, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
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DEFENSE

11.15 SECURITY, INTELLIGENCE AND REGIONAL COOPERATION IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN: OVERCOMING CHALLENGES AND BUILDING A MORE STABLE FUTURE

✓ Danny Yatom, Major General, Ex-Mossad chief (1996 - 1998), Israel

 ✓ Vassilis Nedos, Journalist, Kathimerini, Greece

11:40 NETWORKING BREAK

GREECE & TÜRKİYE

11.50 CHARTING A NEW COURSE: CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE OF GREEK-TURKISH RELATIONS?

✓ Christos Rozakis, President, Administrative Tribunal of the Council of Europe, Greece

✓ Admiral Evangelos Apostolakis, Minister of National Defence (2019), Hellenic Republic

✓ Giannis Valianakis, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs (2004 – 2009), Hellenic Republic

✓ Evanthi Hatzivassiliou, Prof. of Postwar History, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece

✓ Emmanuel Karagiannis, Reader in International Security, MRes Defence Studies Programme Director, King’s College, UK

✓ Alexandros Despotopoulos, International Relations Advisor, IDEF, Greece

✓ Chair: George Papachristos, Journalist, TA NEA

13.00 TÜRKİYE: FROM EU ACCESSION TO A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP?

✓ Angelina Eichhorst, Managing Director, European External Action Service, Belgium

✓ Nilgün Arısan Eralp, EU Studies Center Director, TEPAV, Türkiye

✓ Ahmet Erdi Öztürk, Associate Professor in Politics and International Relations, London Metropolitan University, UK

✓ Elena Lazarou, Senior Fellow, ELIAMEP, Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy, Greece

✓ Ioannis Grigoriadis, Ass. Professor, Dep. of Political Science, Bilkent University & Research Fellow, ELIAMEP, Greece

✓ Chair: Fanis Papathanasiou, Senior Diplomatic Correspondent, ERT, Greece
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GREECE & TÜRKİYE

13.45 ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TÜRKİYE

✓ Bedii Can Yücaoğlu, Director Map Yatırım, Türkiye
✓ Chair: Ioannis Grigoriadis, Ass. Professor, Dep. of Political Science, Bilkent University & Research Fellow, ELIAMEP, Greece

14.05 TÜRKİYE IN THE POST AMERICAN MIDDLE EAST

✓ Evren Balta, Chair, Department of International Relations, Ozyegin University, Türkiye
✓ Gönül Tol, Director of Turkish Program, Middle East Institute, USA
✓ Angelos Syrigos, Member of Parliament with New Democracy, Ass. Professor of International Law & Foreign Affairs, Greece
✓ Marilena Koppa, Professor of Comparative Politics, Panteion University, Greece
✓ Chair: Ioannis Grigoriadis, Ass. Professor, Dep. of Political Science, Bilkent University & Research Fellow, ELIAMEP, Greece

14.55 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM
DAY 4 | SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2024
AHRWEILER HALL
European Cultural Centre of Delphi

08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

GREEK REGIONAL AFFAIRS

09.00 COMBATING DISINFORMATION IN A MULTIPOLAR WORLD – STRATEGIES, TOOLS AND CHALLENGES

✓ Alexandru Giboi, The European Alliance of News Agencies
✓ Skender Krasniqi, Kosovo President, KosovaPress News Agency
✓ Claudia Nicolea, General Director, Member EANA Board, Romanian National News Agency AGERPRES
✓ Kiril Valchev, Director General, BTA, Bulgaria
✓ Yannick Pasquet, AFP, France
✓ Ilija Musa, FENA, Bosnia & Herzegovina

✓ Chair: Aimilios Perdikaris, Director General, Athens/Macedonian News Agency (AMNA)

10.00 THE QUALITY OF LEGISLATION IN GREECE: THE PAST, THE PRESENT & FUTURE

✓ Stylianos - Ioannis Koutnatzis, Secretary-General for Legal and Parliamentary Affairs, Hellenic Republic
✓ Introduced by: Aimilios Perdikaris, Director General, Athens/Macedonian News Agency (AMNA)

10.20 FROM THE END OF HISTORY TO THE END OF CERTAINTIES

✓ Tassos Giannitsis, Emeritus Prof., University of Athens, Minister of Labour & Social Security (2000 -2001), Hellenic Republic with
✓ Antonis Karakousis, Senior Editor, To Vima Newspaper

11.00 ACCI: IGNITING GROWTH, SHAPING THE FUTURE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

✓ Sophia Kounenaki-Efraimoglou, President, Athens Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Greece with
✓ Stelios Morfidis, Journalist, Proto Thema

11.25 NETWORKING BREAK

✓ confirmed speaker
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✓ Christos Chomenidis, Novelist, Greece
✓ Yannis Pretenteris, Publisher, TO VIMA Newspaper, ALTER EGO MEDIA S.A., Greece
✓ Yannis Meimaroglou, Publisher, Metarithmisi online magazine
✓ Antonis Delatolas, Publisher, To Pontiki, Greece
✓ Chairs: Iordanis Hasapopoulos, Journalist, MEGA & Christina Korai, Journalist, MEGA

12.25 ECHOES OF POPULISM:
THE RISE OF THE FAR-RIGHT IN THE EU AND ITS POTENTIAL IMPACT ON GREEK POLITICS
✓ Othon Anastasakis, Director, European Studies Centre, St. Antony's College, University of Oxford, UK
✓ Lambrini Rori, Assistant Professor in Political Analysis, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
✓ Dimitris Tsiodras, Head of Prime Ministers' Press Office Government, Greece
✓ Andreas Spyropoulos, Secretary of the Central Political Committee, PASOK, Greece
✓ Dimitri A. Sotiropoulos, Professor of Political Science, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens and ELIAMEP
✓ Chair: Konstantinos Tsalakos, Editor in Chief, Oikonomiki Epitheorisi

13.25 GREECE’S ECONOMIC HORIZON: A MIDTERM ASSESSMENT
✓ Thanos Petralias, Deputy Minister of National Economy & Finance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Michael Arghyrrou, Chairman of Council of Economic Advisors at Ministry of Finance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Chris Allen, DG ECFIN Resident Adviser in Athens at European Union
✓ Chair: Vasilis Tsekouras, Journalist, Action 24 / Mononews.gr
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13.55 CAN WE TALK?
ECHO CHAMBERS, OUTRAGE CULTURE AND POLARIZATION IN GREEK POLITICAL DISCOURSE

✓ Nikos Romanos, Spokesperson, New Democracy
✓ Symeon Kedikoglou, Member of Parliament, SYRIZA
✓ Ioannis Smyrlis, General Director of Nea Demokratia
✓ Panagiotis Vlachos, Communications & Strategy Expert, Member of Central Committee, PASOK-Kinima Allagis, Greece
✓ Nikolaos Farantouris, Jean Monnet Prof., EU Law & Policies Univ. of Piraeus, EU Policy Counsel SYRIZA, Greece
✓ Stelios Kyprouopoulos, MEP, European People’s Party Group, Greece

✓ Chair: Vangelis Giakoumis, Journalist, Blue Sky TV, Greece

14.40 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM
THE NATO 75th ANNIVERSARY COLLOQUIUM IN DELPHI
Sponsored by NATO

10.00 INTRODUCTION

Nikos Panagiotopoulos, Head, Greek Delegation to NATO; Minister of National Defence (2019–2023) Hellenic Republic

10.15 DISCUSSION

✓ Thanos Dokos, National Security Advisor to the Greek Prime Minister
✓ Barbora Maronkova, Global Partners Officer, NATO
✓ Oana Lungescu, Distinguished Fellow, Royal United Services Institute
✓ Nikos Loutas, Head of Data & AI Policy Unit Innovation, Hybrid and Cyber Division, NATO
✓ Marilena Koppa, Professor of Comparative Politics, Panteion University
✓ Chair: Ino Afentouli, Executive Director, Institute of International Relations (IDIS)

11.00 DISCUSSION WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF GenZ

11.25 CLOSING REMARKS

✓ Alexandros Diakopoulos, CEO, Hellenic Aerospace Industry S.A. (EAB)

12.00 NORTHERN GREECE AS A POLE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES, GREEN ENERGY & LOGISTICS

✓ Anastasios Tzikas, President of TIF – Helexpo SA & Technopolis SA
✓ Alexandros Kachrimanis, Governor, Region of Epirus
✓ Lina Tsaltampasi, President of Greek Association of Female Entrepreneurs and WEnCoop, W7 Advisor, EU Female Entrepreneurship Ambassador
✓ Vasilis Kafatos, Partner of Deloitte & President of the Deloitte Alexander Competence Center
✓ Chair: Maria Samolada, Journalist, Samtimes.gr

12.50 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM

✓ confirmed speaker
08.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

THE STATE OF THE WORLD

09.00 THE EFFECTS OF THE UPCOMING ELECTIONS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION AND THE UNITED STATES AND ITS POTENTIAL AFTERMATH

✓ Leonidas Raptakis, Rhode Island State Senator, USA
✓ Hryhoriy Nemyria, First Deputy Chairman of the Parliament, Ukraine
✓ Michael Cheoka, Georgia State Representative, USA
✓ Chair: Laura Deal Lacey, Executive Vice-President, MI International, Milken Institute, USA

09.40 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Noam Katz, Ambassador of Israel to Greece

with

✓ Alexia Tasouli, Diplomatic correspondent

10.00 IS THE WEST IN A NEW COLD WAR WITH CHINA?

Programming Partner: Institute of International Relations (IDIS)

✓ Xuetong Yan, Director, Institute of Int'l Relations Tsinghua Univ. & Secretary General World Peace Forum
✓ Neysun A. Mahboubi, Director of the Penn Project on the Future of U.S.-China Relations, University of Pennsylvania, USA
✓ Igor Rogelja, Lecturer in Global Politics, University College London, UK
✓ Cyril Pouloupoulos, Deputy Director, Great Britain China Centre, UK
✓ Henry Huiyao Wang, Founder & President, Center for China and Globalization, China

✓ Chair: Konstantinos Tsimonis, Senior Lecturer in Chinese Society, King's College, London and IDIS China Program Lead

10.45 EU WESTERN BALKANS ACCESSION: FROM POLITICAL RELUCTANCE TO STRATEGIC URGENCY

✓ Lazár Comănescu, Secretary General, Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation, Turkiye
✓ Nikola Dimitrov, Min. of Foreign Affairs (2017-2020), President, Balkan Center for Constructive Policies Solution, Republic of North Macedonia
✓ Miroslav Lajčák, EU Special Representative, Belgrade-Pristina Dialogue & Western Balkans, Slovakia
✓ Valbona Zeneli, Nonresident Senior Fellow, Atlantic Council
✓ Maira Myrogianni, Secretary General for International Economic Affairs / Chairwoman of the Board Enterprise Greece
✓ Toplica Spasojević, President of ITM System, Serbia

✓ Chair: Nazim Rashidi, Journalist / Editor TV Alsat, North Macedonia

✓ confirmed speaker
THE STATE OF THE WORLD

11.55 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Constantinou Kombos, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Cyprus
   with
✓ Christos Michailidis, ERT Radio, Greece

12.20 THE INTERCONNECTEDNESS OF EURO-ATLANTIC AND INDO-PACIFIC REGIONS
   Programming Partner: The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)

   We witness major tectonic shifts in the international order, shifting geopolitics and rise of strategic competition. The security of the Euro-Atlantic and that of the Indo-Pacific is becoming increasingly interlinked. What are the commonalities and challenges facing both regions and where can they seek synergies in tackling shared security challenges?

✓ Karl W. Eikenberry, Ambassador of the United States to Afghanistan (2009-2011)
✓ Gorana Grgic, Senior Researcher Swiss and Euro-Atlantic Security Team, Center for Security Studies (CSS), ETH Zurich
✓ Barbora Maronkova, Global Partners Engagement, jti

✓ Chair: Ino Afentoulis, Executive Director, Institute of International Relations (IDIS), Greece

13.00 NATO
   FROM VILNIUS TO WASHINGTON

✓ Paula Dobriansky, Vice Chair, Atlantic Council's Scowcroft Center for Strategy and Security, USA
✓ Cathryn Clúver Ashbrook, Senior Advisor, Bertelsmann Foundation
✓ Ian Brzezinski, Senior Fellow, Atlantic Council, USA
✓ Ambassador Ivo H. Daalder, CEO, The Chicago Council on Global Affairs, USA

✓ Chair: George Evgenidis, Anchorman, Star Channel, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
THE STATE OF THE WORLD

13.30 THE FOURTH & FIFTH SEAS

Programming Partner: Hellenic American Leadership Council (HALC)

This summer, Greece became the newest member of the Three Seas Initiative, expanding its geographic reach to the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean and its diplomatic pull. What are the prospects for this partnership of 13 EU member states to coalesce into an influential regional actor? Can Greek leadership within this initiative connect northern Europe to the Eastern Mediterranean integration and the IMEC corridor?

✓ Ian Brzezinski, Senior Fellow, Atlantic Council, USA
✓ Philip T. Reeker, Chair, Global Europe Program, Wilson Center, USA
✓ Ambassador Ivo H. Daalder, CEO, The Chicago Council on Global Affairs, USA
✓ Chair: Endy Zemenides, Executive Director, Hellenic American Leadership Council, USA

14.00 FROM THE PILLAR OF STABILITY TO INDISPENSABLE ALLY

✓ Alexandra Papadopoulou, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Hellenic Republic
✓ Endy Zemenides, Executive Director, Hellenic American Leadership Council, USA
✓ Ambassador Ivo H. Daalder, CEO, The Chicago Council on Global Affairs, USA

Chair: Alexandra Fotaki, Journalist, in.gr

14.30 AFRICA'S OPTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN A WORLD AT WAR

✓ Greg Mills, Director, The Brenthurst Foundation, South Africa
✓ Chipo Mwanawasa, Chief Policy Advisor to the President, Republic of Zambia
✓ Michael Rubin, Senior Fellow, American Enterprise Institute , USA

✓ Chair: Basil Gavalas, Managing Partner, ASININ CORPORATION LIMITED, Greece

15.10 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM
DAY 4 | SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2024
APOLLON HALL
Amalia Hotel

08.45 Arrival of guests - Registration

FUTURE

09.45 TOWARDS ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
GREEN TRANSITION, SOCIAL EQUALITY AND AI
Programming Partner: ENA Institute

✓ Petros Kokkalis, Member of the European Parliament, Greece
✓ Georgios Samaras, Assistant Professor of Public Policy, International School for Government, King's College London, UK
✓ Panagiotis Korkolis, Managing Director, Institute for Alternative Policies "ENA", Greece
✓ Nefeli Myrodia, Head of Onassis AiR, Onassis Foundation, Greece

✓ Chair: Nikos Erinakis, Asst. Professor of Philosophy, UoC; Director of Research, ENA Institute, Greece

10.20 NAVIGATING THE STORM: CRISIS LEADERSHIP IN A COMPLEX WORLD

Andy Coulson, Journalist and political strategist, CEO, Coulson Partners

with

Athanasios Katsikidis, Freelance Columnist, Kathimerini Newspaper Greece

10.40 POLARIZATION IN THE DIGITAL AGE. WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

✓ Anastasis Koutsogiannis, Chief Editor, Fyi.news, Greece
✓ Lina Papadopoulou, Professor of Constitutional Law, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece
✓ Klimentini Diakomanoli, Disinformation Expert, Author of “Fake News: what does Europe do?”, Belgium
✓ Elias Dinas, Prof., Head of Department., Dep. of Political and Social Sciences, European Institute University, Greece

✓ Chair: Byron Theodoropoulos, Stand-up comedian, Mathematician, Author

✓ confirmed speaker
FUTURE

11.20  AI AND EDUCATION: PEDAGOGY - TECHNOLOGY - POLITICS

Programming Partner: DIKTIO - Network for Reform in Greece and Europe

✓ Anna Diamantopoulou, President of DIKTIO - Network for Reform in Greece & Europe; Former EU Commissioner & Minister
✓ Panagiotis Anastasiades, Professor, e-Learning & Artificial Intelligence in Education, University of Crete, Greece
✓ Pavlos Kitsanlis, Public Sector Lead, Greece, Cyprus & Malta, Microsoft
✓ Sophia Hu (Hu Jingjing), Center for Greek Studies, Shanghai International Studies University, China
✓ Spyridon Doukakis, Chair, Hellenic Institute of Educational Policy, Greece

✓ Chair: Maria Sarafoglou, Journalist, ANT1, Greece

12.20  CAN GREEK POLITICS ESCAPE THE GRIP OF POLARIZATION?

✓ Thanos Plevris, Parliamentary Representative, New Democracy
✓ Michalis Katrinas, Parliamentary Representative, PASOK-Kinima Allagis
✓ Nikos Pappas, Parliamentary Representative, SYRIZA
✓ Alexis Charitsis, President, New Left

✓ Chair: Christina Vidou, Journalist, ERT, Greece

13.05  INTERGENERATIONAL DEMOCRACY: SOLID STATE?

✓ Chiara Rosselli, Co-Founder and Executive Director, Head of the Open European Dialogue, APROPOS, Italy
✓ Vasilis Karydas, Public & Government Affairs Manager, Konrad Adenauer Foundation for Greece & Cyprus
✓ Vassilis Koutoumpas, Lawyer / Policy Advisor, Georgetown University, USA
✓ Fanis Spanos, Governor, Region of Central Greece
✓ Jerry Zagoritis, Founder & Chief Strategist, Campaign Lab, Belgium

✓ Chair: Catherine Eleanor Karaviotis, Public Policy Consultant, Tsomokos Communications

14.05 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM
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CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

10.30 IMPACT INVESTMENT & THE CCI's

Introduction speech
✓ Christos Dimas, Deputy Minister for Culture, Government of the Hellenic Republic

10.35 WHAT IS THE IMPACT INVESTING AND HOW WE COULD CONNECT IT WITH THE CREATIVE ECONOMY?

✓ Laura Callanan, Founding Partner, Upstart Co-Lab
✓ Fran Sanderson, Director, Arts & Culture Investments and Programmes, Nesta
✓ Chair: Despina Tomadaki, Senior Loan Officer, European Investment Bank (EIB)

11.10 PRESENTATION: THE GREEN SHOT

✓ Veronique Pevtschin, CEO, The GreenShot

11.20 HOW IMPACT INVESTMENT CAN WORK?

✓ Yerassimos Yannopoulos, Co-Managing Partner, Zepos & Yannopoulos Law Firm
✓ Elly Andriopoulou, Managing Director, SNFCC
✓ Adriano Picinati di Torcello, Director | Global Art & Finance Coordinator, Deloitte Luxembourg
✓ Haris Siampanis, Board Advisor, Benaki Museum
✓ Chair: Dimitra Kizlari, Policy & Investment | Cultural & Creative Sectors , National Lottery Heritage Fund , UK

✓ confirmed speaker
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12.00 IMPACT INVESTING AND CULTURE 
A FORESIGHT DIMENSION: HOW DO WE PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE?

✓ Laura Callanan, Founding Partner, Upstart Co-Lab
✓ Fran Sanderson, Director, Arts & Culture Investments and Programmes, Nesta
✓ Niki Dandoiou, Special Sec. EU / ESF program management, Ministry of Economy & Finance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Dimitra Kizlari, Policy & Investment | Cultural & Creative Sectors, National Lottery Heritage Fund
✓ Monika Tsiliberdi, Head, Directorate for the Development of Contemporary Creation, Ministry of Culture, Hellenic Republic

✓ Chair: Elena Mavromichali, Strategist, Arts & Culture & Epaminondas Christophopoulos, Foresight Expert, CEO, MOMus, Thessaloniki, Greece

12.40 THE AUDIOVISUAL INDUSTRY IN GREECE, DEVELOPMENTS & PERSPECTIVES

✓ Leonidas Christopoulos, President & CEO of National Centre of Audiovisual Media and Communication (EKOME SA)
✓ Amanda Livanou, Vice President SAPOE, CEO-Producer Neda Film, Greece
✓ Dionyssis Samiotis, Vice President, Tanweer Group, Greece
✓ Lakis Lazopoulos, Actor, Writer, Director, Producer
✓ Giannis Karagiannis, CEO, J. K. Productions S.A, Kapa Studios, Greece
✓ Konstantinos Kontovrakis, Film Producer, Greece

✓ Chair: Pavlos Pantazopoulos, Journalist, Naftemporiki TV

13.20 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM

✓ confirmed speaker
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10.00 UNLOCKING PEAK PERFORMANCE: BUILDING A HIGH-PERFORMANCE CULTURE  
Programming Partner: Life Project

✓ Dimitris Itoudis, Head Coach Basketball, President of Euroleague Head Coaches Board, Greece  
✓ Vassilis Vardakas, Co-founder Key Books, Greece

10.20 DECODING LEADERSHIP: C-LEVEL SOFT SKILLS FOR SUCCESS

✓ Nina Kaloutsa, Managing Director, Speak & Thrive by Nina Kaloutsa  
✓ Maira Folia, Co-founder Reset Platform, Greece  
✓ Nikos Pavlakos, CEO & Co-Founder, Orientum Ltd, Greece  
✓ Nikolaos Dimitriadis, Head of Neuro Consulting Services, Greece  
✓ Fotis Rigas, Managing Director Recruitment Services, Kariera Group, Greece

✓ Chair: Synthia Sapika, Anchorwoman, ERT 3

10.55 WELLBEING AT WORK: MASTERING THE ART OF MENTAL HEALTH FOR COMPANIES  
Programming Partner: Life Project

✓ Mina Chioni, Clinical Psychologist, Founder Tree of Therapy, Greece  
✓ Ted Papakostas, Archaeologist, Author, Greece  
Lily Evangelia Peppou, Clinical Psychologist - Public Health Researcher, Breathe Hellas  
✓ Tatiana Tounta, Chairwoman & CEO, HELLAS EAP

✓ Chair: Nikos Efstathiou, Journalist & Author

11.30 FROM DISPLACEMENT TO SECRETARY GENERAL: FIGHTING POVERTY & IN JUSTICE

✓ Arthur Larok, Secretary General, Action Aid International, UK  
✓ Niki Lymperaki, Journalist, Co-Founder at pod.gr, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
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FUTURE

11.50 UNLEASHING THE POWER OF INCLUSION IN THE WORKPLACE
Programming Partner: Upfront Initiative

✓ Athina Stavrou, HR Director, MSD Greece, Cyprus & Malta
✓ Irene Panagiotakopoulou, Chief Human Resources Officer, Deloitte
✓ Angelo Pentaris, Drummer, Motivational Speaker
✓ Fotis Sergoulopoulos, Actor, TV Presenter, Businessman
✓ Irini Psimiti, Chief People & Communications Officer, Cepal

✓ Chair: Alexandros Diakosavvas, Editor in Chief, LiFO

12.25 DEI STRATEGIES: EXPECTATIONS vs. OUTCOMES
Programming Partner: Upfront Initiative

✓ Christelle Foucault, Diversity, Campaigns & External Engagement Director, SANOFI LA BOETIE, France
✓ Krystalli Glyniadaki, Writer, Poet, Translator
✓ Symeon Keletzis, Vice President Egalite

✓ Chair: Katerina Papanikolaou, Senior Manager, Head Skills and Diversity & Inclusion services, PwC, Greece

13.00 BEYOND BORDERS: STORIES OF ATYPICAL SUCCESS

✓ Eleni Tsatsaronaki, CEO, The Manna Bakery Tsatsaronakis, Greece
✓ George Sidiropoulos, Managing Director, Think Silicon, Greece
✓ Vangelis Liakos, Co-Founder Beetroot Design Group, Greece
✓ Sotiris Kyranakos, CEO, Hellenic Athletics Association
✓ Giorgos Varelogiou, Co-founder & Managing Partner, REBORRN Greece
✓ Konstantinos Kenteris, Vice President SEGAS, Greece

✓ Chair: Panagiotis Kakolyris, COO & Head of Strategy, SOCIALDOO, Greece

✓ confirmed speaker
FUTURE

13.35 PHILANTHROPY

✔ Carolina Pikrammenou, Vice President, Symplefsi
✔ Christos Christou, International President, Médecins Sans Frontières, Switzerland
✔ Sotirios Pastras, General Secretary of the BoD and Co-founder, ExcellenSeas

✔ Chair: Sofia Beretanou, Journalist Athens 984 και Director of Communication and Public Relations, Ekome

14.10 FOSTERING AN ENVIRONMENT THAT MERITS AND SUPPORTS WOMEN’S ENTREPRENEURIAL ENDEAVORS: THE VALUE ADDED TO THE ECONOMY AND SOCIAL COHESION

✔ Sophia Zacharaki, Minister of Social Cohesion and Family, Hellenic Republic
✔ Maira Myrogianni, Secretary General for International Economic Affairs; Chairwoman of the Board Enterprise Greece
✔ Agapi Sbokou, co-owner and co-CEO of PHĀEA; Vice-President of SETE
✔ Kalia Konstantinidou, Vice-President, Empiria Group; Member of the Board, Enterprise Greece
✔ Dimitra Kolotoura, President, Zeus+Dione

✔ Chair: Dimitra Kroustalli, Journalist, To Vima

14.45 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM
DAY 4  
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2024  
AMPHICTYON HALL  
Anemolia Hotel, Arachova

DECODING TOMORROW  
CHALLENGES THAT DEFINE OUR TIME

09.00 Arrival of guests - Registration

DEMOGRAPHIC CRISIS & IMMIGRATION POLICY

10:00 THE IMMENSE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE DEMOGRAPHIC ISSUE IN GREECE 2025-2050

✓ Domna Michailidou, Minister of Labour and Social Insurance, Hellenic Republic
✓ Alexandra Tragaki, Professor of Demography Economics, Harokopio University, Greece
✓ Byron Kotzamanis, Professor of Demography, University of Thessaly, Greece
✓ Eva Papadaki, Project Manager of HOPEgenesis, Greece
✓ Xenos Panagiotis, Assistant Professor, Department of Statistics and Insurance Science, University of Piraeus
✓ Apostolos Gkoutzinis, Partner, Milbank LLP, UK

✓ Chair: Orestis Tsakalotos, President of the Qualco Foundation, Qualco S.A., Greece

10.45 IN CONVERSATION

✓ Takis Theodorikakos, Minister of Citizen Protection (2021-2023), Hellenic Republic  
with
✓ George Evgenidis, Anchorman, Star Channel, Greece

10.55 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

✓ Sofia Voultepsi, Deputy Minister of Migration and Asylum, Hellenic Republic
✓ Panos Tsakloglou, Deputy Minister for Labour and Social Security, Hellenic Republic
✓ George Pagoulatos, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of Greece to the OECD, France
✓ Athanasios Kyriazis, General Secretary for Research and Innovation, Ministry of Development, Hellenic Republic
✓ Nikos Vettas, General Director, Foundation for Economic and Industrial Research, Professor, AUEB, Greece
✓ Alexandra Tragaki, Professor of Demography Economics, Harokopio University, Greece
✓ Platon Tinios, Professor, Department of Statistics and Insurance Science, University of Piraeus, Greece
✓ Christos Ioannou, Consultant on Human Resources, Human Capital and Labour Affairs, Hellenic Federation of Enterprises
✓ Fay Makantasi, Research Director, DiaNEOsis, Greece
✓ Litsa Panayotopoulos, CEO, EVIA IP, Greece

✓ Chair: Miltiadis Nektarios, Professor of Insurance & Risk Management, University of Piraeus and

✓ confirmed speaker
✓ Odin Linardatou, Chief Editor, To Vima English Edition, Head of Media, Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)

DAY 4 | SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2024
AMPHICTYON HALL
Anemolia Hotel, Arachova

DECODING TOMORROW CHALLENGES THAT DEFINE OUR TIME

DEMOGRAPHIC CRISIS & IMMIGRATION POLICY

13.00 UNACCOMPANIED MINORS PROTECTION PROGRAM OF GREECE

✓ Sofia Voultepsi, Deputy Minister of Migration and Asylum, Hellenic Republic
✓ Hercules Moskoff, Special Sec. for the Protection of Unaccompanied Minors, Ministry of Migration & Asylum, Hellenic Republic
✓ Amadou Camara, Gen. Sec. of Vulnerable Persons & Institutional Protection, Ministry of Migration & Asylum, Hellenic Republic
✓ Alassane Keita, Mentor, Asylum Gen. Sec. of Vulnerable Persons & Institutional Protection, Ministry of Migration, Hellenic Republic
✓ Saada Mohammed, Mentor, Ministry of Migration and Asylum, Hellenic Republic
✓ Negin Torfinezhadian, Mentor, General Secretariat for Vulnerable Persons and Institutional Protection
✓ Jamil Khan, Mentor, Asylum Gen. Sec. for Vulnerable Persons & Institutional Protection, Ministry of Migration, Hellenic Republic
✓ Hadi Mohammad Mohebi, Mentor, Asylum Gen. Sec. for Vulnerable Persons & Institutional Protection, Ministry of Migration

✓ Chair: Odin Linardatou, Chief Editor, To Vima English Edition, Head of Media, Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)

13.40 END OF DAY 4

END OF FORUM